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Put your name on apair of these loudspeakers
You have never seen apair of speakers like these before,

Having discovered Zingali few owners re- sell or upgrade

and you have never heard speakers like these before.Their

these heirloom loudspeakers. It will be more so with these

neutrality is expressed by the fact that this is the first

long-awaited signatures launched in Italy in September 2006.

loudspeaker in the world with no model name.They sound
like adirect line to your amplifier's output.

Pure genius. True progress.

Engraved is the signature of the creator and the name of
the client to whom the hand carved and calibrated pair is
dedicated.
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Technical Features
System Type
Frequency Response
Nominal Impedence
Sensitivity
Crossover Frequency
Power OMS
Recommended Power Amplifier
Components: Woofer
Compression Driver
Wooden Horn
Cabinet
Finish
Dimensions cm ( hxw xd)
Net Weight

Bass Reflex
32 Hz - 21 KHz
8 Ohm
98 dB 1m/1W
700 Hz • 12 dB oct.
300 Watts
10 : 500 Watts
:190 mm - coil 100 mm
1" — coil 44 mm
Omniray GZ 14"
40 mm Solid Wood /40 mm Mdf
Soft Feel Black / Cherry
h 124 x 52 xp 75
72 kg

Cherry

Walnut

Natural

y
Zingali

Audio Salon, 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400 e: info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk w : www.zingallit
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For people passionate about great sound

The insice guice to tne vvorc cf
'An 8W single-ended triode could
bewitch the buttercups off agarden
fairy, yet crumple when laced up to a
low-impedance 82dBfVV mini-monitor'
Andrew Harrison, p76
THE NEXT RUSSIAN REVOLUTION...?
After ifunes Music Store, the controversial Russian download site allofmp3.
corn is said to be the UK's most popular music download site. Hardly surprising
given its breadth of coverage, low prices, and total freedom from the digital use
restrictions that cripple other services. US Trade Representative Susan Schwaub
has been particularly critical of the site's alleged disregard for international

20th CENTURY PHONOGRAPHY

copyright law, and the site's activities have been blamed for Russia's difficulties
in joining the World Trade Organisation. Aspokesman from allofmp3.com is
quoted as saying ' Susan Schwaub markets us so effectively -- she could already

Like atime-lapse film that condenses
months into afew seconds. an American
composer has done the same with
sound. RLuke DuBois has atechnique

be our press secretary'.
NW, usrannans, mos. Tr.)

called time-lapse phonography that uses

Altln

an algorithm to calculate the average
of all frequencies in an audio sample, to
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Is dlegal to download music from All0FMP3.com?

create amorphous sound clips that can

The ayallabillty over the Internet of the 4.4.0ealel corn materiels es anthem
by the awns*
15-3Y-05-03 Of me Auseten Mean.. end Internet Sooety ( liCalS and Scenes • 006/314.05 et
the fUghtheiders redeem. Mt CoPecthe Cenntilht %nee..., en ...aOtee Intenen'tn'en
(F•JR). In «cadence to the licenees• terns alesleSerwes pays bombe feast«
rnatersets
...loaned Morn the see subject to Use Sawa"3,0 busman recleraton On COOrlent and Rebel,
MOW all these material. re soltly far persona use any further Ontnbution, resale or
eraeetastIne are 050043.0

sonically compress decades of recorded
music. His album Time/apse comprises all
the songs that topped the Billboard Hot
100 from 1958 and 2000. Apparently

The norb rob.010 nun Ol100MPO con are onatenteo IN the lany of the Rustlan eenlerances • On
Coreloht lee Relate %lee and are sor personal use of • buyer Commercial use af such
T.... IS prostate 'Worsen'', capon. Olstributayn on any melba es MUM Only uoon sew.
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1978 sounds very ' F', given the number
of hits by the Bee Gees that year and
their rxeference for writing in that key...
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'Many studios now feel that
next generation DVD will
only produce the penetration
of Laserdisc in the market'
Jon Thompson, p74
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APpyle,Cfle teflo/Of ! Older

'While he has
100,000 MP3 files
in his iTunes, the
highlight of parties
he throws is cutting
off the files and
having everyone
pick vinyl to play'

Below: ConradJohnson CT5, see
page 34

frealf

conradlohnson

Michael Fremer, p73
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News

85

New universal player from

Q88A
Our bigger Q&A section

Denon: English Valve Amplifiers;

90

plus Hi Fi CONFIDENTIAL column

How To...
Keith Howard with a step-by-step
guide to digitizing your vinyl

OPINION

94

Super Systems
Linn [ Pl 2, Klimax Kontrol and

65
WELCOT\ - l7
With acover proudly
proclaiming *Awards
Issue', it can't have
escaped you- notice
that this month we're
once again dedicating
pages to honour
the finest products
we've encountered.
Sound quality is the :
watchword, naturally,
yet our judges have
also thought long
and hard to nominate
components that can
balance performance
with value for money.
And this in afield
where the sky is barely
a limit to the price
tags that can often be
seen swinging from
the more astounding
components that
we bring you in the
pursuit of pure audio
excellence.
This month marks
the farewell from
these pages of
legendary scribe Ken
Kessler, who signs
off in his column on
p75. On behalf of all
_
...."1 at HiFi News, I'd like
!to acknowledge his
inspired contributions
to this magazine over
the years and wish
him the very best for
future prcjects.
And with Editor
jeh
Steve Fairclough on
temporary sick leave
his month, it only
eaves me to wish
im a speedy return,
eady for the raft of
unmissable features
and reviews we have
lined up for the
coming months!
ANDREW
HARRISON
Ceputy Editor

Music Reviews

Artikulat in this one- make system

The best new releases in jazz,

99

classical, rock & audiophile

73

Opinion

78

Letters

The Hot List!
The best hi-fi available on earth!

Insights from our columnists
Your views on all matters audio

FEATURES
06

Objects of Desire
A first peek at chic audio pieces

15

Hi -Fi News Investigation
Jim Lesurf examines the BBC's
decision to drop Radio 3's bit- rate

71
34/42145/60 Amain

Mini speakers worth £ 1250

29

Aesthetix

48

Avalon Acoustics

57

Atlas Cables

29

Ayre

52/55

B&VV Loudspeakers

37

Bryston

24/26/60

Basis Audio

31

Classé Audio

57

Chord Co

37

Chord Electronics

31

Classe Audio

59

Clearaudio

34

conrad-johnson

27

Dynavector

47

Dali

41/4H

Denon

29

Graham Slee

26

Hadcock

51

Hyperion

59/60

lsotek Systems

06

Leben

32

Leema Acoustics

23/27/94

Linn Products

20

Meridian Audio

35

Music First Audio

38

Musical Fidelity

21/31/41/61

Naim Audio

57

Nordost

23

Oracle Audio

59

Origin Live

06

Pass Labs

20/61

Rega

55

REL

26

SME

51/61

Sonus saber

47

Stirling Broadcast

27

Transfiguration

55

Velodyne

62

Zanden Audio

Competition
Win a pair of Tannoy Autograph

138 Essential Sounds
Let Zappa put zip into your system

AWARDS 2006
19

HiFi News Awards 2006
Over 50 products: 16 categories

20

Best CD Player
The silver disc spinners that shone

23

Best Turntable

26

Best Tonearm

Record decks leading the way
Some new faces, and an old friend

27

Best Cartridge
A trio of immortal coils

29

Best Phono Stage
The head amp champs

31

Best Integrated Amp
Single chassis winners

34

Best Pre-amplifier
it
Best Power Amplifier

The controllers that cut

37

Canadian and Brits win through

41

Best DVD Player
Suitable surround sound sources

45

Best AV Amplifier

47

Best Speaker under £2000

Kings of cinema, and music too
The affordable speaker elite
48

Best Speaker over £2000

55
57

Best Subwoofer
Who takes the low end
Best Cable

59

Best

Best transducers money can buy
laurels?

Interconnect stars
Accessory

Kit to keep your system happy

60

Product of the Year
Eight greats
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LEBEN CS- 600 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Harking back to the classic look of Luxman,
the Leben CS- 600 is aconnoisseur product
from Japan, lovingly assembled from the
highest- grade components. It can accept
either 6L6GC or EL34 output valves, giving
around 32 or 28 watts respectively. An
array of panel svvitchgear even includes
stereo/reverse control, and a 16 ohm
transformer tap behind for LS3/5A
lovers. Price is £ 3600
www.leben-hifi.com
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PASS LABS X2.5 & X150.5 AMPLIFERS
This fully- balanced pre- amplifier and power
amplifier form part of the next generation
of X series amplifiers from Nelson Pass. The
X150.5 is rated at 150W into 8 ohm and
uses Pass patented Supersymmetry circuit
to reject distotion and noise. Machined
from thick aluminium stock and anodised
an instrument grey, the power amp even
includes afront panel meter to indicate
output bias current. This is sweet-sounding
hi-fi with architectural build.
Price is 0495/£3995.
www.passlabs.com

WE
THINK
loc-edib e build ai
iurid, this i5 audio as
irclitect ure. Review
romino » non..

DENON DVD-3930
While the combatants prepare for the next video format war, Denon is
investing in high-end video processing to wring the best out cf standarddefinition DVD. The DVD-3930 universal player is amulti-format machine with

The pick of the very latest and greatest

10- bit video processing and scaling interpolation, to provide an upconverted
1080p picture. It also features five Burr- Brown 24/192 DAC chips for playback
of DVD-A and SACD multichannel discs. Denon UK, 01234 741200

kit that's about to come your way...

LEFT: Denon's
DVD-3930
features Realta
T2 video chip

EBEN
LOUDER
EBEN X-STREME SERIES
From Denmark comes the Eben
brand of loudspeakers, now
available in the UK once again
through UK distributor The
Sound Surgery
New from tne brand is the
X-Streme series, using aRaidho
FTT75 ribbon tweeter, said
to extend to beyond 50k1-1z,
and Audio Technology cone

1r5-geE

3 Ho»

g% CID

drivers. Special attention has
been turred to the crossover
to ensure impedance is level
and never drops oelow 8ohm,
and internal wring is Nordost
monofilament.
Prices start at £ 3000.
Sound Surgery,
01392 662920
www.eben.dk

TAKE FIVE TWO
KEF fivetwo
A novel idea to the problem of accomodating five or more speakers in the
home for suround-sound has been devised by KEF. Known as fivetwo Model 7
and fivetwo Model 11, these new speakers feature flat- panel drivers behind
main Uni Q speaker drivers for rear surround effects. The Model 7costs £ 6001
pair, while the Model 11 floorstander features atotal of 11 drivers.
KEF, 01622 672261 www.kef.com
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ENGLISH VALVE
LAUNCHES AMP

MAKING A MARK
ACCUSTIC ARTS CD PLAYER 1 MK2

ENGLISH VALVE AMPLIFIERS PROTEUS

Hand- made in Germany is the new CD player from Accustic Arts,

New brand English Valve Amplifiers has launched a

five separately and 'gene -ously dimensioned' power supplies, using

range of amplifiers, leading with the integrated Proteus

high- capacity Panasonic capacitors arc ultra-fast diodes. Conversion is
by Burr- Brown 24/192 DAC with aro B-tmes oversampling digital filter.

named the CD Player 1Mk2. Conscientious engineering efforts include

model. This 20W design is based on the classic 1947
Williamson push-pull triode circuit using KT88 valves as

Analogue outputs are eft -1er XLR Neutr i
kor RCA WBT sockets. Price in

triodes, in apolished stainless- steel chassis. It's priced at

the UK is £ 3985.

£4600. This heavyweight design is handbuilt in England

Audio Reference, 01252 702705

and weighs in at 33kg. A choice of output tansformers is

www.accusticarts.com

available to suit customers' requirements, depending on
the impedance of their loudspeakers.
A proposed two- box amplifier to follow, the Saphire,
will use aStevens & Billington transformer volume
control in the pre- amp stage, and S & Bpower output
transformers.
English Valve Amplifiers, 01424 445107
www.valve-amps.co.uk
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FUSE WIRE
OEHLBACH FUSION TWO
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You've already made aname with Leema Acoustics as a
Barely-pronouncable German cable
brand Oehlbach has added ahigh- end
speaker cable to its range of audio
and video cables. The Fusion Two uses
12 solid- core strand copper with each
strand wrapped in a 10 micron skin of
'time compensation' copper foil. This
foil- wrap is claimed as aworld first and
is ' fiendishly difficult and expensive to
manufacture'.
A custom-made 3m terminated
pair is priced at £ 425 with achoice of
connectors offered, either spades or

speaker brand — why the addition of arange of electronics?
Iowned aLondon- based studio complex and also manufactured a
range of studio electronics ( Magtrax) which became the standard
for multi- channel monitoring in music studios, mastering houses and
feature film mixing stages around the world. Having painstakingly
developed our lcudspeakers for both pro- audio and hi-fi, the addition
of our range of high performance electronics was obvious.
How do you think you can differentiate your products from
those of established brands in the same field?
We always design from aunique perspective: we simply design for
ourselves. Our CD player had to scLnd like an analogue component,
not like aragged and sibilant digital facsimile and our surround
systems must not compromise two- channel stereo. Furthermore, it is

Oehlbach, 020 8863 8979

vital that our whole electronics family is extremeiy easy to use, unlike
many other feature laden and over complex alternatives.

www.oehlbach.de

Your amps are multichannel capable: can we expect to see a

4mm banana plugs.

multichannel player to complement your Antila CD player?
We have aworking multi-channel UPS ( Leema Intelligent Protocol
System) compliant universal player ( Pictor) in R&D right now,
however we have taken adecision to delay its release pending the
outcome of the unnecessary HD format war. in the meantime, we
will release an interface module that gives existing universal players
LIPS functionality.
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The eternal classic .
fie true audiophiles...
Bolzano Villetri stunning ne % loudspeakers
re-write the rules through cutting edge
technology.
The unique construction of Bolzano Villetri
radiates sound through 360° using counteraperture principles; this patented technology is called ` RoundStreameTehnology%
Unlike conventional speakers,
RoundStream®Tehnology' emulates the
true acoustic essence of real instruments
—the result is quite breathtaking!

Campanile 3000 Series

BOLZANO

!
MI1111

1

tnio

VILLETRI

Holding sacred the tradition of counteraperture, Bolzano Villetri is proud to
present their stunning new range ` Bellagio'
Patented technology has been passed down
from the 3000 series to make Bellagio a
serious contender for anyone who is
passionate about music and home cinema.

To experience the Bolzano Villetri
sound visit vmu.bolzanovilletri.com,
locate the dealer nearest to
you and book ademonstration.

...and the contemporau
YBI Distributions Ltd, Exclusive Distributors for Europe
Tel: +44(0) 207 2448240 / email: bv©ybidistributions.com

classic for music lovers

NEO MAGNETS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEGIS NEO

EVENT
NEWS

A range of speakers from Acoustic
Energy is said to be cleaner, tighter

GETTING AHEAD

and sweeter sounding than its
predecessors. The budget- priced
Aegis Neo starts with the bookshelf
Neo One, and this two-way design
uses neodymium magnets on both
drivers - both the dual ring- radiator
tweeter and the 130mm alloy cone
mid/bass driver.
This magnet promises superior
power handling and better linearity.
AE also offers an 880mm-high
floorstander, the two- and- a- half-way
Aegis Neo Three. Prices are £ 199.95
and £ 369.95 respectively. A complete
5.1 package is priced at £ 999.95.
Acoustic Energy, 01285 654432
www.acoustic-energy.co.uk

EII:FI CONFIDENTIAL

12 NOV 2006
iMou iHiFi
w, Hilton
apest West,Hungary

What's hot off the workbench bet isn't new? Answer, the new Russ
Andrews HP - 1headphone amp, which is a Stello HP- 100 in disguise.
Well, actually it's aconsiderably improved headphone amplifier, with
a better power supply, something that Russ Andrews excels at. This
personal headphone amplifier isn't exactly small either, being long and

-12 NOV
Io Show 06,
el Sobieski,
rsaw,
and

thin like me. The power supply ( with a large toroidal transformer) is built

1JAN 2007
Consumer
ronics
•w, Las Vegas,
A

not a bat. The build quality is really superb.

FEB
Audio Jumble,
Angel Leisure
Centre,
Tonbridge,
www.a udio
jumble.co.uk
25-27 JUNE
31st International AES
Conference,
New Directions
in High Resolution Audio,
Queen Mary,
University of
ndon, London

into the unit itself, and is supplied with the new entry-level PowerMax
cable. It has two inputs so it can be used as a pre- amp. Call this aSugden
Bijou that looks much better but with fewer inputs and no tape- out or
remote. It also has afilter switch, which chops around 20kHz if you're
Also available is a matching DIA converter with USB input, so you can
play off your PC with a better soundcard and not annoy the neighbours!
Coming soon will be a matching power amp ( which probably will annoy
the neighbours) and aCD transport.
COMING ZUNE?
Meanwhile, the Zune, Microsoft's answer to the iPod, is due for release
in the US before Christmas. While it might well sport features that the
Apple player doesn't presently offer, it's not going to be a money earner
for Bill Gates. OK, the screen is bigger and FM radio is included, but to
these eyes at least, the looks of the machine are horrendous!
Its main selling point is that it is able to ' beam' songs from one Zune
to another, but tracks transferred this way can only be played by the
'receiving' Zune three times or for three days, whichever is the shorter.
On your PC it'll even note which tunes you have shared with your friends.
Surprised it doesn't ask for their NI number as well...
MATURE SOUND
JVC has been using slithers of wood as the material for some of its
woofers for awhile ( not as clever as it sounds, as most speakers use
paper). The company calls it ' mature sound', though Iguess that
depends how old the tree was. It soaked the wood in rice wine as that
stopped it drying out and cracking.
Well, hot on its wooden heels is Pioneer. Recently one of the
company's engineers was visiting the distillery of Japanese drinks giant
Suntory and saw that whisky was matured in 100- year- old white oak
barrels. He took home samples of the wood and found it so hard that it
broke his drill- bits. As a result Pioneer is now buying up Suntory's whisky

ISOCLEAN PT- 303G II

barrels, steaming them flat and building loudspeaker cabinets out of
them as they vibrate less, which is great news unless you're Bbsendorfer.

Mains transformers and filter products

While the barrels were being sawn he collected the shavings and put

needn't be boring boxes - this polished

them into acup of hot water. He was rewarded by adrink tasting of the

unit from Hong Kong- based lsoclean

finest whisky!

goes the shiny- shiny route, clad in
lacquered copper with 24k gold

Now Pioneer is sending out publicity gifts that are boxes full of wood
shavings, with instructions on how to turn them into awhisky drink.

trimmings. Inside the 282mm high box

Unfortunately, as the instructions are only in Japanese most recipients

are ultra- low resistance transformers

have been rummaging through the shavings thinking they are packaging

and power filters, with an advertised

for afreebie that isn't there and throwing away all the free booze.

power handling of 3kVA. Cost is £ 1450.
Angelsound Audio, 01923 352479
www.isocleanpower.com

Microsoft Zune: Redmond- based
company wants aslice of Pod action
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MARANTZ CINEMA

op
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MARANTZ DV 6001 AND SR7001

ego to press
Priced at £ 350, Marantz's

are hearing

new universal DVD player also
incorporates 1080p video scaling.

tthe BBC has

The DV6001 has built-in decoding

roadcasts on ,
at 192kbis

for multichannel DVD-A, SACD and
DIS, using 24/192 DACs from Cirrus
Logic. It can additionally upsample
CD music discs.

med Radio

'Inside Story'
• ). We'll have
re details in

Also added to the range is

month's

anew line-up of home cinema
receivers, starting with the SR7001
AV receiver. It includes four HDMI

II

'
News...

analogue video input.
A selection of surround decoders
includes compatibility with Dolby
Digital EX, DTS-ES, DPL Ilx and DTS
96/24. The SR7001 costs £ 1000.
Marantz UK, 01753 680868
www.marantz.com

LEEMA ACOUSTICS ANTI LA
Adding to Leema Acoustics expanding range of
electronics is the Antila CD player, asophisticated
design using atotal of 20 24/192 Delta Sigma D/A
converters. These are configured in differential
mode with 10 DACs providing positive and 10
negative phase signals in what Leema calls aMD2
Active Differential Multi-DAC.
Incorporating aproprietary LIPS control ( Leema

inputs and one HDMI output, said
to be able to upconvert from any

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
PUMPS IT UP

'RECTIONS
ptember's
-ws

pages
luded astory

Intelligent protocol System), the £ 2495 Antila can
be used directly with the company's Hydra power
amplifier, taking advantage of theat amp's built-in
switched volume control, with the Antila acting as

bout the JAS
Orion Grand

acontrol interface.
Activ Distribution, 01635 291357

loudspeaker,
but the speaker

www.leema-acoustics.com

pictured was
in fact the JAS
Audio Plato
Reference, priced
at £ 13,995.
Another
version, the

•

eé

Plato Diamond
Reference
with diamond

\unit

XTUCIte,'

tweeter, is also
available at
E18,995.
Shadow

AES NEW SEASO

Distribution,
01592 744779

ELECTRONIC DIVA

wvvvv.

ARCAM DIVA A70

shadowaudio.
co.uk

Top audio industry figures are

Electronic switching and volume control has been added to Arcam's
new entry-level stereo integrated amplifier. The A70 is the starter
model in the company's more affordable DiVA series, specified at 50W

scheduled to speak at the coming

In our review of

season of lectures given at the UK
section of the Audio Engineering

Mi Acoustics'
S1R loudspeaker

Society (AES). Laurie Fincham of THX, Rupert Neve of Rupert Neve Designs, ;
Bill Whitlock of Jensen Transformers

[Oct 2006, p30),
Steve Harris'
name was

and Wolfgang Klippel of Klippel
GmbH are just four of the high- prof

omitted from

the A70 also makes use of an internal Stealth Mat to help ward off
interference from external RFI.

the page as the
author

Available in silver or black, and with ' sophisticated menu and text
display', the A70 is priced at £ 500.

speakers appearing in the Audio
Engineering Society UK Section's
lecture programme for the next year.

into 8ohm, and it includes atotal of six inputs, including am- m phono
input and arecording loop.
Like the flagship A90 integrated, the A70 uses acurrent-feedback
power amp section, and full electronic switching and volume control,
reducing signal paths and aiding long-term reliability. And like the A90,

Arcam, 01223 203200
www.arcam.co.uk

The complete programme, with •
dates and lecture titles, can be
viewed at www.aes.org/ uklectures.
Topics range from DSP room
correction to hearing loss. The
lectures are held at the Royal
Academy of Engineering, 29
Great Peter Street, London and
are free to everyone.
AES UK, 01628 663725
www.aes.orglsectionsiuk
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The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.
IOCAI

iL. IS

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstiation call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

Minimalist masterpieces!

ILA
NEW AN
CD PLAYER
-

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY AND CAPTIVATING GOOD LOOKS
CREATE A STRIKING IMPRESSION IN ANY ENVIRONMENT.
THE NEW ANTILA CD PLAYER WITH ITS UNIQUE MD 2 ACTIVE DIFFERENTIAL
MULTI- DAC CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES BREATHTAKING REALISM AND A
TACTILE PANORAMIC IMAGE.
LIPS ENSURES THE ULTIMATE SIMPLICITY IN USE AND FLEXIBILITY FOR THE FUTURE.
ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON 01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO WVVVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

LEENIA ACOUSTICS

EAUTIFULLY

sINGt E CHANM-I.
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ENGINEERED

sitHEu

AMPLIFIER
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ADVANCED PHONO STAGE

1
-
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Hi-fi news

r
A special report on how the UK's last remaining ' near- hi-fi quality' station
on DAB Digital Radio — BBC Radio 3 — saw its broadcast quaiity plummet
during the popular Proms season of 2006. By Jim Lesurf

U

ntil recently, Radio 3 on
DAB had been transmitted
with abit- rate of 192 kb/s.
But that changed without

change be undone, and asking why
on earth it was made. Slowly, the
story emerged...

warning on the morning of 6th July

NEW CODERS

when the bit- rate was dropped to
160 kb/s. The immediate result was

In the Radio Times dated 29
July-4 August there was aBBC
statement on the issue which said

levels of audio distortion so gross
that one correspondent to BBC
Radio 4's Feedback programme
described the sound as being as bad
as that from the cheap transistor
radio that was all she could afford to
use in the 1960s!
To make things far worse, the

that, ' The BBC recently changed its
encoding equipment, allowing us
to reconfigure our DAB multiplex.' It
then said, '...we do not believe this
has led to reduced sound quality.'
The reason given for the change was
that the ' stolen' bit- rate was to allow

change took place just aweek or so

more broadcasting by BBC 5 Live

before the start of the 2006 Proms

Sports Extra. It also claimed that ' a
number of tests agreed that the new

season. Thus it ruined the Proms for
many listeners who believed the BBC
PR and had bought DAB tuners to

coders would not have any adverse
effect on Radio 3 sound quality.'

get good quality sound. There was a
rush of complaints to the BBC about

However the reality was quite
clear. Not only was the sound on

the deterioration, demanding the

Radio 3via DAB far worse with the
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injury, the ' lost' bit- rate was mainly
being used to transmit a ' rolling
trailer' for 5 Live Sports Extra!
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According to the Radio 3 Press
office, the BBC had recently
replaced its its DAB encoders with
Factum MAP200E encoders, and it
was claimed that there had been
'huge strides in coding'. Indeed, it
was claimed that the results now
were better than the Philips coders
used for Freeview. Investigation
showed that press releases for
the new encoder made aselling
point of its claimed ability to allow
broadcasters to use lower bit- rates.
Alas, the awkward reality remained
that the sound was of far poorer

of Radio 3 ( FoR3) website, and
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spokesman defended the reduced
quality of DAB broadcasting at
160kb/s: 'We do not believe this has
led to reduced sound quality'
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INSIDE STORY

far

ABOVE: A drop in bit- rate was possible, said the BBC, thanks to the use of new
MAP200E MPEG audio encoder from Swedish specialist Factum Electronics
elsewhere on the net. When FoR3
asked the Controller of Radio 3

Statement by

Extra requires reducing

about the bit- rate reduction his

Jenny Abramski

the bit- rate of other

reply was, ' Iam not in a position to

(Controller, Radio)

networks. Since the

reply directly since this is not my

FeedBack 28 July 2006

responsibility.' Thus making plain the
decision was not his choice.

launch of this new
station we've frequently

The following is a

reduced Radio 3to

transcription of a

160 kbis when Sports

statement read out

Extra is on air. This is

Given the pressure, it was no

on R4's Feedback

still considerably higher

surprise that Radio 4's Feedback

programme on Friday

than any other BBC

NEW STATEMENT

The episode casts ah'
shadow over the wholL
in which the BBC has bee
assessing SOLIrl
(1PniCii n(-fon DAt-

28th July 2006, in

Network.The difference

which caused distortion

response to questions

this summer has been

and loss of sound

from listeners regarding

that we've done this

quality. We apologise

the change in bit- rate

more consistently due

for this problem which

allocated to R3 on DAB

to the large number of

has now been corrected.

and the audible results.

sports events we were

However the new digital

'The BBC tries to

covering. However as we equipment we're using

balance the preferences

had also introduced new

is complex and we'll be

of all its listeners in

encoding equipment

making further tests on

its provision of DAB

we felt the reduction

it in the weeks ahead.

services, giving them

of the Radio 3 bit- rate

We wish to evaluate

covered the issue. This led to a

the best possible sports

could happen without

all our broadcasting

statement on the programme on

coverage on 5 Live

significant loss of

on DAB to ensure that

28th July from Jenny Abramsky,

and 5Live Sports Extra

quality.

we're offering the best

Director of BBC radio and music.

while maintaining good

This took asimilar line to the Radio

sound quality for Radio 3 that during July the level

Times statement, but with some

performances.

on DAB for Radio 3was

including of course

significant differences.

Broadcasting Sports

unnecessarily increased,

those to Radio 3.'

We've discovered

possible sound quality
to all our listeners,

The Abramsky statement still
claimed that the change was to
allow more sports broadcasting,

Abramsky seemed to think this

thus ignoring the reality that it

was atemporary glitch saying,

and that they would be ' making

was largely being used for a rolling

'We've discovered that during July

further tests'.

trail. However it admitted that the

the level on DAB for Radio 3 was

sound quality had deteriorated.

unnecessarily increased, which

that the equipment was ' complex'

The statement did not actually
explain what ' level' she was

caused distortion and loss of sound

referring to, so it may have been

quality.' She apologised and said

the modulation (volume) level, or
it may have been the level set for
the encoder masking background.
However either way, it did not
explain the problem, which often
shows up on medium- level sounds
that should be way above the
encoder masking level, and well
below peak modulation.
LEFT: Listeners of BBC Radio 3on
DAB Digital Radio were shocked to
discover that broadcasts are being
pegged down to 160kbis bit- rate

gone. But the results still seem
poorer than before the change.

2006

1998
Other

Radiod
1X
,

The episode casts abig shadow
over the whole way in which

Radiol

the BBC has been assessing
,iiiiiiiii/11111leadio2

sound quality and deciding

Radio5X
WS

on DAB bit- rates. How could it
have decided to implement this
change at such asensitive time

Radio 3

Asian

for Radio 3 listeners - just prior
to the Proms? What ' tests' could
the BBC have carried out in

Radio 7
Radio6

ABOVE: Now and then - the division of the bit budget for the BBC's
national DAB radio multiplex in 1998 and in 2006

256
Bit- rate
(kb/s)

Quality threshold set by BBC engineers - 192kb/s

192

advance that led them to

Sales of
portables
outstripped
analogue
portables in
2005

the belief that the change
would not cause aserious
deterioration in sound
quality? The delays in
trying to deal with the
problem, and the initial
statements denying
that the sound had been
adversely affected simply
annoyed many listeners.

[source: Ofconel

RELENTLESS REDUCTION
The original Eureka- 147 DAB
system was developed assuming

128

64

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7 Asia WS R5X R1X

ABOVE: Bit- rates typically in use now for the BBC's national DAB broadcasts

Overall digital
listening (inc
digital TV)
accounted for
•1% of listening in
2005
rce: Ofc.

people would use 256kbfs at
the norm for stereo radio.
At the time BBC engineers
regarded 192kbis as
the minimum required
for good quality sound
broadcasting. Yet the
barchart ( left) shows
that none of the BBC DAB
transmissions now reaches
this minimum level, and
most come nowhere near

it. There has been arelentless
A few weeks after the fuss

reduction in the bit- rates the

the next, trying to obtain better

had erupted the sound quality
on DAB R3 altered again. For a

results. Since then the sound
quality seems to have settled

while it seemed almost as if the
BBC were changing the settings

down. The really dire levels of
distortion present immediately

of the encoding from one day to

after the change have largely

BBC allocate to their various
stations on DAB, as can be seen
from the pie- charts ( above left)

Around 1 hi
digital radios
have been sold in
the UK
[source: DRD13)

which compare the situation
in1998 with now.
Will things improve? I
don't know, but Ihope
the BBC doesn't fall into
similar follies with their
Freeview transmissions.
Despite our being told
Freeview uses inferior
encoders, the results there
currently sound better than

those on DAB! (5

Jim Lesurf was Design Engineer
Next month:
We investigate
claims that CDs
are mastered
at such ahigb
level that digital
distortion is
introduced...

for Armstrong Audio during
the 1970s and ' 80s. He later
established the millimetre-wave
and terahertz technology group
at St Andrews University.
He took early retirement a
couple of years ago to spend
more time with his wife, garden
and three audio systems.
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"Like ademolition ball moving slowly,
yet covered in velvet, it is inexorable"
-Adam Rayner, R-505 Review,
Home Cinema Choice (UK),
August 2006

"The match between the REL R-305 subwoofer
and Sonus satellites is so pure that the REL
almost seems to intuit what the other speakers
are thinking"
-Neil Gader, R-305 Review,
The Perfect Vision (USA),
July/August 2006

"...the triple REL sonic transformation
of my speaker system's sound is huge,
akin to upgrading to far more expensive
and larger speakers"
-Steve Guttenberg, R-205/305/505 Review,
Robb Report Home Entertainment IL Design
(USA), July/August 2006

"Seamlessly adds weight, image scale and
range to the vocal numbers, yet sounds more
comfortable when working hard."
"You don't hear the sub working —
just your system in awhole new light."
-Alvin Gold, R-205 Review,
What Cinema Choice (UK),
August 2006

Experience REL R- Series at dealer near you.

REL Acoustics Ltd.
North Road . Bridgend Industrial Estate . Bridgend . CF31 3TP . Great Britain
Telephone: + 44 (0)1656 768 777 . Fax: + 44 (0)1656 766 093
www.rel.net

REL

HI-FI NEWS
AWARDS 2006

W

elcome to the HiFi News
Awards 2006. This year our
panel of reviewer judges has

been expanded to include the authority

and knowledge of the UK's leading audio
trade orcanisations, the British Federation
of Audio ( BFA) and the British Audio
Dealers Association ( BADA). Read on to
find out which products made the grade...

20

Best CD Player

23

Best Iiirntable

26

Best Tonearm

27

Best Cartridge

29

Best Phono Stage

31

Best Integrated Amp

34

Best Pre- amplifier

37

Best Power Amplifier

41

Best DVD Player

45

Best AV Amplifier

47

Best Speaker under £2000

48

Best Speaker over £2000

55

Best Subwoofer

57

Best Cable
Best Accessory
Product of the Year

H141 news
AWARDS 2006

BEST
PRODUCT

1

c,o BEST

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

c
WINNER
7.

Î

f

7

œ PRODUCT
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MERIDIAN GO8 £2250
Atribute to Allen Boot'iroyd's brilliant
industrial design, Meridian's G Series
line still looks as fresh today as it
did when launched in 2003-4. The
performance hasr't dated either, and
the GO8 player still fended off five
promising rivals in our group shootout
of July 2006.

REGA APOLLO £498
A late entrant to the CD market,
Rega launched its first player in
1996. Only in November 2005 was
that model, the Planet, replaced by
the new Apollo, built using the same
casework as the Planet and featuring
aSanyo transport and range-topping
Wolfson WM8740 DAC.

20 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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Based on ahigh-speed CD-ROM

and weighty yet always in proportion.

drive, it upsamples to 176.4kHz
before DiA conversion by dual
differential 24- bit DACs. Meridian's
slightly higher-than- average output

At its best, the Meridian GO8 could
give afine impression of effortless

voltage might mislead in A/I3

While judged here on its abilities
with CDs alone, it's amulti-talented
machine, being able to handle discs of
MP3 files and CD-RICD-RW discs too.

comparisons, but the sound clearly
combines neutrality with authority
and grip, with abass that is powerful

The story goes that Rega's chief
engineer, Terry Bateman, discovered
aunique British- designed processor
chip, though Rega says anondisclosure agreement prevents it
from naming the supplier.
Once Rega started working
with this chip, the team found that
improving other areas in the player

inner detail, in apresentation that was
always smooth and confident.

actually did make the sound better,
instead of ( as usually happens) just
different... And the Apollo really
is avery fine CD player, genuinely
musical, able to produce an
enjoyable sound from discs which are
unlistenable on other players, and,
on good recordings, matching much
more expensive machines.

e :qua_

e
CD

cc/ pL AyER

WINNER
qh.e

NAIM AUDIO
CD555 £ 14295

execution is heroic, both physically

Naim's first player initiated
a successful two- box concept

and technically, while it remains

Relatively few people will be

in which one box contains the

easy to use... it would be hard

prepared to pay the price of a new

transport plus DAC and the other

to find acompletely musical

car for a machine that plays CDs,

the power supply, and the CD555

equivalent at any sensible price.

and only CDs. But if you want to

is the result of 15 years of further

The Naim CD555 drives straight

get the very best out of your little

painstaking development.

silver music discs, this is probably
what it takes.

into the reco:-nmended category

In our 50th Anniversary, Martin
Colloms concluded: ' This player's

and is an obvious contender for CD
player of the year.' -0
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Hi- definition audio
Explore your senses with the ultimate in world class Hi Fi
Visit www.naim-audio.com for details of your nearest retailer
or email info@naim-uk.com
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ORACLE DELPHI V £3999
When the original Delphi appeared in 1979, its visual elegance
made it the natural choice for many ahigh- end system. As CD took
over ( even in the high- end world) Oracle's fortunes declined and
turntable production eventually ceased. But the analogue revival
of the last few years encouraged anew start with the Delphi Mk
V. Problems of earlier models - the complex business of spring
selection to match the suspension to different arms, the record crunching tendencies of the clamp - had been overcome, and the
Mk V brought Oracle back into the limelight.
'If you are considering this kind of investment in vinyl playback,'
wrote David Allcock in July 2004, ' The legendary Oracle Delphi
should be amandatory inclusion on any shortlist.' -0

LINN SONDEK LP12 £ 1540
Asked to name ten all-time landmark products for our 50th
Anniversary issue, three out of five writers unhesitatingly included
the Linn Sondek LP12 turntable, launched in 1972. Like the early
Ariston, the Linn was closely based on the Thorens TD150, which
itself followed the progenitor of all suspended-subchassis decks,
Edgar Villchur's Acoustic Research turntable of 1961.
What made the Linn LP12 so uniquely desirable in the
mid- 1970s, apart from Linn's matchless marketing spin, was the
inspireo addition of the Grace G707 arm and cartridge, but Linn
soon went on to specify its own replacements for these. Over the
years, the LP12 itself has seen along series of updates, but the
basic design will presumably go on spinning for ever.

NOVEMBER 2006
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0, BEST

BASIS AUDIO 2200
SIGNATURE £3795
Basis founder A 1Conti was still

platter 2500 and these, along

... WINNER

working in the aerospace indust -y

with the 2200, were upgraded to

when he produced his first

Signature status in 2005.

TURNTABLE

2006

turntable in 1985, but his Gold

Later designs rEnged from the
affordable 2001 to the vacuum -

A stunning creation in acrylic,

David Allcock summed up in
May 2006: 'The 2200 Signature
is atour de force. Its sound was
never less thani outstanding... With
£4000 to spend there is no other
deck Iwould want to own right

Debut Standard model quickly won

the 2200 features the usual Basis

friends in the burgeoning US

now ale Iknew af nothing under

four- point suspension system and

East Coast high- end scene.

precision bearing.

£10,000 that can better this deck's
performance.'
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selectaudio(‘)
SABAS001

exquisite audio products
www.selectaudio.co.uk

t +44 (0) 1900 813064

Turntable Range
1400
2100
2200C

2800
2802
Debut

2500

Art

AirTight

Emil,é
Luxman
Melody
Reim yo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix
Mundorf

BASIS AUDIO

rl SY) Yea, leqocy of Pe.rformonce & Stobility

2500 with Vector arm

selectdealers
AudioLincs
T. 01476 591090
Brighton Hifi Exchange
T. 01580 878101
Retro Reproduction
T. C131 558 9989
Grass Dance Audio
T. C1764 650573
Hazelmere Audio
T. 01494 865398

2500 Turntable

psrr wiring loom

Debut Signature

P.m £ 1795 to £57,995

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworild-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vnyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for ciscerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis trntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

Walrus

vvewbasisaudio.com

T. 0207 7247224
The Sound Surgery
T. 0392 662920

Please Note: Basis Vector tonearm sold separately. Price on application.

© 2006

selectaudio
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TONEARM

HIGHLY

um RECOMMENDED

HADCOCK GH242
CYRO £919
SME V £ 1782
It was only in 2004 that SME reluctantly

George Hadcock's unipivot pickup
arms have been amuch- loved feature

discontinued the 3009 Series II Improved

of the UK scene since the early 1970s.
The latest and probably the greatest

tonearm, direct descendant of the original

variation on the theme is h:s 242 Cryo,

1959 design. SME's ultra low- mass Series

with cryogenically-treateo Cardas wire

Ill arm of the late 1970s was less

inside leading to Musiflex wire in a grey

successful, but the mid- 1980s saw SME
firmly back at the top of the tree with asuperb new

synthetic wrap.

no- compromise tagship model it called the Series V.

a big fan of the existing 242 Integra

With its one-piece magnesium arm tube, best- possible

Writing in June 2006, Tony Bolton,

bearings and magnificent engineering in every detail, the

arm, said: ' Ifelt more inyclved in the
performance. Timing seemed tighter,

SUE V remains aclassic - afine-sounding tonearm that's also

as though the bands were better

absolutely consistent and ajoy to use. To quote SME itself: 'As

rehearsed... To say Iam impressed is

part of acomplete system wo.-king in concert with acomparable

an understatement. If you can find the

turntable and cartridge, the Series V will bring the listener closer

extra to buy the Cryo, do it.'

to the clarity and dynamics of the original performance.'

BASIS AUDIO VECTOR
MODEL 3 £2995
With distribution re-established, the
American Basis line is now available to
UK buyers. Thought to be one of the
few duo- pivot tonearms ever made, the
Vector Model 3 features a main bearing
that is a radiused steel point running
in a self- centring sapphire cup with an
azimuth device having a secondary
side- mounted bearing to cownteract the
usual unipivot rocking tendencies.
David Allcock wrote in his September
2006 review, ' One of the biggest
benefits... was the arm's ability to deliver
an image into which the speakers simply
sank and vanished... You simply heard
ambient detail that was being revealed
for the first time, describ ng not just the
location of the performers relative
to each other, bit the space
in which they were
performing'.

BEST
RA
WINNER

2006
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DYNAVECTOR DV17D3 £595

LINN AICIVA £ 1980

Dynavector's roots go right back to the first moving-coil boom of

Like the 1992 A-kiv and boron-cantilever Arkiv B ( 1997), the

the 1970s, when the cartridges were known as U.timo.

top- of the- range Akiva moving- coil is made for Linn by ScanTech,
creator of Lyra cartridges. Reviewing it in July 2003, Andrew

Howard Popeck summed the current Karat DV17 D2 in May
2005: ' This must surely represent one of the audio world's hidden
bargains. Yes, it has alowish output, and aminuscule brittle

Harrison found arich bass and amildly recessed but articulate
mid, with phase and ambience information conveyed superbly.

cantilever you can hardly see, but the sound is so very dynamic
and the bass so tight and fast. Transients are superbly resolved.

'In all,' he concluded, '
Ifound great transparency, plus good
rhythmic description and an overriding sense of ' rightness"... For

It's alittle bright sounding, but to me that's no problem. Excellent
detail, tightly focused imaging.'

decks with Ittok or Ekos tonearms this is amust-try cartridge that
might well be the last cartridge you ever wish for.'

me

BEST
CARTRIDGE
WINNER

TRANSFIGURATION
TEMPER V £ 1995
Immutable Music's first
Transfiguration model became one
of the most admired cartridges of

were well worth the effort. Of
course, the company addressed that
issue, later extending the range witn
new models.
All cartridges in the range use

thousandths of an inch. The Temper
was successful from the start, and
successive iterations have all won
glowing reviews and award citations.
Our March 2005 review summed

the same yokeless moving- coil

up the current Temper V: ' Redefining

made it abit difficult to fit in some

construction, in which the cols are
'literally right inside' the magnet,

the tried and tested, this m-c
cartridge offers the perfect blend of

tonearms, but the musical resuits

with coil/magnet proximity just afew

sweetness and sparkle.' -0

the early 1990s.
Smaller-than- average dimensions
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The most accurate, transparent and natural

Performance
"I have to say that this is the finest
speaker on the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather

own, regardless of price"
—Sam Te/hg. Stereophile magazine

"By the highest standar

the 2905s get

everything right to a egree that had me
sh
ng my head in awe"
oel Keywood, HiFi World

•

New ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
Asingle ' point-source' driver, so incredibly linear
and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for
the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,
no distortion, no artefacts — just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

To arrange an audition with your nearest stockist, call
Quad directly on: 0845 4580011 (
option 4).

r

QUAD
...the closest approach to the original sound

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

y
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RECOMMENDED

AYRE P-5XE £ 1695 £ 1695

GSP ERA GOLD V £480

This American solid-state m-rn/rn-c phono amplifier offers
balanced and single- ended inputs and outputs, with rear-panel
DIP switches for impedance matching and an internal gain
adjustment. David Allcock enthused in July 2006: ' There is a
liquidity and flow to vocals here reminiscent of classic va!ve

Our first experience of aGraham Slee Projects phono stage was
enough to tell us that here was something exceptional and
differently- conceived, the very wide-bandwith approach resulting
in exceptional speed and very low dynamic distortion.

phono stages but with massively improved definition and speed...
This is astunning phono stage with exceptional connectivity,
excellent build quality and " fit- and-forget" operation. At its price,
its performance puts it in the bona fide bargain category.'

AESTHEUX RHEA
£3175
Conceived by US designer Jim White,

We named the GSP Era Gold V/Elevator EXP combination ' Best
Phono Stage' in both 2004 and 2005. For moving- magnet and
medium-to- high- output moving- coils, you just need the Era Gold;
with low- output m-ccartridges, add the Elevator EXP for more
gain and load options. Highly musical, and warmly recommended.

with traditional triode amplification.

controllable from the remote

'The Rhea's all-valve audio circuits
use atotal of 10 Sovtek tubes, and

handset, and there are four outputs
including two balanced pairs.

the rather awesome Aesthetix Rhea
phono stage is named after one of

it is constructed as adouble mono

Saturn's moons, and is, as Martin
Colloms put it in May 2006, 'A

Martin found '...the bass crisp,

unit with physically-separate circuit
boards for left and right channel. The

extended and well balanced...

fascinating marriage of high-tecn

the midrange transparent... and
unit also offers three cartridge inputs, the presentation as awhole free,
flowing, punchy and dynamic... highly
with ' Gain' and ' Load' adjustments

microprocessor- controlled versatility

as well as a ' Demag' function

commendable at the price.' -0
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HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES

-

THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...

""7-1•"1..*.ir

You FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU

"'" •

...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVWW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Tucana

AUDIOPHILE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

LEEMA AGOU!riTICS
BEAUTIFULLY

ENGINEERED

SOUND

HI-FI NEWS
AWARDS 2006

o
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CLASSÉ AUDIO
CAP-2100 £3950

cHIGHLY

INTEGRATED
CD AMPUFIER
RECOMMENDED
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Industrial designer Morton Warren's

As supplied, the 100W/ch
CAP- 2100 has one balanced line
input plus four unbalanced, including

test of integrated amplifiers, when
Steve Harris wrote: 'The Classé gave
the impression of being abig, totally

clean, curved-front casework
and touchscreen control system

tape, while an optional phono
stage module can be added. It is

competent all-rounder, equal to
anything you could throw at it...

distinguishes Classé's Delta series,

also install-friendly, featuring a 12V

Overall, the balance was neutral but

initiated some three years ago when

trigger and RS- 232 port.

with just enough warmth to avoid

the Canadian high- end brand became
The CAP- 2100 came through as
part of the B&W family.
awinner in our August 2006 group

being clinical.., atremendously
capable amplifier.'

NAI1V1 AUDIO NAIT 5i
£725

sockets as well as standard Naim DIN

example, or just as anew degree

inputs - but the NAIT Si triumphed

of realism and immediacy in ajazz

Several generations on from the

in our June 2006 group test, when

original, diminutive NAIT, the current
5i is rated at 50W/ch and comes with

Steve Harris wrote: ' If you are
expecting the much-vaunted Nairn
quality of rhythmic drive or " timing"

rhythm section...
'It isn't very powerful by today's

full remote control.
Facilities here are rather sparse
compared with some competitors
-though the amp now sports phono

here, you won't be disappointed.
This quality could translate into
sheer communication on vocals for

standards and is not the most
neutral-sounding - but this amplifier
still has the " get up and go" quality
that many enthusiasts won't want to
live without.'
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LEEM.A ACOUSTICS
TUCANA £2995

180W/ch Tucana stereo integrated

Founded by Lee Taylor and Mallory

acts as controller via the LIPS

Nicholls, both from the pro audio

(Leema Intelligent Protocol System)

field, Leema has been building

bus connection. Extra channels are

in standard two- channel music

momentum since 1998. First came

provided by adding as many Leema

applications.

e Xen baby- monitor, then larger

For multichannel systems, the

Hydra slave amps as required, while

a subwoofer, or astereo pair of
subvvoofers.
And all this aside, the Tucana
proves to be an excellent performer

In September 2006, Andrew

aCorvus amplifier provides centre

Harrison wrote: ' Secure... smooth in

channel and bass management for

character... It has passion.' -0

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

CONRAD-JOHNSON CT5
£7950

virtues of low noise and distortion,
accurate frequency response and

Following its ACT 2, the flagship
pre- amp : aunched in 2004,

good matching characteristics,

conrad-jchnson came up with more
affordable design, based on the
same single- stage, single-triode
topology, with zero feedback. This
approach combines the ' solid-state'

!
BI ST
PRE-

!HIGHLY
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e

RECOMMENDED

ARCAM C31 £ 1200
On the face of it, the C31 is pretty
much identical to the C30, which

with benefits usually attributed to
tubes, such as asweet, spacious and
communicative sound.
As Martn Colloms put it in his
March 2006 review: ' First impression
was of an excellent treble definition.

changes to optimise its performance,
including the use of its special

'Stealth Mat' RF screen inside the
was designed to combine the roles of chassis. A phono stage no ronger
audiophile two- channel pre- amp and comes as standard, but can be added
multi- channel AV pre- amp.
at extra cost.

Then there was arapid appreciation
of the excellent holographic central
imaging, conveying afine sense of
presence and firmly portraying the
space surrounding the performers...
'The CT5 actually gets within 90%
of the ACT's sound quality at nearly
50% cf the cost.'
And it looks rather tasty, too.

strengths... Sound quality is very
good - clean, dynamic, open and
controlled - betrayed only by ahint
of exaggerated detail, only perceived
by ancillaries of very high calibre.'
For features and ease of use the
C31 has almost everything you could

By contrast, however, the C31 is
an unashamedly two- channel-only

As for the sound, in August 2006
Andrew Harrison reported: ' Excellent

want from astereo pre- amp. Buy with

pre- amplifier. Arcam has made some

stereo positioning was one the C31's

total confidence.
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MUSIC FIRST AUDIO
PASSIVE £ 1600

and sonically comparable with
audiophile active pre- amplifiers

allowed] a refreshing, liquid sound,

Already voted best pre- amplifier in

costing much, much more.

with unsullied extension into the

Compared to active units, it

the HiFi News Awards 2005, the
Music First Audio pre- amp is no
ordinary passive controller. Instead

Colloms back in October 2004,

and unsmeared low bass... The net

of using resistors, it is based on

when Andrew wrote: ' In simple

effect is a newly- opened window

multi- tapped transformers, and as

performance terms, the Music First

into the sound from familiar

result it is relatively load- tolerant

Audio pre- amp was a revelation.

components and records.' -q.)
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DESIGN AND
ENGINEERING

AT

ITS BEST

After 35 years. Michell is still a family run business
with a team of dedicated and proud craftsmen,
producing quality turntables and accessories

fressilogale+ *ss free

+o use - so "if /oy are a
member of +he +ode
s'sgr up for a free
àccovv++ focia /
Star+ pu6I;sh;b19 your
lovely k‘;- f, yews,

Orbe SE
The Michell flagship for music lovers
who are not prepared to compromise

for all +he
lafes+ love/

Gyro SE

'1;-f; views from
The classic Michell turntable, refined
over many years of development to
its current level of performance.

mavwfac+vrers,

str's6u+ors arid
dealers v'ss;+:
touww.fress6log.ne+

TecnoDec

pb

Entry level turntable incorporating

features from the classic Gyro

MICHELL ENGINEERING
J A Michell Engineering Ltd
2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire, England, WD6 4SE
Telephone: 020 8953 0771
Fax: 020-8207 4688
michell-engineering.co.uk

+: + 44 05600
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CHORD ELECTRONICS
SPM 1200E £6745

by Chord's established ultra- high-

compensating for the demands made

frequency, low ESR switch- mode
Even if it doesn't claim to be the
power supply.
most powerful amplifier in the known
Chord's innovative tecnnology
universe, Chord's SPM 1200E still
also includes ' dynamic coupling' of
delivers amassive 350W per channel, the power supply rails. This means

on the other, so that power delivery

and what's more, it achieves this .n
asingle stereo chassis unit weighing

that whatever transient demand is
presented, the positive and negative

enormous reserves of power, that
makes the SPM 1200E amplifier

in at only 18kg. This is made possible

rails remain in equilibrium, each

sound so effortless.

BRYSTON 14B-SST
£5850

in October 2003, employs s,milar

is always balanced and free from
ground loop modulation distortion.
Chord says that it is this power
supply technology, combined with

As David says, ' The 14B manages

output devices and gives asimilar
sound, used with larger rooms and in

to carry ashade more bass weight
and paints its bass textures with a

bigger systems there's no substitute
for sheer muscle - which the 14B- SST

subtly wider palette.'

amplifier from Canada is a
dual- mono design and remains
along-term reference for David
Allcock. Although the baby 3B SST,

certainly provides. After all, it has a
rating of no fewer than 600W per
channel for an 8ohm load, rising to

Another monster in terms of power
output, the big Bryston 14B-SST

which David reviewed enthusiastically 900W into 4 ohms.

Bryston built its reputation in
the pro audio market, which is why
its amplifiers seem to be practically
unbreakable. They come with a
20-year warranty!
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
KW750 £5999

speakers - the under- appreciated

monster monoblock. So it was

Kelly series - and then by offering

almost inevitable that the ' three-

Realising some years ago that the

a much, much more powerful

quarter' size 750W version would

usual combinations of 100W amps

amplifier. This was the 1000W- per-

take the palm this time round.

and 87dB-sensitivity speakers could

channel kW.

never produce a realistic dynamic

38

For the last two years, our Best

Paul Miller's lab test in July 2005
confirmed that aside from the kW

range, Musical Fidelity's Antony

Power Amp award has gone to the

itself, this was ' arguably the most

Michaelson attacked the problem

kVV500, the half-size stereo- chassis

capable design on the planet.'

first by building more efficient

version of that original 1000W

www.hifinews.co.uk INOVEMBER 2006

Praise indeed. -0

Esoteric:
serious hi-fi for the initiated

Born of an obsession with perfect
reproduction of the finest detail, these
components are precision instruments,
finely engineered and beautifully designed.

This range of components is, quite simply,
peerless. Listen once and you'll remember
it for ever.

For further information contact
Symmetry on 01727 865488 or
info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
www.teac.co.uk

TEAC's unique VRDS-NEO clamping
mechanism, precision machined from
ultra-dense materials

by TEAC
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www.usheraudio.com

Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005" Golden Ear Award"
* 2005" Editor's Choice

The Absolute Sound

Award"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Best Show at CES" Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES" Most Recommended Flagship"

The Audiophile Voic

Stereo Sound

CP-8571 II

CP-88711 II

BE- 10
400,

BE-20

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appohto

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:886-2-2381 6299

Fax:886-2-23

1 1053

E-mail: usher
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DENON DVD Al-XVA
£2700

pixel- by- pixel de- interlacing right up
to 1080i-to- p.

Adding 1080p capability ( and an 'A'
suffix), this latest Denon flagship DVD
player is the first consumer product

It's atrue universal player,
compatible with all the usual CD and

to include the Silicon Optix Realta

independent analogue composite/S-

processor (aversion of the industry-

video and progressive or interlaced
component outputs, along with

standard Teranex video processor),
giving proprietary motion-adaptive

iz
to BEST
DVD PLAYER

C HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

DVD formats plus SACD, and offers

Welcoming the DVD-A1XVA in
his June 2006 review, Paul Miller
wrote: 'A battleship DVD player that
defines the current state of the art
in terms of both performance and
functionality...

digital video from DVI and HDMI.

'Denon retains the head start it
earned with the launch of the DVDA1XV in 2005.'

a6- channel card and using the

is, after all, not aCD player but a

NAIM AUDIO DVD5
£2425

player with the optional Naim AV2

DVD player and avery fine one at

The DVD5 was Naim's first ever

processor, the DVD5 gives excellent

that. The fact that its multichannel

DVD player, yet staying true to its

DVD-A multichannel sound too.

analogue board remains an option is

high- end audio ideals, the company
equipped the player with asuperior

Concluding his April 2005
review of this robust and well-built

smart thinking on Naim's part, for as

192kHz DAC for two- channel replay.

player, Paul Miller wrote: 'While it's

fuel for its AV2 processor, the " basic"
DVD5 is all you'll need to front an

As standard the machine will play
DVD-Audio discs, but by adding

tempting to major on the DVD5's
fine two-channel performance it

cinema that is!' -0

all-Naim home cinema. And what a
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ARCANI DiVA DV137

top-flight DVD player, and the

analogue video outputs, making life

The DiVA DV137 is described as a

quality of its HDMI digital video.'

easier for installers.

'1080p upscaling universal DVD

At the heart of the DV137 is

On the audio side, the player

player', and is the first Arcam

the Zoran Vaddis 888s processor,

benefits from Arcam's ' Mask of

product to include SACD capability.

which provides audio and video

Silence' EMC- damping strategies

But as Paul Miller pointed out in

decoding, including de- interlacing

and other refinements. Paul Miller

his October 2006 review, ' Most

and scaling.

concluded, ' VVhen it comes to the

enthusiasts will be drawn to the
DV137 for its prowess as a

42 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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As well as its HDMI digital video
output, the DV137 has ' always on'

sound, Arcam has the DVD medium
sewn up.' 0

m
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RANGE

7z4 truly excellent affordable
audiophile silver disc spinner"
HiFi World, November 2006

SA7001 KI Signature SACD player

www.marantz.com

Marantz 01753 680868

SERIES

For further information visit:
http://www.sounds4enjoyment.com
or phone Dave Barker on 02392717628
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ARCAM AVR350 £ 1500

DENON AVC-A1lXVA £2800

The 7.1 channel AVR350 has been developed from previous
models like the AVR300, but includes many new features. All the
expected decoding standards are catered for, including Dolby

Based on the ' Behemoth' 10-channel AVC-A1X flagship, this
'distilled and generally saner' version, as Paul Miller wrote in
October 2005 ' still ranks as one of the most powerful and

Digital EX, DTS ES and DTS 24/96, along with Dolby Pro Logic Ilx.
There is two-way HDMI switching as well as HDTV- compatible

comprehensively equipped models available.' You now get seven
channels of matched 140W power amplification, with ' enough

component and RGB switching. Independent second- zone video
and audio outputs and RS- 232 control facilitate custom install. A
big new toroidal transformer is said to improve bass timing and
the switch to Burr- Brown OP2134 op-amps also benefits sound.

modes, including Dolby EX, DTS ES and 96/24: You still also get
MultiEQ XT ( Audyssey) room calibration too. As Paul concluded,
'The most compelling sub-£ 3k package on the AV planet.'

DSP horsepower to crunch all known multichannel decode
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DENON AVR-4306 £ 1500
Hard on the heels of the successful
AVR-3806, Denon has come up with
anew- generation multi- source, multi-

D CRT6. 1
Ros

ii
e-cco I

The AVR-4306 allows audio
streaming using Windows Media

Of course, the AVR-4306 also
comes with HDMI switching ( two

Connect, with PC control,
customisation and setup, while its

inputs, one output), Denon Link,
MultiEQ XT room calibration and

zone IP addressable receiver - in
internet functions allow global web
other words, it offers the connectivity radio with no PC. It offers full iPod
which will become the standard
integration and control for 3G and
requirement for future IP-based
network systems.

above, with front and rear dedicated
iPod inputs.

correction, all the usual decoding
options and ample power out put.
With the AVC-Al 1XV, Denon is ahead
of the game once more and secures a
worthy win. €
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bias king
horning
hyperion
metaxas
music first audio
shanling,
3d shanling
3d sonics
supravox

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't find any compromise.
"...deliver astonishing sound for a very modest price. "
"the 938 is incredibly musical and effortless, making
the best of any music it is asked to play, whilst
astounding transparency tells you the result of every
modification made to your system and its set-up. "
-David Mug*. Hi Fi New ,

boundaries
<etee e
"Little less than a stunning listening
experience.., this is currently the best
pre-amplifier rye ever heard, bar none...
-David Price. Hi Fi World

music first audio
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To find your nearest ' eed€ hi-e' Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.

STIRLING
LS3/5A V2 £898
Developed by the BBC in
1972-3 for its own use,

dome tweeter and a5in
SEAS bass unit, with special

companies under BBC license

cone treatment to make its
characteristics resemble the

but with the KEF B110 bass/mid
unit and 127 tweeter no longer

One of DALI's best sellers, the

Drivers are aScanSpeak

the original LS3/5A was
manufactured by several
and became the world's bestloved miniature speaker. There's
still ademand for new LS3/5As,

DALI IKON 6 £899

available, it's impossible to build
them. So Stirling's 153/5A V2 is
the nearest you'll get.

B110. As our review concluded,
'it's asurrogate that even the
most hidebound LS3/5A purist
could not fail to admire.' 4

but you can't tell without a
magnifying glass. In our March

Ikon 6 is a 'two- and- half-and- a-

2006 group test the DALI Ikon

half-way' floorstanding speaker.
Both 165mm bass units cover

6 offered amore open, warmer
view of the music than its rivals.

the range up to 800Hz, the

It had dynamics and detail, but

upper one only also covering

also subtle textures, overall

the midrange up to 3.2kHz,
while DALI's hybrid tweeter

coherence and good stereo
staging ability.

module combines a28mm
soft-dome tweeter and a 17 x

It's an excellent all-rounder,
producing an inviting, musical

45mm ribbon supertweeter.
The ' wood' finish is synthetic,

sound which can draw you in
and keep you listening.

NOVEMBER 2006
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BEST "AL"
ACOUSTICS NP2
LOUDSPEenlà

£2 000

WINNER

Designed as part of a home cinema

for two- channel music listening

Martin Colloms wrote: ' Musicians

-and that's how we reviewed it in

played together and worked

September ' 06.

together with considerable

Standing 890mm high, this

commitment and empathy.
Despite a little box coloration, the

range, but as Avalon says, ' with the

American- made speaker uses

more classical attributes of imaging

a proprietary composite dome

NP2 excelled in timing and time

and centre focus in mind', the

tweeter plus two 5.25 inch

coherence, and in transparency,'

Evolution 2.0 main speaker can also

(135mm) Kevlar-coned bass/mid

which ' worked together to weave a

be viewed as astandalone design

units. In his review assessment,

spell on the listener.' -0
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B&W Bowers&VVilkins

The new B&VV 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology
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The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's

called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.

And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&VV 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant.
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of ahypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond the
range of human hearing, and delivers audible sound
with unheard-of clarity.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free OVO
Call ( • 14 ( 0)1903 221 MO
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" -fhese speakers
are so good they
are difficult to write
about."
Ab o

ACOUSTIC ZEN
SPECIAL OFFER
To celebrate the launch of the Acoustic Zen
Brand in the UK, Angelsound Audio has
introduced aspecial offer with its Dealers
-but for alimited time only.
You can buy the stunning Adagio Model
(shown left) for the introductory price of
£3495 ( Normally £ 3950).
For more information please contact one of
the specialist Acoustic Zen Dealers today.

Hurry! Offer won't last long...
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ADAGIO

Acoustic Zen Dealers
Orpheus Audio
www.orpheusaudio.co.uk
Tel: Keith on 0161 4281539

Angelsound Audio
Acoustic Zen is distributed in the UK by Angelsound Audio.
Dealer enquiries very welcome.

Tel: 01923 352 479
info@angelsoundaudio.ce.uk
www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk

Audio Atmosphere
www.audioatmosphere.com
Tel: Stuart on 01785 711232
Heatherdale Audio
www.hifi-stereo.com
Tel: Dave on 01903 872288

o
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HYPERION HPS 938
£3750 [ BELOW]
Hyperion's cabinet shape
is hardly original, but this
American company uses its
own rather intriguing drive
units. The tapered, sloping
baffle of the ' head' unit houses

SONUS FABER AMATI
ANNIVERSARIO
£1.3,500 [
ABOVE]

Stradivari has spun off into a
major revision of the Amati.

If Sonus faber's Guarneri was

ring- radiator tweeter, Audio

the most desirable standmount
speaker ever, by the late

Technology mid driver and
pure- piston alloy woofers from

For David Allcock, reviewing
the HPS-938 in July 2006, the
hallmark of tne Hyperion sound
was an effortless transparency

a lin silk dome tweeter, plus
a6.5in bass/mid driver, while

and openness, 'with the
exception of the Emotive
Excellence system (£ 70k!),

the bass cabinet contains two

this was undoubtedly the best

Sin units. All the cone drivers
use Hyperion's SVF flat centre

speaker system I've had in my
listening room.' -0

In fact, with ScanSpeak

1990s the Amati was the most

SEAS, the Amati Anniversario

attractive floorstander.
But in 2004, the Amati was

is an almost completely new
design. ' Spacious, focused,

displaced from its flagship role

dynamic, exciting, powerful

by the third and allegedly final
model in this epic series, be

and revealing..; wrote Martin
Colloms in his September

amazing Stradivari. Now, the

2006 review. ' It turns musical
reproduction into an event.'

research tnat went into the

instead of the usual dust cover
or phase plug, claiming better
pistonic behaviour.
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B8cW 802D £8000

LOUDSPEAKER B&W's Nautilus 800 series was
OVER £2000 launched with atremendous splash
C
in 1997. When B&W unveiled
4= WINNER the replacements for these very

I

news was that the top models used

sublime... Iwould point to the 800D

B&W's own diamond tweeter. Here
the dome is ' grown' from pure

as B&W's crowning achievement

synthetic diamond.

successful models in late 2004,

Reviewing the 8020 in
September 2006, Andrew Harrison

nothing much had changed on the

wrote:S&W has taken aseriously

outside. Inside, there were many
technical advances, but the biggest
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good speaker in the N802, and
turned it into something truly

in pure performance terms. But
that speaker commands a £ 5000
premium over the £ 8000 UK price
for the 8020, so Iwill go on record
as saying that the new 8020 is the
best- value high- end loudspeaker in
the world.' -0

MJ ACOUSTICS
Steve Hams tested the S1R's and below are some of the
comments made in his review:
'There have been other Jordan VTL-inspired transmission-lines,
from Carolina Audio (USA) and Konus (Bosnia) for example, but
even Jordan call MJ's "the best version yet" and it's hard to
believe that any could be as nicely built as MJ's. Even the
badges are a work of ad. A fine speaker, room-friendly and surprisingly satisfying."

WHAT
HOME

CINEMA

'The SIR made me listen with far less jaded ear to the Jennifer
Wames' famous blue raincoat, and in fact Icould'nt take it off
"Joan of Arc", adark song even by Leonard Cohen's standards,
came over with amazing power. Words can't describe just how
electrifyingly metalic the slide guitar sounded on this track - just
as it should do, of course."
The verdict was aresounding thumbs up for MJ Acoustics and
the overall rating was 19/20
SPEC/FEATURES
SOUND QUALITY
BUILD QUALITY
VALUE FOR MONEY
OVERALL RATING

5/ 5
5/ 5
5/ 5
4/ 5

19/20

FOR:
Realism,
transparency,
immediacy,
build quality
Out you 00 need a
«Cant amp

10/100 Alkii

*****
\ 101'110\ 1

no alternative.
The Reference 100Mk11
Sabwoofer
adds full function remote control, memory presets,
choice of real wood finishes and aclutter fr2e and
simple panel design with digital display to all
audio and AV systems. This Reference grade sub-

AWARDS
2005. woofer is ajaw-dropping adjunct to complement
=PM the most discerning cinema and music system! It
has a 120 watts MOSFET amplifier feeding an
v4 M
ultra long-throw super-rigid 10" sub-bass driver of
BEst Buy
*i AAAAA ( I exquisite design and finish, just like its peer the
REF 200 which was awarded PRODUCT of the.
year 2005 by Home Cinema Choice.
Add to this the battleship construction, beautiful furniture grade finish, and attention to the
Value for mon
Sound ouallt
Bu Id oualit
Feature

tinsébéinema

BEST BUY

finest and smallest detail, which ensures the Reference 100Mk11 delivers adroit punch and solid slam
—without the dreaded overhang — down to agutwrenching 13Hz with an in-room -3db point at
19Hz.

àa -

4,

LI
5years
Awards
History

HA
illOME

100% UK Design
100% UK Manufactured
100% Hand Built
100% UK Dedication

ACOUSTICS

T: 01945 467770
F: 01945 467778
W: www.mjacoustics.co.uk

LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

Bryston
Wilson Benesch

Roksan

If you don't want to go 7C the
ends of the earth to finc the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden n Surrey

ST(..

searching

LOOK at our website
LISTEI\ in our demo rooms
'Sl tind

For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

and \f
\se

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

www.unilet.net

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 48Y
Tel: 020 8942 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

B8cW PV1 £950
KEF invented the egg-shaped satellite, but B&W gets full credit
for the football-shaped sub. Though most often teamed with the
tiny M-1 speakers in B&W's Mini Theatre, the innovative PV1 suits
many other systems too.
In this sealed ' Pressure Vessel' design with two 200mm
drivers, the spherical shape is the ideal one to resist the force
of internal pressure fluctuations. Recommending the PV1 in his
August 2005 review, Keith Howard concluded: ' Once you've lived
with the cleaned- up sound here, it is very difficult to go back to
conventional bass solutions.'

REL R-505 £995
After adecade or so as the UK's

VELODYNE DD10 £2000
Last year's winner, the baby of Velodyne's ' Digital Drive' range.
Driven by a 1250W class D amplifier, the DD1O's 10in woofer
is servo- controlled ( using adigital accelerometer to measure
cone excursion) and hooked into aDSP module that provides
measurement and correction of in- room response.
Best results come with careful positioning and manual

doyen of deep bass, REL
founder Richard ELord has
sailed off into the sunset of a
well-deserved retirement, but

design to new levels with a
frosted-glass control panel, and
the R-505 looks good in wood
but especially slick if you choose

the brand he created is now in

piano black gloss.
On test, wrote Keith Howard
in August 2006, 'The REL R-505

the safe hands of Sumiko.

added hangover-free lower-

While REL's new American

octave oomph without clapping

owners have taken care to

out at any replay level Iwould

adjustment, but then, as Keith Howard wrote in his September

maintain Richard's excellent

call comfortable,' and, he

2005 review, ' You are rewarded with deep, even, clean bass in

standards of build and finish,

concluded, it did ' everything a

ample quantity... Recommended, if you want the best.'

they've raised the appearance

good subwoofer should do.' 0
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selectaudio

exquisite audio products

t — 44 (0)1900 813064

www selectaudio co uk

11f=2
TIt_IIH-7
AirTight
Emille
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

e. select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

Acoustic
Signature

ar1110111,11

ajourney int.
o'
parr- time

A. Gershman Brack Swan
B. Riemiyo CAT-777
C. Riemiyo PAT- 777
D. Basis Vector Tonearm
E. Acoustic Sig. Analogue One
ENrTight ATM2
G. Basis PSTT Cables

AudioLincs
Brighton Hifi Ex.
Retro Reproduction

T. 01476 59 -090
T. 01580 878101
T. 0131 558 9989

feastrex

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm
Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit
J. Airtight ATM300B
K. Feastrex D6
L Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC
N. Emillé 300BSE

ATLAS ELECTRA £420/METRE PAIR
Still the finest interconnect in the Atlas range, and still aworthy
candidate for our Awards - in fact, the Electra Cu was named
Editor's Choice in the 2004 Awards. It's apseudo- balanced cable,
with two concentric multi- stranded rope- lay conductors and
screen all in 99.9997% pure OCC copper, plus aluminium foil for
100% cover and RFI rejection. The primary dielectric is FEP Teflon,
with acotton yarn filler for reduced microphony. The Atlas Elektra
Cu has that extra touch of refinement that will bring out the best
from your audio hardware.

CHORD CO SIGNATURE RCA
£525/METRE PAIR
Last year's winner is still at the top of the heap. Chord Company's
top-of-the- range interconnect uses single solid-core conductors
with aTeflon dielectric, but the big differerce is in the Signature's
triple shielding.
Surrounding each conductor is, first, aunique flat braid shield;

NORDOST VALHALLA £2195/METRE PAIR

secondly, afoil shield; and thirdly aconventional round braid. The
shielding is not connected to any conductor but is fully floating.

Just afew of those very, very expensive cables have really stood

However, users can connect aflying lead to the shielding at one,

the test of time, and Valhalla has been around longer, and

and can then experiment by grounding this to the various ground

winning awards longer, than most. Conductors are eight strands

points in the system, to find the lowest nose and hence the

of ' six nines' copper, silver plated. Helically wrapped around each

cleanest sounc

is the Nordost Micro Mono- Filament, which reduces contact with
the conductor by 80%. This means that most of the conductor
is surrounded by the best dielectric there is - air. Giving asound

ln use, this long-term favourite still shows the great purity and
neutrality that's made possible by Chord's clever technology.
While at present only RCA plugs can be fitted, Chord says there

of uncann transparency, Vallhalla is still arguably the finest
interconnect available, if you can afford it.

are plans for aSignatLre XLR and aSignature DIN cable, and the
Signature RCA is also available for digital use. -0
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Rhea Phono Preamplifier
"In an era in which lesser- quality components cost
considerably more money, the Calypso and Rhea establish
new value benchmarks in their product catogories".

AUDIO

REFERENCE

SUPPLIERS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

"If you're avinyl lover, the Rhea would likely be the last
phonostage you'll ever buy".
Robert Harley IThe Absolute Sound 200 I

TAS Golden Ear Award 2004

Front panel variable gain and loading, independent for each input.
Remote control cartridge gain, loading and cartridge demagnetiser.
3Single ended RCA inputs & 3Balanced inputs.

www.audioreference.co.uk
info@audioreference.co.uk

0 12 5 2 7 0 2 7 0 5

Preamplifier
of the year 2005
e,eitt hi-ii

exclusive UK distribution

'F \Aiiters Choice
.
,
\,,,ard 2005

0870 909 6777

www.mfaudio.co.uk

music first audio
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CLEARAUDIO STYLUS CLEANER £ 12

ORIGIN LIVE ARM LOAD METER £57

Conventional hi-fi wisdom says there's little need to clean your

Until recently, adigital stylus balance would have set you you
back the price of fairly good cartridge, and at least one such

stylus with fluid. Not so, says Clearaudio. It says you should use
Clearaudio Elixir Stylus cleaner every time you play arecord
-especially if you haven't removed residues from the record-

offering proved to be nothing more than an existing jeweller's
balance, re-stickered witn amark-up of several hundred per cent.

pressing process by using Clearaudio Extra Strength Record
Cleaner or other comparable cleaner. These sticky residues mount

Now Origin Live has brought some sanity into this situation
with its Arm Load Meter, which reads out to three decimal places

up and get ' baked' on your stylus by high stylus-tip temperatures.
Containing almost no alcohol, Clearaudio Stylus Cleaner is safe for
use with even the most delicate cartridges.

(0.001g), is consistently accurate and, above all, is reasonably
priced. It measures 99 x44 x22mm and runs on two AG12 watch
batteries ( supplied).

ISOTEK SIGMAS £995

But never content to rest on its

Already established as aleader in

laurels, Isotek has found away of
giving us the best of both worlds
with the Sigmas.

mains conditioning products, Isotek
really shook things up with the Titan
-which won our Award in 2005,
beating Isotek's own modestly priced
Mini Sub GII into second place. There
then followed the Nova, optimised
for source components.

This six-outlet model uses the
'Direct Coupled Design' concept
of the Titan, and was described by
David Ailcock in his October 2006
review as aTitan/Nova hybrid in

MiniSub style chassis. ` If you're
thinking of buying aMiniSub,' David
went on, ' My advice would be to... go
for the Sigmas - your music will thank
you for it.
'Excellent build quality, protection
circuits, afully- adaptive filtration
circuit and stunning performance
make the Sigmas atrue bargain.' -0
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ARCA1VI SOLO: MUSIC SYSTEM £ 1000

BASIS 2200 SIGNATURE: TURNTABLE £3795

C-10SEN BY IAN ANDERSON: Why have over 20 BADA dealers
voted the Arcam Solo Product of the year? Because it has

CHOSEN BY DAVID ALLCOCK: In the 2200 Signature, Basis has

substance as well as style and, surprisingly, is avery good piece of
hi-fi. Isay surprisingly because reviewers, dealers and public alike

of the £ 10,000 Gold Debut Signature and repackage it into a
smaller model that embodies so much of the astonish.ng
low frequency extension, imaging, transparency and dynamic
range of the original, yet at under half the price. The 2200 has it

love the look of the Solo but were amazed at how well it delivered
music in acoherent and enjoyable manner. There are better hi-fi
separate systems but not at this price and the Solo will hold its
own against systems twice the cost. It is atruly inspirational
product and gets my vote for product of the year.

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 2006
To conclude the voting of the

choices, and as with the Highly

best products in the world of
audio and music reproduction, all

Recommended citations in every
other category, all these products
can be deemed awinner in their

eight judges who took part in this
years Awards - featured below

by experts in their field who have
carefully and thoughtfully settled

Here, we present some of those

on their final choice.

Steve Harris was
Editor from 1986
to 2005. Now
Consultant Editor,
he's an expert on
jazz and blues and
audio nistory

all: stunning aesthetics, exemplary finish, and some of the finest
engineering you'll see in audio today - at any price. This is a
aturntable that will serve you well for decades.

Cl) PRODUCT

eOF THE YEAR

CHIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

own right, selected as they are

-were asked to give their choice
of an overall product of the year.

Andrew Harrison
is Deputy Editor
of HiFi News,
and committed to
a.iclio excellence
from entry-level to
h'gh-end audio

managed to distil the essence of the incredible sonic performance

David Allcock is
afreelance hi-fi
writer, passionate
about high-end
analogue and
digital music
reproduction

Paul Miller is
founder of Miller
Audio Research,
atest and
measurement
consultancy also
specialising in AV

ISOTEK SIGMAS: MAINS FILTER £995
CHCSEN BY TONY BOLTON: The Isotek Sigmus combines
technology from the award-winning Titan and the well respected
Martin Colloms is
Technical Advisor
to HiFi News and
respected the
world over for his
long-earned audio
expertise

Tony Bolton has
been writing for
HiFi News for
seven years, and
is particularly
schooled in
analogue and 78s

Steve N Harris
-the 'other' Steve
Harris - is an audio
industry luminary
now Chairman
of the British
Federation of Audio
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Ian Anderson
is Chairman
of the British
Audio Dealers
Association, aUK
trade organisation
established in 1984

Nova mains purifiers. Two of the six output sockets feed power
amplifiers, the other four supplying power to source products.
Each outlet is independently filtered so that there can be no cross
contamination of the cleaned power supply, and automatically
allocates power to sockets based on the demand from equipment
at the time. The results of this ' intelligent' system have been
obviously beneficial in every system that Ihave tried so far.

U) PRODUCT

3OF THE YEAR

Cl) PRODUCT

HIGHLY

C HIGHLY

k OF THE YEAR

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED
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NAIIVI AUDIO n-Vi: AV SYSTEM £2995

NAIM CD555: CD PLAYER £ 14,295

CHOSEN BY PAUL MILLER Naim's single- box solution represents a

CHOSEN BY STEVE N. HARRIS: Yes, Iknow Icould be biased as
among others Ihandle the PR tor Nairn as well as being Chairman
of the BFA. Itry to never ; udge products by what Ihear at ashow,

symbiosis of several convergent technologies - aCD/DVD-A
front-end supplemented by both FM and DAB radio tuners and
delivered in full multichannel glory by acombination of five
integrated digital power amplifiers. Its robust and vibrant sound
belies the conservative 50W power rating while its sophisticated

but Iknew within 20 minutes of walking into Naim's demo at last
year's Hi-fi News show that Ineeded aCD555 and Iwould have
to start saving. The dynamics, the silence between notes and the

picture adjustment tools ensure an equally vibrant image can be

feeling of total control make my fantastic CDS3 sound less good

delivered from plasma or projector. It represents the first ' home

than it is. Ihaven't heard aproduct that has made me want it so
much in years. That's why it's my product of the year.

cinema in abox' for the audiophile.

REGA APOLLO: CD PLAYER £498
CHOSEN BY STEVE HARRIS: Says Rega boss Roy Candy, 'We are
convinced that the Apollo is in aclass of its own.' This is abig

SONUS FABER AMATI ANNIVERSARIO:
LOUDSPEAKER £ 13,500
CHOSEN BY MARTIN COLLOMS: The Amati Anniversario

claim, but to some extent justified. Outwardly, the Apollo is similar
to the Planet and it's still atop- loader, but it's easier and nicer to

loudspeaker achieves greatness through asubstantial evolutionary

use because the separate puck has been replaced by acaptive

Homage. Driven by acJrrent capable power amplifier this
remarkable speaker then performs its magic. It provides the

puck built into Rega's clever parallel- motion lid. You have to wait

improvement over its well regarded predecessor, the Amati

afew seconds while the player initialises the disc to assess which

listener with ahigh proportion of the outstanding Stradivarius

level of error correction to apply. But the sound is well worth

sound, in abeautiful, easy to place, floor standing package
and has the ability to turn musical reproduction into an event.

waiting for. This is atruly exceptional player at the price.
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Often bandied about in high- end
audio is the phrase state-of-the-art,
yet this two- box CD player from

Starting with the transport's
crystal dock, advertised as the

al digital filters, the 5000 Mk 1V
converter has been described as the

most accurate in consumer audio

Japanese company Zanden richly

today, coupled with the use of a125

world's fimest 16-bit DiA converter.
Perhaps no other digital front-end

earns this accolade through the

high-speed data interface, this CD
transport sits at the highest echelon

from CD in such abelievable,

of music CD disc reading. Avoiding

analogue- like way.

has captured the essence of music

Aspirational

Chord Choral Series
and Aspire Rack
Compact high- end
system components

C

horal. A discerning range of
compact system components that will
captivate you, delight you and intrigue you.
•DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•
' Symphonic' Phono Stage
•Prima' Pre- Amplifier
•
' Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•
' Blu' CD Transport
•NEW One' CD Player
•NEW ' Mezzo 140' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Aspire' Solid Aluminium Rack
•NEW Brilliant Finish
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us for detais of your nearest dealer.

e CHORD o
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T01622 721444
EsalesQchordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

a2t
acoustic signature
acoustic solid
with Rega RB250 arm and Sumiko Blue Point Special Evo3
air tangent
£1350 (classic silver) or £ 1420 ( black - pictured left)
Upgrades to arm
amazon
Origin Live RB internal/external silver wiring, add £ 160
amplifon
Origin Live RB rigid/lockable counterweight, add £ 75
apollo furniture
Origin Live RB slotted armtube modification, add £85
argento
Alternative arms
audible illusions
Rega RB300 to replace RB250, add £64
Michell Tecnoarm a to replace RB250, add £ 305
audio aero
Origin Live Silver arm to replace RB250, add £ 475
audio physic
SME Series 4 arm to replace RB250, add £ 1119
black rhodium
Alternative cartridge
bocchino
Lyra Donan to replace Sumiko BPS Evo3, add £256
breuer dynamic
General accessories
brinkmann
Michell record clamp. add £ 25
Michell HR power supply, add £ 325
cartridge man
Michell Unicover perspex platter/arm cover, add £46
cawsey
clearaudio
'the most popular turntable we sell - an ideal purchase for someone
consonance
starting from scratch (pardon the pun) or upgrading from a starter level deck"
decca london
duevel
dynavector
Hyperion
ear yoshino
HPS-9:E ( piano black) - £3750
funk firm
"These are amongst the finest loudspeakers
goldring
we have ever sold with performance comparable
graham (tonearms)
to models several times the once"
graham slee
hadcock
heart
heed audio
McIntosh
MCD-201 SACD Player - £3500
horning
MA-6900 (200W/ch) Integrated Amp - £4550
hyperion
MC-275 ( 75W/ch) Stereo Power Amp - £2580
incognito
isolda
"come and demo McIntosh components against
jadis
some of the other best solid-state and valve designs
and you'll see (hear) why Mac has so many loyal
klimo
followers after 40+ years in the business ,"
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
Tannoy Autograph Mini
mcintosh
Oak finish - £ 1250
michell engineering
"This delightful new bookshelf model has been
morch
a huge success It's a long time since we've seen
musical fidelity
a really good, affordable mini speaker (excepting.
nordost
of course, the Stirling 3/Sa')"
nottingham analogue
Tannoy Glenair
opus 3
Cherry Wocd - £ 3999
origin live
Stirling Broadcast 3/5a
"If you've never sampled the delights
Walnut - £890
ortofon
of a Tannoy 15" dual concentric driver,
Maple - £937
project
there's never been a better time to do it
Rosewood - £972
rega (turntables)
This is the latest model in the Prestige
series and has a breathtaking size of
revolver
"Still able to impress after all those years,
soundstage which brings utter realism
ringmat
these remain the definitive tiny speaker,
to both large scale classical works and
the benchmark by which others are judged"
roksan
the latest rock music too.
shun mook
Also on offer is relative neutrality, and
shanling
great efficiency, enabling use with low
Mystery hi-fi face
"Anyone know who he is?
power high quality valve amps"
shelter
Answers on a postcard, please "
sme
of the month
solid tech
something solid
Solid Tech
Isociear isolation teat ( left) Set of 4 ( 20kg) - £ 51
sonneteer
(extra springs can be puchased for up to 45kg)
spendor
Radius stand ( right) - contact us for prices
stax
Rack of Silence stand (far right) - contact us for prices
stirling broadcast
sugden
"Swedish made Solid Tech is the line of isoiation
products we've been seeking for a long time
sumiko
Superbly made, stylish looking, and modular
tannoy prestige
Even the humble !soclear feet can be adjusted
tci cables
by simply adding or subtracting springs to cafe ,
tom evans
for uneven loads
The domestically acceptable Radius can be
townshend audio
configured with almost any combination of shelf
transfiguration
spacing and some shelves suspended for isolation.
transparence
Tile Rack of Silence is a state-of-the-art stand
trichord
using cross members instead of shelves to reduce
van den hul
resonance Shelf isolation spnnging is freely

J.A.Michell Gyro SE

0

configurable for different loading"

We deliver by City/ink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT.
Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our vvebsite for more info (even if we dont update it often enough!).

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

wwvv.walrus.co.uk

Music

Album

month

OFTH E

ANN HAMPTON CALLAWAY
Blues In The Night
Telarc CD- 86341 and SACD-63641
CD and multichannel SA CD

LYNNE ARRIALE TRIO
Show- stopping singer Callaway
attacks the bluesier standards
like ' Willow Weep For Me',
'Stormy Weather' and of course
the title track with the power of
Bette Midler and the punch of
Della Reese. Everything is swung

channels don't really help
this reverberant recording,
and the applause fades are
annoying. But the pianist's

'All Right With Me' and some
witty originals. Even more

drive, fantastic natural ear
and the trio's real symbiosis
are absorbing. Shi

F
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Modern Times

Andreas Staler/Daniel Sepec.
Harmonia Mundi HMC901919

Columbia 82876 67606 2

of its lanissary' stop 7m 16s
into the ' Se vuol ballare'
Variations. Stylistically spoton, arather special issue. CB
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BOB DYLAN

Violin Sonatas Opp.23, 30:2

Beethoven-Haus collection.
Staler makes startling use

.11 U

JAZZ

(

Lichnowsky) and the Conrad
Graf piano is from the

lko' sounds ponderous

Diva Jazz Orchestra, with guests
including David Gilmore ( not
Gilmour!) on awild ' Blue Moon'.
But there's also asofter- centred

•

violin was Beethoven's
own ( agift from Prince

Arriale's trademark ' Iko,
here as she warms up her
Berghausen audience. Rear

• MI

The sound here is uniquely
authentic, as the restored

Multichannel SACO

hard by the amazing all-female

over-the-top in multichannel. SH

BEETHOVEN

Live

In & Out Records ¡OR C0770796

African Flashback

BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 3and 8
Minnesota SO/Osmo Vânska.
BIS 8IS-SACD-1516

label Bleu LBLC 6679

Backed with engaging

Credits for this CD- in- a- box

Where Haitink's recent

sloppiness by his current
touring band, the Bobster

run like this: Aldo Romano
(drums, guitar), Louis Sclavis

LSO Live Eroica was
humane, respectful but

(clarinet, soprano sax), Henri

too unsurprising, Vánsas

Texier ( bass) and Guy Le
Querrec ( Leica). What gives
the package weight is an

-fascinating, beautifully

romps pleasantly through
sundry traditional rock, blues
and country riffs, and even
nicks the entire tune of ' Red
Sails In the Sunset', re-titling it
'Beyond The Horizon'. Hardly
avital Dylan artefact, but one
to keep the uncritical faithful
reasonably happy. .18

aa aLi
III U

U

exquisitely- produced 100
page book of Le Querrec's
photos, but the music is not
just something to put on
while you look at them. SH
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U

executed ( awonderful
Funeral March) - is
nevertheless worrisome
in extremes of forte and
pianissimi that undercut
the scale and rawness of
Beethoven's writing. CB
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Audio Acoustics

Established 1982

Gel coat finishes shown below

£16500

MD805
55wpc Single Ended Monoblocks

"The purity and beauty these amps deliver make
them worth stiung consideration from any highly
discerning listener who values musical truth over
audio daizle." you owe
yourSeff to listen to
these very special amplifiers. ACrystal Palace
For Your Music" WAVAC MD805m Monoblock
Amplifiers.
Wayne Donnelly enjeytheinusic.com. Oct 2005

"Ilove this loudspeaker. It has qualities that are truly extraordinary. It painted
my room with images as solid and as real as reproduced music can

"Audio Acoustics is aUK - based builder of
loudspeakers that, quite frankly, are as beautifully
filt as any loudspeaker that Ihave ever seen. I
mean we are talking Tiffany Jewelry quality here
folks. " Dave Thomas -Editor Stereo Mmes, Jan 2006

The mnstruction was heroic, the finish quality spotless,
and the techi lulu,
* impressive. And that sour id! Il was
ethereal. Female vocals floated effortlessly between the
speakers in away that seemed completely detached
from the system reproducing them. This was one rare
case where ahideously expensive system sounded like
amillion bucks. " Jeff Fritz-Soundstage Network Jan 2006
"The audio acoustics Sapphire Ti C SE was areal
find. These speakers are large, with sculptured
glossy cabinets made from many layers, and
sapphire drivers: two angled woofers and atweeter.
The price is enough to knock you out of your chair;
some US £69k. But the sound! On arecording of
Mahler's second, the string sound was startlingly
close to real. "
Ultra High Fidelity Magazine Feb 2006

achieve. The extremely complex cabinet design creates the most silent of
baCkgrounds for the music to emerge from. Its build and finish qualities are
magnificent, at id I'm astickler for that stuff. I've enjoyed countless hours of
music with the Sapphire TiC SEs, and will have awfully fur id memories of
them when they're gone."

£42500

HE805
45wpc Single Ended Piave). Amp

THE WORLD 'SBEST audio system WITH JEFF FRITZ
Ultra audlo.corn SELECT component award winner August 2006

WAVAC - THE BEST VALVE AMPLIFIERS IN THE WORLD TODAY.
Complete range available. Prices from £6500 - £329110(1

"Which brings me to the build quality:
ive never seen finer. "
"If you're used to the finest Rolexes or
Rolls-Royces, the Sapphire's fit rifinish
will not disappoint you in the least. "
-The TiC SE is almost solely about
the finer points of musical expression. "
Ultra audio.com

£31'999/£46700

SAPPHIRE TI-C / TI-C SE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COMPLETE PRICE LIST. PLEASE VISIT WEB SITE BELOW

1

C28'300

£64•950
PR-TI
3 Box Ultimate Line precamp

HE833 1.3
150wpc Single Ended Monoblocks

"HE-833 amplifiers - The King of SET!
flIput it this way: if I
could choose only
one amplifier to use for the rest of my
life... well, I
think the WAVAC HE-833
would have to be it." Condusions-Easy.
You can have it all with the Wavac HE833.
If you can afford it, this may be all the
amplifier that you will ever need, no
matter what your taste in music, or what
speakers you have. " David Robinson
POSITIVE FEEDBACK ONLINE—ISSUE 9

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON WAVAC,WCISS & COMPLETE PRICF I1ST, PLEASE
VISIT WI- 13 SUIE BELOW

audio acoustics

Audio Acoustics is an English manufacturer of 'tine arts"
loudspeaker and cable systems. Our products are for
the more discerning listener. The meticulous application
of advanced materials technology and ut luimpromised
transducer design has resulted in arange of
unparalleled audio components. While our approach is
radical and almost bespoke in

nattire, rasi ilting in many reviewers describing them as
"Unprecedented in every aspect" and "sonically
Each is ahand crafted labour of love. Each is executed to
absolute perfection. Each will allow you to explore the full
epression, emotion and impact of your favorite music.
These masterpieces range in price from six thousand to
three hundred thousand pounds.

audio acoustics
tel/fax:
tel:

+44 ( 0) 1753 842 173

+ 44 ( 0) 7968 388 118

email:

contact@audioacoustics co.uk

web:

www.audioacoustics.co.uk

Dealer/distributor enquiries
email:

audioacoustics@tiscali.co.uk

Knowledgeable and professional free advice
Home demonstrations for accurate evaluation
Expert System Install
For your nearest authorised Dealer please call.

AUDIOPHILE
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DONALD FAGEN

Morph The Cat

Acoustech 1.49975 2x180g vinyl ( Ps

Dizzy's Business

Manchester Craftsmen's Guild MCGI1023

As with all of his solo work so

Another great big band

far, Donald Fagen's releases
sound like Steely Dan albums:
his voice is that distinctive.

concert recording from
the MCG hall in Pittsburgh,
with the Slide Hamptonled All Stars. Playing new

But that is not to complain,
for Steely Dan were a
sublimely intelligent and

arrangements of Gillespie
favourites, this spectacular

musical outfit. As befits
his warm, jazzy voice and

band offers virtuosic yet
always swinging ensemble

persona, the vinyl simply
makes this better. KK

playing, complemented by a
mellow live sound.
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CHRISTINE PERFECT

In

KASABIAN

MENDELSSOHN

Empire

Piano Trios

Columbia PARADISE31

Julia Fischer/Jonathan Chad/Daniel MüllerSchott, Pentatone PTC 5186-085 (SACO)

Forget all that tosh about
Kasabian being the natural

With his flowing cantabile,

successors to Oasis. They're
actually damn good. Having
ditched the faux dance- rock
stance of their debut, they
now rock relentlessly on cuts
like ' Last Trip', power up Syd
Barrett- like psychedelia on
'Sun Rise Light Flies' and rave

ideal Mendelssohnian, and
he and the magnificent
MüllerSchott sound like

magnificently on 'Apnoea'.
Stirring stuff. JB
RECORDING
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The Carnegie Hall Concert

Blue Honron/Pure Pleasure 7-63680

ECM 985 6224 ( 2CDs)

Out There

One of the great ' lost' LPs
from the British blues crowd,
this 1970 solo debut from
the Fleetwood Mac mainstay

Moscochsc MOSACD303

first ECM solo album. The

multi- instrumentalist and one

backdrops, the ghostly
jangle of ahorror- movie

The Kin Concert ( 1975)

album displays all of these gifts

evolve into amega- platinum
chanteuse. Pure pleasure,

defined the genre. Now the
vision is sharper, dare Isay

in awonderfully understated
way. This set is simply superb,

indeed. KK

deeper too. SH

and one nof to be missed. JB
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ET

on the opening ' Where Do
You Run To' and the gospel
song ' Do Lord'. Elsewhere,
she sings against outlandish

way Perfect would go on to

•

WLÀ
mum

tunes, understandable lyrics
and ahint of wry humour.
Eleanor McEvoy is agenuinely
great Irish songwriter, agifted
hell of asinger, whose eighth

PERFORMANCE

RECORDING

El PERFORMANCE

Solveig is utterly serene
when unaccompanied, as

many life changes since

•

• minnEi

ACT 9713-2

Carnegie... "is his eighteenth,
but Jarrett has been through

RECORDING

with the Gould Trio ( Naxos)
abudget alternative. CB

You have to love the Irish. They
prefer songs to have decent

is aclassic of the genre. But
more importantly, the nonblues component shows the

RECORDING

quite make the perfect
match. Recommended,

Good Rain

180g wnyl LP

It's 35 years since the
pianist left Miles Davis,
renounced electric
keyboards and made his

musical extensions of each
other. With her applied
vibrato. Fischer doesn't

IMMBM PERFORMANCE

ELEANORMCEVOY

KEITH JARRETT

Christine Perfect

Jonathan Gilad proves the

• II• •
• Baal

fairground or country- gonewrong or pure electronica.
Quirky, yes, but avoice
that's uniquely beautiful. 51-1

RECORDING
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PROKOFIEV

1,HDYAMIGALEV AND

Symphonies 1-7
LSO)Valery Gergiev, Philips 475 7655

Recorded at the Barbican,
this May 2004 Prokofiev cycle
(with both versions of 4, 7
without the add-on galop

NILK KA
Off The Cut
Baltic Jazz BALTIC 001

Baby-faced alto-saxist
Strigalev must have

ending) was instrumental in

absorbed Stan Getz and Art
Pepper with his mother's
milk, but like all great

Gergiev's appointment to the

players he has asound

LSO. He projects apowerfully
addictive, if sometimes

all his own. Pianist Nick
Ramm plus Dave Whitford

brusque overview. Notes
to this four-disc set are by

(bass) and Gene Calderazzo

SHOSTAKOVICH

Track Records TRA1057

Concertgebouw/AAariss lansons. RCO Live
RCO 06002 (SACO)

Down To Earth

'Leningrad' Symphony

It's afunny world in which

Used as wartime

former chirpy cockney funster
Joe Brown ends up making
better records than Dylan,

propaganda in the West, the
Leningrad has always been

but that's the way it is. Brown
unpretentiously rediscovers

detractors, yet he knew

his folk-blues roots on inspired
covers of Leadbelly's Black
Betty', The Mills Brothers'
'Lazy Bones' and more. He

pilloried by Shostakovich
exactly what he was writing.
Idoubt if alive recording
has had more magnificent
orchestral playing. But

(drums) complete afine
group. Must be heard. SH

also plays some stunningly

Jansons misses the pathos
and introversion, even

inspired guitar. JB

found with Bernstein. CB
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biographer David Nice. CB
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LITTLE RICHARD

Here's Little Richard/
Little Richard

ERIC BIBB

Diamond Days
Te/arc CD- 83660 enhanced CD

Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 2028 (56m) SACO

Argue all you like: Little

How gorgeous is this!

UM U

E
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TAKEMITSU

Orchestral works

Bournemouth SO/Marin Alsop.
Naxos 8.557760

Alsop excels again with her
seaside orchestra in this
1958-95 conspectus: Spirit
Garden, Solitude Sonore,

Structures
Chesky SACD317 (multichannel SACO)

Richard's first two releases
may be the most incendiary
rock'n'roll issued in its first

Rural, acoustic blues, with
the intimacy of any Keb'
Mo'iTaj Mahal title, opening
with the sound of stylus in

Dreamtime, Three Film

decade. MoFi transferred
these masterpieces in mono

groove. That gives the set

Scores (
for strings), A Flock

multichannel option - his
cymbals can sound like
saucepans in the rear

the necessary historic feel,

Descends.... The dream-like
writing makes Debussy's

Structures offers adreamy

... ahoot when you consider
the format: 'Tutti Frutti',
'Ready Teddy', ' Good Golly,

as it's autobiographical, a
journey through Bibb's life's
ups-and-downs. It genuinely

Miss Molly' - it doesn't get any
better than this. KK

sounds ' of another time and
another place.' KK
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Jeux areference, but
Takemitsu's impressionism
was founded on Bergian
serial techniques. CB
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Drummer Gene Jackson
isn't well served by the

channels - but otherwise
sound with bass legend
Eddie Gomez and the
seductive, liquid guitar of
John Abercrombie. SH

Bunn
Ill U
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Orsa ( f1,399 pair)
Stand mount speaker

"Impressive sophistication

"In some ways it always
feels more rewarding

Oraffle99 pair)
FI Dol standing speaker

to review aproduct
that punches above

Orior ( f2,299 pair)
Referenan.: mount speaker

considering the £ 1,399 per
pair asking price, but the
build quality and finish are,
well bananas."

its weight and this is
aspecial little speaker

David Vivian
HiFi Choice March 2006

that sets aprice/
perfprmance yardstick
that is hard to beat."
Girls Thomas
Hi>R+ Issue 42

"Astonishing transparency

Orior Grand ( f2,995 pair)
=boor standing speaker

"The Orsa is such a

couoled to beautiful and

good all round speaker

individual presentation

that I
often found myself

makes for apotent

comparing it with my

package. Now look at

Micro Utopias Be's

the price. You might not

which is both totally

recognise it, but this is the

unfair given the large

shape Ithings to come. "

price disparity yet still a

2005 Awards Annual
Hi>R+11ssue43

compliment'

Plato reference ( fr,.,,_.
Feference floor standing speakee

Musik CD Player ( 1799)
24bit. Valve CD Player

set
FIFN11 ,06

Odinrn
loor stanch ig speaker

SuperTweeter ( f649 pair)
Twin Ribbon,1001kliz SuperTweeter

Chris Thomas
Hi>Fi+Issue42

Zion Callef 4141111)95 I
Fference Cables - sensible prices

au,r 144as ic

4111111111111111111111k
For more information on the JAS Audio range please contact Shadow

10

Shadow Audio, 20 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
Tel: 01592 744 779

Fax: 01592 744 710 Iinfwashadowaudio.co.uk Iwww.shadowa udio.co.uk

Do you own hi-fi equipment worth over £10,000?
Do you have alarge record or CD collection?

PLATINUM
home

,nsurance

solutions

Does your existing home insurance policy cover these?
We recognise that your possessions, especially your hi-fi and music collection deserve special attention and we offer aspecific
home insurance policy tailored to include cover for this. We understand that in exchange for your hard-earned cash, you
deserve and expect afairly priced product, world-class service and professional advice. All insurance requirements are unique
and require an individual and flexible approach.
'2, No call-centres or call ' management'. You get direct contact with
the people you actually need to speak to.
e-l- Requests for areturn call done without stress. If you ask for
something to be done — you only need to ask once.
Proper representation in the event of aclaim.
Household policies can be extended to include your cars.
From aMini to aFerrari — we can package it all together.
Please contact: Lee Brindley, Director

T. 01306 874400

F. 01306 874401

E. lee@pllatinum-ins.co.uk

Efe;`' PLATINUM
home insurance solutions

Platinum Insurance Solutions Limited, 267 - 273 High Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1RY Regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority. (Firm ref. 308337).

Destination

01884 243-1%4

> Devons audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema

Arro
If you would like
authentic-sounding
performances where
time and place seem
to have no dimension
of their own,
experience the Arro.
Its aim strikes
more places than
you could imagine.

Sttaf
This energetic,
functional and
holographically
superlative speaker
can satisfy the most
demanding
connoisseur.

Hawk
Soar to new heights
with this powerful
Totem, you will
never forget its true
character: Elegant,
Simple, Extreme High
End.
A soul mover of
the highest calibre

Forest
Forest speakers
bring forth asynergy
between spatial
cues, imaging and
powerful dynamics
that go beyond what
is expected of " any
Speaker"
Opens up
corridors of nt,
experiences.

Stockists of:
Analysis Plus
Autdia
Audio Physic
Av d
Aye
Be Canto
Chapter Au
Cairn
Chord
Graaf
Grand Prix Audio
IsoTek
Leema Acousti
Lexicon
Lyra
McIntosh
Monitor Audio
Moon
Nordost
Pathos
Prinnare
Project
Roksan
Stax
Tannoy Prestige
Tea: Esoteric
Thiel
Totem Acoustics
Unison Research
VC11-1
VPI Turntables
and many more.

Open Monday - Saturday
9am - 5pm
Audio Destination
Suite 7a Market Walk
Tiverton. Devon EX16:613L

Totem Acoustics... guide your soul

info@audiodestination co.uk
www audiodestination co uk

Win Tannoy's new Mini!
These genuine Tannoy Dual Concentric speakers have rewritten the rules for a
miniature design. This is your unmissable opportunity to own apiece of audio history

A

s a scale model of a

Autograph Mini Competition

t
classic

loudspeaker of
he 1950s, the Tannoy
utograph

Mini

may

Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions( and

well be the ultimate modern
retro audio product. But this is

then send it in to: Tannoy Autograph Mini Competition,

more than just ashelf trophy to
amuse the nostalgic music lover:

Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 8th December, 2006!

Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA.

Please answer the following three questions:

this diminuitive design is truly a
high performance mini- monitor
in its own right.

* St'0'
o ten
annoy Autograph Mini?

With a 4in Dual Concentric
driver mounted in a wedgeshaped cabinet just 345mm high
(about 13.5in), and finished in
beautiful teak veneer with solid
teak hardwood trim edges, this
reborn classic is completed with
authentic oatmeal grille cloth.
That Dual Concentric driver,

and

efficiency. The 3.5

litre

enclosure measures 345 x210
x 130mm ( hwd) and weighs
4kg ( 8.81b).
In our review in May 2006,
we said that ' at no point will
you mistake this for anything

the smallest of its type ever

smaller

made, includes a19mm titanium

way with 8in driver... The Mini
can fill the space in front of

dome HF unit, on- axis and sited
at the centre of the 100mm

than

a sealed

two-

you, in three dimensions... At

providing awideband frequency
response that's specified up to

times, the Autograph Mini is so
revealing that you'd swear you
were listening to a pure studio

54kHz (- 6dB).
To the rear of the high-density

the room, twanging with all of

birch ply cabinet — actually a
hexagonal profile, in fitting

the energy aguitar can muster,
following the dynamic swings

with

effortlessly.'
To win these mini marvels,

paper

pulp

its

mid/bass

antecedent's

cone,

corner-

minded roots — is a single pair
of gold-plated terminals, plus a
reflex port to aid bass response

s

D
D
D

n

4mm
40mm
4in
8in

What exterior finish do the cabinet and grille take?
D
O
D
•

Carbon- fibre with Kevlar grille cloth
Teak wood with oatmeal grille cloth
Ebony with ivory grille cloth
Birch ply with Tygan grille cloth
at is the advertised high- frequency - 6db point of
Tannoy Autograh Mini?

monitor. They can really sing: in

complete the three questions
in the coupon. Good luck!

it. *ruse

O
•
•
•

5. kHz
22.05kHz
54kHz
100kH

Name
Address

Post Code
Telephone

Closing date for entries is Friday, and no correspondence will be
enterec into. The winner's name
8th December 2006.
1) The competition is open to UK will beçublished in the January
Fi News.
readers aged 18 ani over, except 2007 iue of Hi 01 The winner should be
employees of IPC Media. Tannoy
or their agents. Overseas readers prepared to co-operate with
are not eligible to enter. 2) There publicly arising as aresult of
winniq the prize. 7) Entry to this
is no cash or other alternative
compdition implies acceptance
to the prize offered. While every
of the rules. All entry forms
effort is made to ensure that all
submided become the property
information regarding the prize
of IPC Media.
is correct at the time of going
Hi Fi News magazine.
to press. 1PC Medio cannot be
publisned by IPC Media, will
held responsible for any errors
coded personal information
or discrepancies. The winner
will be selected shortly after
to press your entry. Would
the closing date and will be
you like to receive e
mails
Fi News magazine and
contacted by post 5) The Editor's from iii decision will be final and binding IPC centaining news, special

NOVEMBER 2006

offers, and product and service
information and take part in our
magazine research via e-mail?
If yes. please tick here 13
Hi Fi News magazine and
IPC would like to contact you
by post or telephone to promote
and ask your opinion on our
magazines and services. Tick
here if you prefer not to hear
from us.
IPC may occasionally pass
your details to carefully selected
organisations so they can
contact you by telephone or post
with regards to promoting and
researching their products and
services. Tick here if you prefer
not to be contacted. 1:1

www.hifinews.co.uk
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"Hasta

h

vista,

CI o
Exceptional XSt a tTM
Performance at an
Affordable Price
ista
artinlogan smost
affordable XSfatTM equipped
floorstanding speaker. Incorporating
ultra- high- resolution XStafTM and
AirFrameTm technologies originally
developed for the cost- no-object
SummitTM; Vista is capable of an
exceptionally dynamic and realistic
performance. A single aluminium
cone woofer, compact cabinet, and
bi-wire capable footless binding
posts further reinforce Vista's highend pedigree. The result? A stellar
performer at an exceptional price.

M AR

IN

LOGAN

For a level of service tha
terminates the competition,
visit or call Oxford Audio
Consultants today.
CANTAY

HOUSE,
OXFORD

VISIT WVVW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ON NEW/USED EQUIPMENT.

WEB :
EMAIL :

PARK
OX I

END

STREET

I JD

TEL :

01865

790879

FAX :

01865

791665

WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK
INFO@OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK

BARRY FOX

MICHAEL FREMER

)

Vinyl: black in fashion
While the future of digital music distribution

remains unclear, sales of vinyl are not just
holding up but increasing, big time — and not
just Stateside. Michael Fremer wonders why

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

B

Everything in
modulation,
but not this

A new breed of DAB and FM
devices using FM modulators
to allow MP3 players to be
hooked up to car radios will
result in degraded sound,
and interference if not fitted
properly, says Barry Fox

vinyl section that, judging by the steep
mark downs, management had declared

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

a ' failed experiment'.
Tower recently declared bankruptcy:
it's future uncertain. Between music
downloads and online CD shopping,
bricks- and- mortar stores are becoming
dinosaurs. Or are they?
An email Ireceived recently from
aspokesperson for CIMS ( Coalition of

ack in 1973 Ispent three months
criss-crossing America by car.

Independent Music Stores) suggests
otherwise. According to Don VanCleave,

Images of verdant mountains,
bleached deserts and red- rock

while the future of digital music
distribution remains unclear, the indie

U

ntil recently the only legal way
to play MP3 or iPod music in a
car was with acassette adaptor.
A dummy cassette couples

inductively with the playback head of a
cassette player. But few cars now have a

looking down upon the vast expanse of

stores report vinyl sales are '... way up
this year...' accounting for nearly 7% of
sales. ' This is amazing for aformat that

vinyl on the floor of the cavernous Sunset
Strip Tower Records.

was written off as dead,' he continued.
Why is this happening? ' We are

legal to use alow- power transmitter that
radiates an FM stereo signal at the bottom

Never before had Iseen so many
records. Los Angeles was the music capital

finding that kids and adults are loving

of the world and that store was where
music biz moguls and fans alike went to

of vinyl again,' he wrote. At a ' 20something' photographer friend's loft,
he discovered arecord rack filled with

of the VHF FM broadcast band. When
the car radio is tuned to the modulator it
plays music from the portable as if it were
coming from aradio station.

chasms remain seared in my mind, but to
this day the most memorable vista was

shop and to be seen. Iwasn't buying any
vinyl on that trip but when Imoved to L.A.
in 1978, shopping at that Tower Records
became aweekly ritual Irelished.
The scene had only intensified since my

the personal and tactile experience

vinyl. The friend told him that while
he has 100,000 files in his ¡ Tunes, the
highlight of parties he throws is cutting
off the files and having everyone pick

parking lot attendant to assign spots and

vinyl sides to play.
What goes around, comes around,

prevent the cars from backing up onto the

and around and around and... (D

previous visit, with Tower having to hire a

cassette radio. In the US and Japan it is

NO LONGER ILLEGAL
This has always been illegal in the UK and
Europe. Now the EC and UK telecoms
reguiator Ofcom are bringing Europe
into line with the rest of the world. FM
devices will soon be legal. But don't get
too excited. They can cause annoying

Strip and blocking traffic. Inside, vinyl from
around the world beckoned. If it had been

interference. In the USA the National
Association of Broadcasters is now asking

pressed, that Tower had it!
By the time Imoved back East in 1986,

the FCC (the US equivalent of Ofcom) to

the toxic creep of the compact disc had
relegated vinyl to acorner of the store

crack down on car modulators.
Out of 17 devices tested by the NAB,
13 were transmitting too much power.

where the Luddites and cranks shopped.

Some spill outside the 200kHz-wide

SCENE MOVES ON
When Ivisited Los Angeles afew years ago

BELOW: Modulators, like this Belkin model,

to interview record producer Rick Rubin,
Ipaid avisit to that Tower Records. Like a
once vibrant night spot after ' the scene•
had moved on, the building remained,
but the vibe was forlorn. The parking lot
was deserted: the store's size serving only
to emphasize the desolation. Enthusiast:c
music fan employees had given way to
disinterested, low- paid clerks. At the back
of the store Ifound ahaphazardly- stocked

radiate iPod content as FM stereo signals

JON THOMPSON

The future
looks RED
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'A whole generation of kids has been
raised on 128kbls. Hopefully this MP3
generation will experience what the

A camera that's set to speed
the arrival of Quad HD in the
home, plus the hi-def DVD
battle... John Thompson
reports from the IBC 2006

new blue laser systems can offer and say
"Wow". Then maybe, just maybe, we

[Jon Thompson

can convert them. SACD and DVD-Audio

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company 'The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV

were both fantastic but the iPod pulled
the rug from under both of them. Now
we have got another chance to move
the tide towards higher quality. If we
don't do it well, we will be right back
where we were'.

K'

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Too true. When Orange recently
launched anew Bluetooth speaker
system for connecting acellphone to an
active pair of Acoustic Energy speakers,

T

he International Broadcast
Convention, hosted in
Amsterdam, has to be the
most expensive Show to visit

ABOVE: Modulators can cause
interference if too powerful

the demonstrator proudly turned up
the volume to show how ' really good'

in the world. It even makes Cannes
look affordable, but at least this has the
advantage of being held in the Med!

FM channel, creating interference with

the speakers were. The music, ' IWish
It Could Be Christmas', had been

probably the most talked about product at

adjacent channels. The latest plan is to

downloaded earlier to the phone from

change the transmitter default frequency

the Orange Music Store and sounded
excruciating. The demonstrator just

from 88.1 to 87.9MHz. But some radios
may not be able to tune in.

gadget press who were present.

SKILLED FITTING
The NAB was acting after consumer
complaints. Car radio listeners were
suffering interference on crowded roads
and at traffic lights. National Public
Radio is now running
its own tests and will
lobby international
regulator, the ITU. ' Wired
modulators', which
connect the modulatoi
direct to the radio work
much better. But they
need skilled fitting.
Despite many
promises, and sneaky PR
cons like demonstrating
DAB adaptors in open-top
cars so that they work
with an internal aerial,

didn't notice. Nor, it seemed, did the
The AE speakers are perfectly
respectable and the Bluetooth A2DP
(Advanced Audio Distribution Profile)
is designed to handle MPEG. MC
and ATRAC audio. The Orangeman

`What we can
expect now is
anew breed
of DAB and
MP3 devices
that use an FM
modulator to
degrade sound'

there is still no simple DIY solution to
retrofitting aDAB receiver to acar with
factory-fitted AM/FM aerial. So what we
can expect now is anew breed of DAB and
MP3 devices that use an FM modulator to
degrade the sound.
Jack Buser, Dolby Labs' Worldwide
Technology Evangelist' warned recently:

The digital video RED camera was
the show, with debate raging over its true
potential. Bear in mind that at just ElOk
for a4K movie camera, the RED is some
20x cheaper than its nearest rivals. So how
good does it really have to be?
One way or the other, cameras like
the RED will help push HD in the home to
Quad HD very quickly, provided monitor
manufacturers can keep up with the pace.
Meanwhile, the next generation high-

demonstrator had no
understanding of data

definition DVD battle rumbles on with
HD-DVD taking such astrong lead, it'll

rates, but my check on
the file he was playing

be interesting to see if Blu-ray recovers.
Many are now calling it ' Bluray' ( Blur Ray)

showed it to be just
under 1MB in size, with
just over four minutes

BELOW: The RED One digital camera;

playing time. That's a
data rate of 32kb/ps.
When acompany
with the clout of
Orange tells journalists
that the sound of

32kbis audio is
'really good',
and no journalist bats an eyelid,
you get afix on how much
work Dolby will have to do to
re-educate ageneration on
the value of hi-fi. (!)
RIGHT: The iFreq FM
modulator from Sonnnet

inside the main hall at IBC 2006 ( right)

KEN KESSLER

Signin

Off...

'A journalist w owrites about hi-fi' is how Ken Kessler
describes himself in his last ever column for HiFi News. But
whether piloried or applauded, no one doubted his passion

due to dreadful picture that the format
is producing with out-of-date MPEG2
transfers. Poor old Blu-ray using MPEG2
just cannot compete with H-264 or VC1
unless the encoded bit- rate is run so
high that there's only enough space on
the disc for half amovie.

[Ken Kessler

obvious: aprofessional journalist like Barry

Senior Contributing
EdiT.or Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HFN. He
loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything

then educate and possibly amuse, anger
or excite you. When Keith Howard tells

Fox will pull you in with his opening line,

you about balanced circuitry or tube
microphony, he'll educate you painlessly
and you will finish his features that bit
smarter, more enlightened.
Audiophiles-with- pens, on the other

SONY DELAY
Many studios now feel that next
generation DVD will only produce the
penetration of laser disc in the market.
With the delay of Sony's PS3, which
would otherwise give astrong installed
base for Blu-ray, the format is suffering
badly. Neither is it certain that anyone
will use the PS3 to watch movies.
After all, the PS2 was usurped by the
availability of cheap DVD players just as
the first raft of Blu-ray carriers look to be
undercut by HD-DVD hardware.
We will see how this all unfolds
with the launch in the UK of Blu-ray in
October and the launch of HD-DVD
in November. But if movie downloads

N

early 40 years ago, agenteel if
severe Eng:ish teacher let slip

two actions guaranteed to earn
ared tick on an essay. ' Never
start astory with the word " the", and
rever start with the word " I".' It was her
way of telling .
is that those who opened
areport with ' the' lacked imagination
or style, while using ' I' is the mark of an
egocentric schmuck.
It is, however, tough to write amonthly
column with minima; use of personal
pronouns; acolumn with the writer's
name and photo at trie top is by its
very nature wholly personal. Still, Ihave

hand, may burst with knowledge but
struggle to convey the subtle differences
between, say, two exquisite moving- coils.
Invariably, their articles will put you to
sleep, so you - as regular hi-fi mag readers
-are probably in the habit of reading only
their closing paragraphs. As HiFi News'
village idiot. Iprobably fell somewhere
in-between.
Arrogantly perhaps, Ilook back and
calculate that out of the many hundreds
of reviews Iwrote, Iwould only alter two
of them. Iwould boast that any lawsuits
against me were settled out of court,
usually without my knowledge. More

is where the mass market looks to be

endeavoured since 1983 to keep my
contributions in HiFi News from reverting

importantly, Ican boast having generated
more hate- mail than most writers,
especially from humourless readers whose

heading, perhaps the whole Blu-ray vs
HD-DVD debacle is little more than a

to solipsism. li Iimagined any purpose
or my jottings, it was always to convey

foibles were addressed in some glib
manner. Among such letter writers are

storm in teacup.

the sheer delight we can all experience

those who loathe the fact -0

through music, but especially so if the
encounter is heightened by
superior sound quality.

AUDIOPHILES
WHO WRITE
Lacking the techrical
expertise of Martin Colloms,
Keith Howard or Paul Miller
-let alone the previous
generation of Kelly/1/Vesti
Crabbe et al - my bag of
tricks contained only three
things: areliable set of ears,
the tenacity to find scoops, and
(I hope) reasonable powers of
expression. Unlike the majority
of contributors to audio titles,
Iam ajournalist who writes
about hi-fi, having been in print
for nearly adecade before Iever
contributed to ahi-fi magazine.
The majority are audiophiles
who happer to write - adifferent
thing altogether . Dissimilarity
between the two snould be
RIGHT: 1984 and K< reports
for HEN from the USA, visiting
manufacturers coast to coast

ANDREW HARRISON

A pointed
question
that some people can afford $ 100,000
turntables, or have wives who don't
hate audio, or have listening rooms
larger than the 12x12ft cupboard said
wife allowed them to use as alistening
room. Rather than revel in tales of
amazing systems and components, they
fired regular salvos of grumbles - unlike
readers of car magazines, who aspire to
the cars they can't afford.
MOVING ON...
After almost 25 years with this
magazine, it is time for me to move on.
My departure will bring joy to those who
have even less of asense of irony than
this Yank, while Apple Mac users. Linn
fanatics and those of French extraction
will positively rejoice. For them, Ireserve
aparticular Yiddish curse that involves
onions and navels.
But for the rest of you, especially the
regulars who sought me out at John
Howes' fairs and the Heathrow show,
who loved LS3/5As and Apogees and
Howard Tate and Decca cartridges
and Keb' Mo' and valves, Ican but say,
'Shalom.'

e)

Andrew Harrison ponders the
eternal question of how best to
convey the worthiness of audio
equipment in astraightforward
and readily accessible manner

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison joined
HFN in 1998. Now
Deputy Editor, he loves
all audio from iPods to
classic vinyl

H

ow do you rate your hi-fi? Do
you think it's good? Great? Or
even the best ever? Maybe, like
achoice of partner, where you
may feel you've landed the best wife/
husband/significant other in the world,
those carefully selected component parts
of your music system may be adored as
the best you could ever expect to find.
Rating hi-fi equipment within aspecialist
magazine is another issue again.
VICARIOUS EXPERIENCE
For years now HiFi News has allowed the
reviewer's text to speak for itself. Trying
to sum up the final word on ahigh-end
turntable, say, with ahandful of stars,
globes or percentage points may be
deemed inappropriate, as it could
be felt to undermine the subtleties
of the preceding subjective
commentary, in all its greyshaded intent.
With afew thousand words
at their command, agood
reviewer will be at pains to
highlight the engineering
challenges undertaken by
Acme Audio Ltd, to pore
over the fit and finish and
attention to detail, and
most importantly to give
the vicarious experience
of being there, with the
product practically in the
room as you read, lapping
up its potentially unique
sonic character. How does it
react to this kind of music.
that album, this artist; does it
make previously- inaccessible
LEFT: Just 20W and unable
to drive many speakers to
useful levels - fewer points
than a200W powerhouse?

genres come alive, can it dredge more
emotion, detail, presence from longknown and trusted music recordings?
Some reviews may not be so plain,
though, hence the strategically-worded
appraisals that require areading between
the lines, with potential to misdirect an
unacquainted reader.
NEBULOUS REALMS
And why rate in terse numbers or symbols
anyway? Above acertain price point, and
moving into the nebulous realm of ' highend', it's an absolute expectation that a
piece of equipment should fulfill certain
criteria. There should be impeccable
finish to all woodwork, metalwork or
any other exterior-work. Maybe even
under the bonnet it'll be amasterstroke
of highly-polished applied engineering.
It may bristle with features - or in the
best tradition of minimalist British hi-fi,
may make avirtue out of necessity, by
deliberately omitting them.
Ultimate value for money is, of course,
in the eye, ear and wallet of the beholder:
but great sound quality for four-figureplus priced kit really ought to be agiven.
What may change is the quality of that
high sound quality, where adesigner's
own music- making priorities become
reflected in their product. A dynamic,
high-level capable amplifier with enough
current to drive aconnected screwdriver
into musical rapture may not be the
last word in front-to-back stereo image
manifestation - but does that mean it
should score less than, say, an 8W singleended triode that could bewitch the
buttercups off agarden fairy, yet crumple
when laced up to alow-impedance
82dB/W mini-monitor?
There's no easy way to objectively
condense adesigner and manufacturers'
material offerings into stellar or global
ratings, nor assign numbers from ascore.
Casual browsers in WHSmith might benefit
from the bullet- point experience but
they're hardly likely to be making abuying
decision for their next audio grail, based
on side-stepping the cover price of a
serious audio magazine.
As ever, the question of requirement
should be thrown over to the interested
reader, and your letters and feedback are
always welcome. (5

Unique, high frequency shielded speaker cables,
interconnects and mains cables for lovers of
music and film
Designed, tested and hand- built to bring out the
very best that any hi-fi or home cinema can
offer
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Itook advantage of your
subscription offer in the 50th
Anniversary issue and looked
forward to my first copy:
September. The new style was
an incentive as previously I
found the layout and pitch abit
snobby and dated. It now looks
refreshing. Well done.
Getting to the point.., in the
August issue Iwas disappointed
with the review of the Monopulse
Model 22 budget-ish range
speakers. The only thing that
disappointed me was probably
the last thing Iread: the review
system breakdown.
Can you tell me why these
ever- so- particular stereo
loudspeakers were reviewed with
atop- of- the- range DVD player,
home cinema electronics and
pretty high- end loudspeakers?
Phil Snodgrass, by e-mail
Keith Howard replies: The
information given in the ' Review
System Breakdown' panel
accompanying the Model 22
review was wildly incorrect.
The partnering components I
actually used with the Model 22
were principally:

Mr Kessler, Iam not going to ` kvetch'
about the cost of the Clearaudio turntable,

My problem with the article is your
recurring contempt for your readership.

or its inclusion as areview item last
month. It may be worth its asking price;
Iwould only add that any product is only

So we are miserly shysters, squeezing
poor hi-fi dealers till the pips squeak
while their angelic children are shoved

worth what abuyer will pay for it, but as
30 are on order, this doesn't seem to be

up the nearest chimney with abrush. The

an issue. You complain that the British

usual follow up to this is that we have a
great set of independent hi-fi dealers in

won't buy such an expensive item, when

this country who are being driven out of

they will buy supercars. Ithink you are

business by our outrageous behaviour
and when they are gone, it will jolly weil

wrong. Idoubt if more than
2% of Hi Fi News readers

serve us right. Ihappen to agree we

could even contemplate a

have awonderful selection of dealers in

£55,000 turntable.
Similarly, the same
2% of Mondeo-driving
Autocar readers could
afford asupercar. It's just
that alot more people

oil>

read auto magazines and
buy cars, so many more
Ferraris are bought. In any
case, it is alittle difficult
to buy apiece of kit that
isn't yet available for
audition in the UK.

this country. But if their survival requires
your readership to rush out and replace
the Mark 1amp with the Mark 2every
year then they will have to fail. Idon't
think they are that threatened though.
So why do you need to show your
obvious distaste for your readers?
One day Mr Kessler, you may have
the readership your deathless prose
deserves. Meanwhile, you will just Lave
to make do with the cheap chisellers you
have got, stuck in our 1950s time warp.
Ii.j iui Wise, emai!

Source: Townshend TA565
universal player (for CD, SACD
and DVD-A playback)
Amplifiers: home built passive
pre-amp and Exposure XVIII Mono
power amps.

CEILING SOUNDS

SPEAKER PLACEMENT SUGGESTION WITH A TWIST

After reading Riss
Andrew's speaker tips
in your September issue
Ihad to write ir. with my
alternative suggestion,
which is to hang your
speakers from the ceiling
(see picture of my
bedroom, right).
Icannot extol the
virtues of ceiling
placement encugh. First,
the ceiling is free real
estate - you can place the
speakers as far away from
corners and walls as you
wish - while there are no
obstructions in the way

or furniture issues to be
argued over with family
members.
Second, because
ceiling-hung speakers
have to be angled down
somewhat severely,
many standing-wave and
reflection issues vaporize.
Over the years Ihave
made many an impossible
space (like this bedroom
with its glass and gypsum
walls, hardwood floors
and little furniture) work
like the best concert
halls. It takes patience
to find the right spot and

Wadia Know?
VINYL-TO- CD BEATS CD ORIGINAL'

Irecently retrieved my vinyl from storage and was
amazed at how good it sounded with up to date
hardware. Ou: of interest Idid NB tests between the
vinyl and my CDs. Iwas shocked to discover that the
vinyl put my Wadia player to shame. The vinyl was so
alive and open compared to CD.
Ihad to transfer some vinyl to my MP3, which was
achieved by simply recording the vinyl to CD then CD
to MP3 etc. Iwas interested to hear how the CD'd vinyl
sounded via the Wadia and was astonished to discover
that the copy sounded as good as the vinyl. When
Icompared the pre-recorded CD to my 'vinyl copy
CD' Ifound that the pre-recorded CD was dead and
lifeless. This leaves me wondering whether we are we
been short-changed with the quality of our CDs?
Martin Wernyss, Cheshire
HFN replies: For a ' masterclass' on recording vinyl to CD
via your PC. turn to this month's ' How To...', p90.

Hi hHo es
TRENDY

PPROACH IS ROAD TO RUIN

Ihad high hopes for the new-look Hi Fi News after
seeing ataster of some sample pages in the
50th Anniversary issue. Sadly, to me at least, the
magazine has gone further downhill.
Imay be middle aged, but the continuing ' trendy'
approach taken and lightweight type of article - the
'HiFi Doctor' being one example - is the road to ruin.
The only good thing Ican see is the 'return' of
Martin Collems. The end of John Crabbe's column
is adisgrace. I'm sadly cancelling my subscription. I
suspect Iwill not be the only reader to be doing so.
Hi Fi News has both informed and entertained me
for over 30 years. Sadly, it no longer does so.
Martyi Miles Mtney Oxon, by e-mail

and hanging height but,
believe me, it exists in
every rocm.
My speakers are
mid-' 80s B&O Redlines,
which Ipainted and
reclad to match the
room's décor. They are
hung with aircraft wire
(which also carries the
signal). The glass behind
them Is a movie screen
that can also be watched
from the adjoining mom
(after you flip it right and
left, of course).
Adi Elam,
New York City by e-mail

RUSS' SPEAKER TIPS
TOO MANY VARIATIONS FOR ADVICE

Russ Andrews' tips on speaker
placement in your September
issue seem to go against what I
have read before in magazines
and appear alittle imprecise with
regards to the optimum distance
apart available with regard to
using the short wall available
in most UK homes? Iwould
think 2m to 3m is an average
distance in UK homes. And is
there not an optimum distance
apart for speakers before bass
cancellation occurs and bass
performance suffers?
Do manufacturers take
these sort of variables into
account within the design of a
loudspeaker, therefore making
their own speaker placement
guidelines the most accurate?
Ialso remember reading that
equipment should not be placed
in between speakers due to the
fact that unwanted vibrations are
quite strong in this area.
Meanwhile, in my experience
it is not always best to place your
speakers along the short wall in
the room. Ihave had two rooms in
which the long wall has produced
better results than the short.
Ido think that there are too
many variations in both rooms
and loudspeakers themselves to
assume that these sorts of tips
are accurate, nor do Ifeel the
best place for any CD player or

Sound Solutions

turntable is with aspeaker one or
two metres to each side?
Steve McConnachie, Edinburgh
Russ Andrew replies: 'Correct
speaker placement in aroom is a
complex subject and needs more
explanation and examples than
is possible in a 'Top Tips' spacelimited column. My forthcoming
book Sound Solutions does more
justice to the subject but, again, is
not exhaustive. Imake no apology
for giving advice that differs from
conventional wisdom; Ibelieve that
my way gives better results. Try it
before you condemn it.'
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IN DEFENSE OF DEALERS
DIY DISASTER ENDS IN SMILES

Ihave to respond to comments made

In common witli many insurance

by that ace journalist Ken Kessler

companies these days my insurance

regarding his rant about that 'verminous
creature known as the hi-fi retailer'

I'm

me to get aquote for repair, which Ihad
wanted to do in the first place.

company used the services of a
validation and replacement company

Enter Doug Brady whcm Ihad
initially contacted for aquote on a
replacement cartridge. He asked about

not sure what provoked this attack in

who Iwon't name. The idea is that they

his September column, which seemed
to be about AV rather than hi-fi, or

assess the loss and, if valid, provice a
replacement.

the deck and Itook it down for them

whether the terminology particularly

This works fine for something like a
washing machine, but not for specialist

now have afully restored deck, arm
and cartridce that together with afew
upgrades tc deck and phono stace now

encompassed the traditional hi-fi
dealer or some other form of seller but
it provoked me to let you know of the
excellent service Irecently enjoyed at
Doug Brady Hi Fi in Warrington.
As aresult of adecorating accident
(don't ask), Iseriously damaged my
Roksan Xerxes/Artemiz/Ortofon MC25
and had to make an insurance claim.

hi-fi equipment. Iwas particularly
alarmed when they sent an engineer

to inspect. To cut along story short I

sound better than ever.

round to collect my deck, especially
as he thought he was coming to look

Doug and his staff were at all
times helpful, obliging and very

at aTV, and he proceeded to take the

knowledgeable. This is certainly along

deck away so he could do areport on
it! After amonth it was handed back to

way from the minimal service described

me, and my insurance company asked

Andy Aldridge, by e-mail

WOODMAN TRIBUTE
AUDIO PIONEER NOT FORGOTTEN

by Ken Kessler.

\i'Vhy no Sugden?
SECRET OF

ASS A YORKSHIRE AMP

Iwas very disappointed to see that J. E. Sugden's
wonderful A21 amplifier (in its various versions)
didn't get amention in the 50th Anniversary issue.
:I's aclassic Class-A design, and has been in
continuous production for about 40 years.
To quote your very own Ken Kessler from his
July 1998 review: ' Remember: we're talking about
an amp made by salt- of-the- earth Yorkshiremen
who can't be bothered with the nonsense attached
to " specialty audio". They'll never shout about the
A21a, any more than they boasted about their own
pioneering efforts in making Class-A technology
available to the masses. And this is behaviour
which makes the Sugden A2 la amplifier the
best-kept secret in British hi-fi. Bar none".
Obviously, your intention is to keep it asecret.
All the best for the next 50 years.
Alun Carr, Dublin by e-mail
HFN says: It's asecret no longer Alun: just turn to
'Old favourites' in the amp section of our Hotlist'.

Arnold Suden
ANOTHER SUGDEN PIONEER: NO

LATION

Ifeel it was unfortunate you had to omit
Arnold Sugden from the list of Top 50 audio

Perhaps this will help assuage
Nathan Vaughn's disappointment
at the ommision of Bill Woodman

Currently Gordon is happily

pioneers in your Anniversary issue. Not only did he
produce the first belt- driven turntable in the UK but
the first stereo LPs in 1957.

from the Top 50 list in the HEN 50th
Anniversary issue. Gordon Holt.

using aset and finds they make the
live recordings he has made sound
more like the actual concerts than
anything else he has heard_ Ihope

Arnold Sugden designed everything himself,
including the cutting head and lathe. A truly
remarkable man, he is now virtually forgotten.
Icount myself fortunate to have two of his

number 18 on the list, is alive and
well in Colorado and thinks the

this helps Mr. Vaaghn feel that Mr.
Woodman has made the Top 50

pressings, probably the only ones to survive. All his

ATC SOA is just about the best thing

sort of through the back door.
Allen Edelstein, New Jersey USA

since the proverbial sliced bread.

equipment was destroyed by asset strippers when
his company was taken over. Very sad.
Reg Williamson, by e-mail
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Meet your
maker

On the 18th and 19th November Roksan's Chief Designer and
Technical Director, Mr Touraj
Moghaddam, will be on hand to
offer advice and expert input on
all matters Roksan.
A leading light in the development
and manufacturing of analogue
and digital music reproduction,
Touraj will be at Zouch Audio for
this limited period only.
A great opportunity to see and hear
the entire Roksan range of turntables, electronics and loudspeakers combined with the chance to
discuss your system in detail with
one of the HiFi industry's most
respected members.

In attendance;
Touraj Moghaddam - Roksan
Ralph Ward - Henley Designs Audiophile Guru
18 Nov - 4pm/late
19 Nov - 10.30/6pm
Free admission
Book by e-mail and
gain free entry into
prize draw

We're easy to find;
Ashby de la Zouch
Just off the M42

Champagne prizes
mike@ zouchaudio.
fsnet.co.uk

Zouch Audio, The Old Coach House, off South Street, Ashby de la Zouch
Leics, LE65 1AN, 01530 414128, www.zouchaudio.co.uk

Zouch
Zouch
Zouch
Zouch
Zouch
Zouch
Audio

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news
[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

Paul
Miller]
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
HFN's Technical
Director. He's an
authority on AV

[Andrew
Harrisont
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

Multi- room speakers from asingle amp, which processor
is best for music, how do I
find free test reports, and get
damaged drivers repaired? Our Q&A experts are on hand...
AID WITH PROCESSOR
UPGRADE
Iam considering the Arcam
AVP700/P1000 and Naim n-Vi
processors. Both are about the
same price, so Ineed to consider
which one better suits my needs.
Ihave auditioned both and while
the Arcams sound good I'm not too
sure about clarity and detail when
it comes to music, or the amount of
bass they're able to pump out. On
the other hand, the Naim sounds
good on vocals but again, I'm not
sure about the bass. Also, my friend
told me it lacks transparency. And
its pre-amp features seem limited,
especially on video.
With movies Iperceived a
distinct difference between
the Arcams and the Naim, with
the Naim lacking. Yet Iam also
aware that Naim is ahigh-end
manufacturer.
Iam currently using aLexicon
DC1 processor (Pro-Logic only)
and a50W/channel ADA PTM 650
amp. My front speakers are B&W
704, centre speaker is aB&W
HTM7, while rears are B&W 602.
Iam using the Pioneer DVD 636
universal player.

Send your
questions to
Q&A, Hi Fi News,
IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High
Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or
e-mail to:
hi-finewse
ipcmedia.com and
mark your e-mail
'Q&A'

BELOW: Naim's
all- in-one n-Vi
is perhaps the
better bet if you
play music more
than movies

If Iam going to upgrade Iwant
to be able to hear abig leap in
performance. My concern with the
Naim is that it only delivers 50W
into 8ohm and 80W into 4ohm. Is it
powerful enough to drive my B&W
704s? Also, Iwould appreciate it if
you could explain at what stage the
amp will produce 80 watts when I
am using the system.
Ian Goh, by e-mail
Piil Mdler replies: Do not be overly
concerned about what your friends
might think, as you're the one that's
going to be living with the system. I
have tested both combinations and,
as you have suggested, the Naim
n-Vi is arguably the more insightful
and engaging with music software
while the Arcam combo has areal
edge when it comes to the cut and
thrust of movies. The n-Vi offers
70VV/8ohm and 120VV/4ohm with
little dynamic headroom while the
P1000 delivers afull 5x195W/8ohm
(5x265W dynamic) and 5x285W/
4ohm in multichannel mode.
Clearly, the P1000 is the better
bet for driving your B&Ws, promising
both alouder and more confident
performance when the n-Vi, or
your existing amp for that matter,
has run out of steam. You can
compare the full and independent
specification of both systems at
www.milleraudioresearch.corn.
Also, see ` Rotel Reports', overleaf.
DO IREPLACE MY KEF
LOUDSPEAKERS?
Ihave an old pair of KEF Reference
105.2 speakers, one of which has
adamaged 12in bass unit. KEF
doesn't make adirect replacement,
so could Ireplace the units on both
speakers with any other 12in unit?
The KEF units are fixed to only
three points, but there's no reason
to think it would be aproblem
to replace these with units using
conventional four-point fixing.
Are there units with alighter cone
material Icould use, instead -0
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

of the rather cumbersome-looking
(and sometimes sounding)
Bextrene originals, to improve the

that the Bextrene cone is still usable,
the basic cost for arepair is likely
to be around £ 45. Well worth it,

clarity of the bass?

I'd say, to salvage one of the great
speakers of its era. If the cone itself

Also, are there any other
modifications Icould make, for
example re-wiring the connectors

is damaged, Wembley may be able
to source one for you.

that supply the signal to the mid/
treble units. They look as if they

It's quite possible that you
could gain some sonic benefits by
rewiring the speaker drive units, but

could be improved upon.
Tony Hackett, Warrington
'In the
mid- 1970s KEF spent enormous
sums on acomputer system which
was used in the design, not just of
the drive units, but of the whole
speaker system. In other words, the
drive units, crossovers and cabinet
were all designed as part of a

the effect will be minor because
the wiring and components of
the complex crossover will remain
amuch bigger factor, and you
certainly won't change the basic
character of the loudspeaker.
Before you start ripping the
speaker to pieces, I'd suggest it
won't do any harm to pull off all
the tag connectors, clean ( using an

whole. So, even though the results
weren't perfect, and many aspects

electrical switch cleaning fluid such
as Servisol) and push them on again.

of KEF's 1970s products would be
laughed at by designers today, it's
unlikely you are going to improve
the speaker by shoving in adifferent
type of bass unit.

Bextrene sounds too cumbersome,
try auditioning some alternatives
before you butcher aclassic.'

Instead, Isuggest you first try
to get the faulty unit repaired.
A specialist in this type of work
is Paul MacCallam at Wembley

And if after all this you still think

Jar on
Bcrster

Keith Howard explains
the ins and outs of
valve types
Thermionic valves,
also known as tubes,
are classified into
four different types
according to the
number of electrodes
they contain.
The simplest form,
the diode, has just two
electrodes ( anode and
cathode); the triode
has three electrodes
(anode, cathode and
grid); the tetrode
has four electrodes
(anode, cathode,
grid and screen); and
the pentode has five
electrodes ( anode,
cathode, grid, screen
and suppressor).

between the anode and
cathode electrons are
accelerated towards the
anode and an electrical
current then flows
between them.
Because the anode
must be positive relative
to the cathode for a
current to flow, the
diode valve acts as a
rectifier and is used
within power supplies
to convert an AC input
into a pulsed DC output,
which is then smoothed.
It cannot be used as an
amplifier. For this athird
electrode - the grid
-must be introduced
between the cathode
and anode.
Normally biased
with aDC voltage that
is slightly negative
relative to the cathode,
the grid shields the
cathode's space charge
from the anode and
therefore reduces the

ROTEL REPORTS
Iown aRotel RA- 01 integrated
amplifier. In Hi Fi News September

anode

2002 Paul Miller reviewed the

Loudspeakers, Unit A4, Askew
Crescent Workshops, Askew

remote control- equipped version

Crescent, London W12 9DP,
telephone 020 8743 4567, email

the RA-02. At the end of his review

paul@wembleyloudspeaker.co.uk.
Assuming that it is the voice- coil of
the drive unit that has failed, and

downloads depicting the RA- 02's
response, output impedance,

of this otherwise identical amplifier,

calhodi

diode

triode

tetrode

pentode

Paul Miller stated: ' For graphical

distortion and dynamic output,
plus afull QC Suite report, HFN
readers are asked to visit www.
milleraudioresearch.com'.
Iregistered for access and
have looked on every page of Mr.
Miller's website, but Icannot find
any mention of the RA- 02. Please
can Mr. Miller describe how to find
the RA- 02 test results on his site?
Iparticularly need to know the
speaker outputs' DC offsets, as
those from my amp seem too large
at 32.3mV left and 22.7mV right
after an hour warm-up/capacitors'
charge-up into 8ohm load.
Looking at the test results of
other amplifiers there, Isee plots
and data that seem to correlate
with audible effects of when
different types of amplifiers are
driven hard, or into difficult loads. I
am thus interested to study similar
material for the RA- 02.
Chris Taylor, by e-mail

Circuit symbols for each
are shown above.
Note that although
the symbols depict the
anode at one end of the
valve and the cathode at
the other, in practice the
electrodes are normally
arranged coaxially within
the valve, with the
cathode at the centre,
the anode surrounding it
and the other electrodes
between them.
Valves are termed
thermionic because the
cathode is designed to
emit electrons when
heated. This heating is
achieved electrically,
by acoil of wire within
the cathode called the
heater. Because the glass
envelope of the valve
is evacuated of air, the
electrons emitted
from the cathode
form aspace charge
around it. By applying
asufficiently high
potential difference

, flow of current. If the
grid voltage is then
varied by application
of asignal voltage, the
current passing between
the anode and cathode
varies in sympathy, and
amplification becomes
possible.
The addition of
further electrodes, in the
tetrode and pentode,
increases the amount of
amplification that the
valve can provide. But
as these valves generate
greater amounts of
high- order distortion,
audiophiles widely
favour the triode.

BELOW: Pentode E184
and beam tetrode 616

'The QC Suite
data offered to HFN readers -0
LEFT: KEF's 105.2 speaker, designed as
a 'total system' using acomputer
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Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

Worth the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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[Russ Andrews

j

Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...
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currently extends over the three
years from 2004-2006, inclusive.
We are looking at the feasibility of a
more complete database covering
the last 10 years, including asearch
engine for specific makes and
models. We'll let you know when it's
ready! The RA- 02 would obviously
be included, along with many other
Rotel amplifiers, almost all of which
demonstrate high DC offsets of
between ± 20 to 70mV.
Our sample of the RA- 02 (tested
in my lab, June ' 02) measured some

ABOVE: Download free test reports at

-28mV/-21mV ( L/R channels) and is

www.milleraudioresearch.com

entirely typical of the breed. Ihave
discussed Rotel's high DC offsets in
past reviews, suggesting that this

load impedance may not be causing
your amplifier any problem, but if it

slight biasing of the speaker cone ( if
not AC coupled) might exert some
subjective impact.

is then you are compromising sound
quality. So if you don't want music in

GIVE ME GUIDANCE...

volume at source.

Ihave two pairs of (stereo)
speakers connected to the (single)

both rooms at the same time, install
aspeaker switch and adjust the
If you do want music in both

output of my hi-fi system. Each

rooms simultaneously, or if you
insist on local volume control, then

pair is in adifferent room and Iam

you can buy so-called impedance-

looking for ameans of adjusting

matching speaker volume controls
which are designed for use in

the volume on one pair of them
(compared to the other pair), as
one pair is in alarger room and
needs ahigher volume level.
Neither pair of speakers is very big
or powerful. Ihave seen several
pairs of switches to turn either
pair on/off, but have not found any
means of changing the volume.
Chris Buckingham, by e-mail

multi- room systems where one
amp commonly drives more than
one pair of speakers. These devices
are generally designed to mount
in cavity walls so you may have to
knock up abox to install it in.
If you insert this control in the
feed to the speakers in your smaller
room you should be able to set the
impedance selector to 2x or more

Keith Howard replies: '
By running

and still achieve adequate replay

two pairs of loudspeakers from a
single amplifier, you substantially

level on the control's maximum
volume setting. This will increase

lower the load impedance seen

the apparent impedance of those
speakers, which will reduce the

by it. Nominally, connecting two
8 ohm speakers in parallel will
result in a4 ohm load impedance,

strain on your amplifier, in addition

although in practice the situation

to providing you with the volume
control you desire. However, as

is complicated by the fact that real

they are transformer based, I

speakers have an impedance that is
frequency dependent. This lowered

would expect them to have some
negative effect on sound'. (5

In part one, Iexplained that low frequency
energy (sub 200Hz) from the loudspeakers
caused accorr panying rattles from the
structure of a room and most of the things
within it. The rattles aren't usually obvious as
rattles because they are caused by the music
and start and stop with it. They can be very
sharp, -iasty and loud but they sound as if they
are coming from the system itself. The system
gets blamed and the louder you play it, the
worse it sounds.
In the structure, the floor, ceiling and walls
are all capable of making rattle noises if they
aren't solid. They can be hard to fix, so here I'll
concentrate on the easy ones!
•Doors and windows tend to vibrate in
their frames - draught excluders are an
easy fix here. Cupboard doors and shelves
ca get the same treatment, and similarly
box and chest lids.
•Central heating radiators can be silenced
with sound deadening pads stuck to their
backs. Just slacken off the pipe nuts, lift
the radiator off its wall brackets and stick
the pads on the back about every foot
(330mm). Gas and electric fires are a major
cause of nasty rattles. De- rattling may mean
sonne dismantling, so unplug electric ones
and switch off the gas to gas ones before
you start. Sometimes, just tightening up
the screws is sufficient, but you may need
to wedge or pack out some parts. Use
fireproof naterial! Folded bits of kitchen
foil is idead for this job. Keep well away from
live electrc parts to avoid short circuits.
•Light fitt ngs and lamps are a rich source
of buzzes and rattles. You may need to use
the full array of cures: tightening, wedging,
packing, hot melt glueing and Blu Tack®.
•Ornaments are great rattlers, as are
plates, cups, saucers and glassware. Put
paper doilies between cups, saucers and
plates. Stick ornaments down with
Blu-Tack®. Great stuff, Blu-Tack - you'll
need lots of it!
•Bowls and jugs ring and resonate, but can
be cured by half-filling them with sand,
beads and marbles. Glasses should stand
upside down on kitchen roll or doilies.
Picture frames can rattle against the wall,
but can be silenced with Blu-Tack® or
self-adhesive
foam strips.
Have fun with
Bill.
this and enjoy
TA,C,Tifr'
another cheap
upgrade!

• .20,
Afre *7. -
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LEFT: The audiophiles'
best friend - Blu-Tack
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DIGITISE YOUR VINYL

In our August issue we looked at how to digitize your LPs
using the free software program Audacity. This month Keith
Howard takes anuts-and- bolts look at the subject, considering
all hardware and software options, in search of the best results

T

help ' restore' recordings by allowing the user

here are various good reasons why
audiophiles with atreasured LP

to remove pops and clicks from recordings. Do

collection might want to transcribe

these live up to their promises?

favourite discs, or excerpts, on

to CD or DVD, or to an iPod. You may face

HARDWARE

the painful prospect of having to dispose

The first decision to make if you want to

of your LPs, or you may just want to reserve

transcribe to CD is whether to record to a

LP listening for high days and holidays,
using the copies at other times, and be

dedicated CD recorder or to computer hard
disk and thence to CD- R. If you choose the

itself (turntable, arm, cartridge and

able to enjoy elements of your LP collection

former you can achieve excellent results but

RIM- equalised pre- amplifier) you will need a

in- car or anywhere else where the use of a

your options are significantly curtailed and

sound card and, if you want to create CDs or

turntable is not practicable.

little of what follows is of relevance. Iwould

DVDs, asuitab'e writer drive. If, unusually, you

recommend the second route because,

have access to ahigh- quality outboard A-to- D

transcribe LPs requires careful forethought:

in addition to providing the opportunity

converter then you may want to use this and

What hardware will you need? What

for editing, it also gives you the option of

send digital signals to the computer via SIPDIF.

software? And how can you ensure that the

recording to DVD instead of CD, and so availing

In this case there are anumber of sound cards

digital version sounds as faithful as possible

yourself of higher bit depth and sampling rates.

available with digital inlout, M-Audio's Delta

Whatever the motivation, adecision to

Let's assume you have chosen the computer

to the original vinyl? Then there are the
various software packages that claim to

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED

RIGHT: Before
transcribing ensure
that your stylus
and records are
scrupulously clean

•Windows PC
or Apple Mac
computer
•Sound Card
•CD- Ror DVD-R
optical drive
•Audio editing
software
•Clean records
•Turntable
• Phono stage
or pre- amp/
integrated with
turntable input
•Optional
outboard A-to- D
converter
•Sound Card with
digital in/out
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route. Aside from the disc- playing hardware
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Di0 2496 (
www.m-audio.com) being one I
can recommend from personal experience,

New Waveform
Sample Rate

Channels
Mono

192000
0:10

0,1Ø

do

o

110

Pleng

ABOVE: Standard editing window for Adobe Audition showing
waveform for a4min 48sec sample of Haydn while ( right) the

,';* Stereo

Resolution
r 8-bit
r 16-bit
!32-bit (floatl

88200
64000
48000
44100
32000
22050
16000
11025
8000
6000

Cancel

Adobe sample frequency and bit- depth adjustment palette
although it is now discontinued. More typically an outboard ADC won't

elsewhere) wili seem on : he steep side. At the cut-price end cf the

be to hand, in which case you will need asound card with high-quality

market there is abewildering variety of freeware and shareware

analogue inputs. Iuse aLynx Studio Technology L22 (
www.lynxstudio.

editors, nine of which I've taken aquick look at, together with the

corn) which in addition to supporting 24/192 recording has excellent

relaunched entry version of Sound Forge (see Table 1. overleaf). I

onboard A-to- D converters. There are other, cheaper 24/192-capable

didn't assess any of them for usability or features, Isimply wanted

cards now available and some 24/96 outboard alternatives to consider

to ascertain whether they can record 24/96 and 24/192 Wave

like M-Audio's Transit. which connect via USB.

files, and whether they have record level metering and spectral

Unfortunately, choosing the best sound card for your budget is not
easy. HFN doesn't review many sound cards, white audio component

analysis (the significance of which will become apparent.

reviews in the computer press are rarely worth the paper they are

then the ability to record at 24/96 or 24/192 won't matter zo

printed on. There are web sites around that will give you the computer

you, but ir. my experience you need to record at 24-bit resolution

If you only intend to record 16/44.1 files, eg for burning to CD,

audio user's view of recent arrivals but Iknow of no comprehensive

and ahigh sampling rate to achieve the very best sound quality

audiophile resource per se. A pity, but there it is. The only cards that I
can recommend from personal experience are the L22 and its

from LPs. Only afew of the 10 tested editors (see Table 1) provide

multi-channel stablemate the LynxTWO.

SOFTWARE

for this, and none of that handful has what Iwould call proper Fevel
meters, calibrated in dB, and calibrated spectrum analysis. Why
the programmer of any audio editor would go to the trouble of
providing meters and spectrum analysis without bothering to label

Sound cards, particularly at the lower end of the price range. are often

the scales is beyond me. but there we are. All in all, these editors

bundled with software, so you may not have to acquire an audio editor

make Audition look like surprisingly good value.

-the one supplied may be good enough for the straightforward task

If you intend to record your LP transcriptions to CD then be

of recording and trimming Wave files prior to burning them to disc or

sure that whatever burning software you use allows you to select

transferring them to an iPod. Otherwise you will need to lay hands on

the disc write speed, since this can affect the sound quality of : he

one. Adobe Audition (previously Cool Edit Pro) is awonderful example
which Iunhesitatingly recommend, but if you've no use for an audio
editor other than for LP transcription
then the asking price of £ 287.88
(for v2 from Adobe's UK online store,
although you can find it cheaper
RIGHT: The Lynx Studio Technology 122
sound card supports 24/192 recordings and
offers high quality on- board A- D converters

resulting CD. Few DVD-V authoring packages will write
24/96 LPCM files to DVD-V, and those that will are
expensive. So Irecommend DVD-A as acheaper
and more flexible alternative, assuming Vlat
your DVD player is DVD-A compatible.
There are now two DVD-A authoring
packages available for under L1S5100
-Minnetonka's discWelder Bronze
at 599 and Cirlinca's Solo at 535.
AI the software listed above is for PCs -0
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HOW T

PRICE

PROGRAM

FREE

Audacity v1.2.4

24/96

24/192

RECORD

SPECTRUM

DOWNLOAD

RECORDING

RECORDING

LEVEL METERS

ANALYSER

SIZE ( MB)

YES

NO

YES

YES

2.21MB

NO

5.33MB

(small)

http:1 / audacity.sourceforge.net
USS40

Audio Edit Deluxe v4.10

NO

YES

NO

(uncalibrated)

http://audioedit.mystikmedia.com
Audio Editor Pro v2.21

USS39.95

NO

NO

NO

NO

8.51MB

USS34.95

NO

NO

YES

NO

9.45MB

YES

YES

2.25MB

(uncalibrated)

(uncalibrated)

www.audioeditorpro.com
Easy Audio Editor v7.4

(uncalibrated)

www.dandans.com
USS45

Goldwave v5.14

YES

YES

www.goldwave.com
USS29.95

iMagic Audio Editor Pro v10.2.3
www.xwaver.com

USS29.95

NGWave v3.4

7.40MB

YES

YES

YES

YES

(32- bit float)

(32-bit float)

(uncalibrated)

(uncalibrated)

YES

YES

YES

NO

3.53MB

YES

5.92MB

(uncalibrated)

www.ngwave.com
Tsunami Pro v8.4

USS49

NO

YES

NO

(not in DB)

www.soundlabs.com
Sound Forge Audio Studio v8.0b

YES

USS69.95

NO

NO

YES

FREE

NO

NO

YES

YES

(uncalibrated)

(cursor readout)

42.3MB

www.sonymediasoftware.com
WavePad v3.05

422KB

pcomaesr
OABVE:
1
Table
sfehrdaertewiaores
and

www.nch.com.au

gshowin
yabtili
/2496
/24192
their
to
,files
record
and
Wave

running Microsoft Windows. For users of Apple Macintosh computers

yte
gemterin
psectral
yanalsis
wrecord
offer
leve
and
hetherhl

the opportunities are more limited.

PREPARATION
Particularly if you are archiving LPs rather than just making CD copies
for the car, you will want to ensure that the sound quality is as good
as you can make it. As afirst step, you need to be certain that your
record player and discs are in tip-top condition. If you are meticulous
about stylus cleanliness and regularly check cartridge downforce and
side force, fine. If not then this is the time to re-establish what were
probably ingrained habits 20 years ago.
Other important issues to address are whether the cartridge
and arm pillar bolts are tight, and whether the cartridge is aligned
correctly. (This will be the subject of afuture How To'.)
Disc cleanliness is vital too. If you have looked after your LP

'If you have a
pre -auiiplifier
then connect
its output
directly to the
sound card'

collection well then the use of
acarbon-fibre brush to remove
surface dust and lint is probably all
that's needed.
If your disc hygiene has been less
meticulous then aprofessional clean
may be called for, if you have ahi-fi
dealer or record shop locally which
provides this service.
There are also some less obvious

ABOVE: Remove surface dust from LPs with acarbon-fibre brush or
even consider having discs cleaned professionally for best results
spectrum analyse the result and note the levels of hum ( 50Hz and its
harmonics) and other spuriae. Then make any positioning or earthing
changes you reckon might improve matters (the simple rule with the

measures you can take to ensure

computer is to keep it as far away from the turntable as cabling will

optimal results. First, when you

allow) and run the test again. Repeat this until you are confident that

record to hard disk take the opportunity to limit the external vibration

hum and other spuriae are as low in level as you can get them.

reaching the turntable by monitoring with the system volume turned
well down ( I'm assuming that you will take the computer to your

MEDIA

audio system rather than your turntable to your computer, but the

If you choose to use aCD recorder then you will have to buy

same applies). Second, if your audio editor has an integral spectrum

audio- use CD- R (or —RVV) blanks. With acomputer you can use any

analyser, use this to ensure that you achieve the lowest level of hum

media you like, the cheapest of which will save you money.

from the turntable as well as the lowest level of high-frequency

If everything about digital audio were as in the textbooks, you

interference from the computer. Just record afew seconds of silence.

could choose blank media on the basis of price alone since they

with everything connected and powered but no record playing,

should all sound exactly the same. But it is acommon audiophile
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NOISE REMOVAL
You may be tempted to use one

clicks can be missed or musical

or more of the various digital

transients can be misidentified

signal processing tools that are

and subject to processing.

available to ' restore' recordings
by removing extraneous noises
like clicks and noise.
These range from the costly
professional tools sold by

Even if automatic detection
can be made to work then there
are still issues about how to join
the ends of the waveform on
either side of the scratch.

companies like Cedar (
www.
cedar-audio.com), through

ABOVE: It's also agood idea to re- check cartridge alignment
before transcribing, using an alignment protractor

The simplest option is linear
interpolation but in many

cheaper stand-alone software

instances, particularly where

packages intended for semi- pro

the affected segment of the

and amateur use like Sound

waveform is quite long, this

Laundry (
www.algorithmix.

won't give asatisfactory result.

corn) and Diamond Cut (
www.

Better interpolation strategies

diamondcut.com), to

are available which can achieve

experience that, for whatever reason, they don't. If you want to be
sure of the best results, Isuggest you experiment with aselection of
blank media, select your favourite and stick to it. ( For guidance of this
and other aspects of burning audio CD-Rs, read Gary Koh's treatise on
this subject available via www.genesisloudspeakers.com.) The same
doubtless applies to DVD-R blanks too, although even less has been
published on this subject than about the differences heard via CD-R.
If you are recording to CD and have aYamaha drive that supports
AMQR (Audio Master Quality Recording) then you should certainly
experiment with this. Although AMQR reduces disc playing time slightly.

ABOVE: At aprofessional level ,dedicated units such as the

there is broad agreement that it improves sound quality. If you don't

Cedar Duo are optimised to de-click and de- hiss on music signal

already own an AMQR-capable computer drive then it's probably too
late as Yamaha has ceased distributing its CD drives in Europe.

de-click and de-noise options

amore plausible, and therefore

of various complexities that

less noticeable, join.

SETTING LEVELS

are provided within software

De- noise software has its

Because of vinyl's relatively high background noise level you have alittle

audio editors or CD burning

problems too, often introducing

leeway when setting recording levels, particularly if you use atop-flight

software.

weird low-level whistling sounds

sound card and record at 24- bit resolution. It isn't necessary to have the

Although Ihaven't had

rather like ' birdies' on FM

music peaks nudge right up to OdBFS but it is important to ensure that

hands-on experience of a

they don't exceed it, so aconservative approach to the gain setting is

top professional package like

restoration atry, here are afew

certain sensible.

Cedar, with the restoration

golden rules for its use:

If you know where the loudest passage occurs on aparticu'ar
record side, play it while monitoring the input level using either the

tools Ihave tried it quickly
becomes apparent that

•

level meters provided within the audio editor or the sound card's mixer

they must be applied with

software that you can afford.

radio. If you want to give audio

Use the best restoration

application. If you don't know where the loudest passage is, you may

caution. It is very easy to

•

have to sit through the whole side monitoring the level to make certain

degrade sound quality with

at achieving optimal results. If

Be prepared to work hard

it won't clip. This has the advantage that you won't be caught coot by

them rather than enhance

you simply select the de-click

any clicks, which may well exceed the amplitude of the loudest music

it. De-clicking, for instance,

and de- noise options in your CD

content. This may seem unduly tedious but you will soon find again

operates by searching for parts

burning software you are almost

setting that suits the majority of discs, clicks included.

of the recording where there

certain to be disappointed.

The golden rule with gain setting is to do it externally to the sound

is an abnormally large rate

•

card. Do not use the software level controls on your computer as these

of change, which potentially

file during the restoration

compromise resolution when on anything but their maximum setting,

indicate the presence of, in the

process. Save processed files with

and may also introduce additional distortion.

LP context, arecord scratch.

different file names so that you

If you have apre-amplifier then connect its output
directly to the sound card and use the pre-amp volume

If only fixed- level outputs are available you may. with

NEXT
MONTH

some sound cards, be able to get away without any gain

Keith Howard has

control at all. Otherwise apassive pre-amp will have to be

the lowdown on

control to set the recording level. If you have an
integrated amplifier with Pre Out sockets, then use these.

inserted ahead of the sound card inputs.
Above all, don't rush the transcription process. It is

how to bi-amp
your speakers

Always retain the original

The affected part of

can always start over if necessary.

the recording is then

•

replaced with something

allow you to listen to what is

less objectionable.

removed from the signal by each

There are two

Many restoration packages

processing step. Exploit this to

potential problem areas

ensure that you are not removing

here: the identification

wanted signal components.

process and the

•

replacement process. If

Cedar's advice regarding the

Remember to follow

going to take along time to work your way through

the parameters that the

order in which various tools

asignificant number of LPs, so time spent getting the

software uses to identify

should be applied. These are

process working as well as possible before you begin is a

clicks are not optimally

de-click, de-crackle, de- buzz, and

good investment. Transcribe in haste, repent at leisure.

defined then either

lastly de- hiss. (!
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un

T

hese components represent
very nearly the best system

Hi-fi news

S

that Glasgow's finest can
produce. Isay very nearly

because even at its exalted price

er

of £ 22,000 the Artikulat 350A

systems
BUDGET £ 34,945

Jason Kennedy enjoys the ride of his life as he
cranks the wick on £ 35ks worth of all- Linn gear,
comprising afull-blown LP12 turntable, Klimax
Kontrol pre-amp and active Artikulat speakers

is not top dog in Linn's range of
loudspeakers - that honour goes
to the semi- active Komri. At the
front end we have afull-monty
LP12; some might wonder why this
isn't aCD12 but that player is no
longer available and its understudy,
the Unidisk, while highly regarded
doesn't have quite the appeal of the
classic Sondek turntable.

Linn tinto m-cphono stage

£995

Dedicated moving-coil phono stage with two
levels of internally switchable gain and two pairs
of outputs. unto uses surface mount devices and
Linn's ' Brilliant' switch mode power supply to
produce aremarkably low noise result

Linn LP12 Sondek/Ekos/Akiva/Lingo
turntable £ 5950
A legendary turntable in up-to-the- moment guise with
all the trimmings and Linn's finest tonearm, cartridge
and external power supply. A suspended subchassis
design with ametal platter and felt mat, it represents
the ultimate refinement of aclassic design
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There was atime not so

turntable in amagazine.

long ago!), anine- inch arm

long ago when the Linn LP12

Today's LP12 is based on

was the only turntable you

the same principles as the

with roller bearings and sprung
download that is very nicely

were ' allowed' to own - or at

you open the lid. The Linto is

original but most of the parts
have been highly refined or
completely changed.

executed and ajoy to use

the quietest phono stage I've

thanks to the big thumb lift.
It is, naturally, equipped

ever used; it does of course
have the advantage of being

Nowadays speed change
can be achieved at the press
of aswitch and the chassis no

with three mounting points to

used with aLinn cartridge but

match the Akiva moving-coil

this is aresult nonetheless.

contact stylus and low but not
silly 0.4mV output.

sold to both hi-fi and music

longer incorporates the power
supply. The platter is still Mazak
(neither the 17th century

enthusiasts around the globe.

composer nor the Japanese

THE LP12 OF TODAY

machine tool maker suggested
by Google but ahigh strength

least this was the impression
that hi-fi publications of
the early 1980s managed
to create. And it proved
apowerful one, with vast
numbers of this relatively
expensive turntable being

Today the LP12 continues
to be awell- respected deck
but its star does not shine
quite as brightly as it once
did, and rumours abound of
acompletely new LP12 from
Linn. So this may well be the
last time you see this elegant

alloy), the subchassis pressed
steel and the armboard wood.
This LP12 is equipped

can be adjusted for low and
high output m-ccartridges if

cartridge, which has aline

The Linto phono stage fits
into the same case as the
Lingo power supply, which
makes anice cosmetic match,

KOMPLETE KONTROL
The Klimax Kontrol is the
finest line stage that Linn has
produced and in its hewn from
solid, clamshell casework it is

though this contrasts with the

undoubtedly the most elegant.
Just 40mm thick, thanks to

casework of the Klimax Kontrol.

the way the switched mode

To put the Linto into the same

supply operates without a

cartridge in the form of the

casework as the Klimax would
at least triple its price. It's a

traditional mains transformer,
the casework is designed to

Ekos and Akiva. The Ekos arm
was created as areplacement
for the Ittok in 1988 (yes, that

straightforward device with
no external switches but,
unusually, two outputs. Gain

minimise resonance within
the SMD circuitry. Its input
selection is, at one balanced -0

with [ inn's finest arm and

--"m1111111111114,46.......

Linn Artikt flat 350A
speaker £22,000
Top dog in the Glaswegian company's fully active
loudspeaker range uses six drive units, an active servo
system for the bass and awhopping 1750 watts aside to
deliver absolute control.., or should that be kontrol

LINN

LINT°

in Klirr7- tf—±-7)
,
--;irr £6000
Linn's top-notch pre-amplifier uses aswitchmode power supply. Connections, hidden
under acowling, include three single-ended
inputs and one balanced, plus multi- room

LIN N

/NG()

Linn Products
Limited
Glasgow Road
VVaterfoot
Eaglesham
Glasgow
G76 OEQ
Scotland, UK
TEL: + 44 ( 0) 141
307 7777
WEB: www.linn.
co.uk

(40
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and three single- ended, as minimal
as its appearance and those sockets

'I used the roll- off
but discovered
that Icould get
away with full
bandwic.th.
This makes
the armchair
jump about
but the bass
lines remainec,
tuneful and solic,

are well hidden by the casework
which keeps things under wraps
rather effectively. It has basic front
panel controls and apaddle of a
remote handset with rubberised
buttons and the ability to fly ajet
plane - well almost.
CONTROL WITHOUT
MUSCULARITY
At the end of this chain sits the
Artikulat 350A, the biggest
all-active speaker in Linn's range,
with Linn's take on servo- assisted
bass drivers and an unfeasible
amount of power on tap
courtesy of the Chakra hybrid
amplification sitting in awedge
shaped housing on the rear.
This power breaks down to
500 watts per bass driver, 250
watts for upper bass and midrange,
and 125 watts apiece for tweeter
and supertweeter. Which sounds
like overkill but doesn't actually
sound that way in practise, if you
get my drift.
The effect all this power seems
to confer is control without asense
of muscularity; in other words
it doesn't have the character of
grip associated with high power
but rather allows the speaker to
operate with an uncanny degree
of composure, whatever the signal
demands of it.
Some might find this crushing
of distortion alittle too clean and
smooth for taste, but the degree of
resolution and the lack of character
in the sound makes for compelling
listening where pretty well the
only distortion you hear is on the
recording. The other advantage
is that you can play the system at

brain compressing levels without it
getting painful.
Tase it from me if there's one
thing that high, and of course clean,
power delivers in an active design,

cutting- edge
electronics in

it's serious level.
TUNEFUL AND SOLID

speakers and
Klimax Kontrol

Iused the 40Hz roll off but as the
listening went on discovered that I
could get away with full bandwidth.
This makes the armchair L.:rnp about
but the bass lines remained both
tuneful and solid.
Aword of warning: this speaker
goes very, very low and if it's too
close to the wall can become abit
thick, and even over powering with
heavy notes - the sort that Stevie
Wonder's remarkable Talking Book
seems to revel in for instance - don't

www.hifinews.co.uk

This system proved fussier than
usual to set up when it came to the
details of mains cabling, but so long

the form of
active Artikulat

The speaker features switches to roll
off the bass at 40 or 80Hz to make
it more room friendly and initially
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ABOVE: Classic
turntable meets

as you stick to Linn's own leads and
avoid distribution blocks everything
pulls in the same direction to
produce an incredibly engaging and
entertaining result.

line stage
CLEAN NOT CLINICAL
The system sounds clean and yet not
clinical, fast but not aggressive and
resolute without putting the details
in front of the music.
Ihave used big active speakers
before but none that has delivered
full-blown bass with this power
and control. Ihad thought that
activating bass was enough, but
the Artikulats prove that Linn's
approach to servo assistance gives
you more low frequency definition
and speed. If you like your music
played at realistic levels without the

blame the speaker for any boom,

discomfort that usually entails then

move it into the room.

this system is built for the job. (.5
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Sounds

Music

8dedicated listening rooms

"You cr4n fool all of the peolome of the time,
you cal' fool some: of the people all of the time,
but you can'tfool all of the people all of the time. "
At SOM we wont fool you with:
'Best thing since sliced bread'
'Blows everything away'
'Nothing else comes near'
However, we do have some of the worlds
very best hi-fi products on dem in 8
demonstration rooms. We wont tell you
what to buy but we will guide you through
the maze to make sure you make the right
choice for your particular situation. We have
ahuge range of loudspeakers from the likes
of quad ( still one of the best speakers of all
time) to Wilson, Kharma, Lumley, Ascendo,
Rockport etc, some of the real contenders
at the very top of the market. We have
amplifiers from Avi to Ypsilon, two extremes
and two world class products to rival the very
best. We have cd players, cables, turntables,
stands and of course, the Stratosphere so
don't get fooled -- come and enjoy your ride
through the best to arrive at the best choice
for your personal application.

We offer 7key things:
1) aunique extendable one months
home trial system ( we will work with you
for as long as it takes), 2) great ex-dem
and second hand bargains, 3) superb
demonstration facilities, 4) free delivery
anywhere in the world and 5) free delivery
and installation in the uk for any systems
above £ 5k. 6) We also offer aroom tuning
service ( top equipment in apoor room
is absolutely useless). 7) a75% upgrade
scheme that is unique and difficult to
believe.
So -- do you really want to struggle
with wrong choices and unretrievable
purchases or do you want to be assured
of the very best choice personally for you.
SOM gives you the best in any situation.
Call us today for an easy ride.

Where else can you compare all the best
brands together under one roof?
acapella.acoustic arts.acoustic zen.advantage/bladelius.aesthetix.
ascendo.audio analogue. . atacama.art loudspeakers.atc.
audience.audiomeca.audio physic.audio research avantgarde.
avi.b.a.t.base.bel canto.boulder.burmester.clearaudio
codi
copulare.copland.dartzeel.dcs.dreamvision.dk design group.
dynamic precision.echo busters.edgar.epos.gamut.graaf.graham.
halcro.hansen audio.harbeth.hovland.hyperion.jas audio.jm lab.
koetsu.kharma krell I.a.t.lavardin.
lumley.‘yra.mit.marantz.
martin logan.mastersound.mbl.merlin.michell engineering.
monopulse.music tools.nola.nordost.opera.ortofon.parasound.
phonosophie.prima luna.primare.quad.rel.rockport.rogue audio.
sennheiser.sequerra.shanling.shun mook.sme.sound lab.sonus
faber.spendor.stello.stands unique. .t+a.theta digital.tom
evans.townshend.transfiguration.transparent .trichord.unison
research.vincent/tac.vivadi.vivid. .vutech.wadia.waterfall.wilson
audio.ypsilon.many more...
Sounds of Music

Tel: 01435 865 212

Fax: 01435 865 213

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment please

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the bese."

‘1

Ask for details of this superb rang

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321 • fax: + 44 ( 0)903 814269
email: sales@sme.ltd.uk
or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
.cryogenictubes.com
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WELCOME TO
THE HOT LIST
For 50 years Hi Fi News has been

CREEK DESTINY
£1200

A player that has poise, subtle control, and musical insight by the
bucketload, with treble cleanliness and texture that transcends its
price point. There's really nothing to criticise and much to praise.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

ARCAIVI CD36
£1400

Well balanced, smooth and always dependable the CD36 delivers a
sound with plenty of detail in an urtfussy way. Well crafted and very
neutral-sounding. Avery fine player for the noney.

17/20
TESTED
ILLY06

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A5 CD

The A5 is afine piece of equipment and CD replay has rarely sounded
this good. Combines detail. transparency and superb stereo imagery,
depth and dynamics without sounding unnaturally harsh or edgy.

17/20
TESTED
JANO5

This player ups the ante for sub-E2k players. Not only is it beautifully
built it's highly adaptable, practical and functional but this is agreat
sounding machine, making this debut player asensation.

TESTED
MAR06

MARANTZ SA-1151
£2000

Avery good SACD player but is only two- channel so won't produce
mu ti- channel from SACD. As aCD player produces avery detailed
sound and (on Filter 3setting) can be smooth, cohesive and satisfying.

17/20
TESTED
1ULY06

MERIDIAN GO8
£2250

Soundwise this player manages to combine neutrality with authority
and grip, with abass that is powerful and weighty yet always in
proportirn. A much acclaimed player that can rest on its laurels!

19/20
TESTED
IULY06

£1500

testing the best quality hi-fi
LYNGDORF CD-1

equipment in the world.
THE HOT LIST is our regularly updated

£1545

list of what we think are the best
hi-fi components currently available
as tested by our team of audio
experts. You can read our verdicts
and scores to help you to make your
buying decisions. We've also added
in a few favourites from the past
that are still worth considering. We
strongly recommend all components

NAIM CD555
£14,295

18/20

Nairn has succeeded
in gererating atruly

are auditioned before you buy so

international audiophile

that you're happy with the sound a

reference player with an

product delivers.

BUYING CD PLAYERS
CD players come in one- box
or two- box arrangements. The

enduringly satisfying inner

Buy tests
online

core. A tour de force; it raises
the quality of reproduction

yew*, hddlr.s.co uk

from Red Book CD to a

two- box set-ups separate the

level that was thought

CD transport from the Digital-

unobtainable adecade ago.

to- Analogue Converter ( DAC).

19/

Separating the transport from the

ANNIVO6

DAC means there is less chance of
interference between disc drive and
sensitive D- to- A converter stages.
One- box players are often the better

NAIM CDX2
£2925

Naim's CDX2 does exactly what Naim would claim for it, with the
brand's usual virtues of pace, rhythm and musical cohesion well to the
fore. It simply has to be recommended.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

EMM LABS CDS13/
DAC6E
t55001£8000

The CDSD transport and DAC6e deliver state-of-the-art performance
on CD and preconception-shattering results with SACD. Revel in the
pinnacle of early 21st century sonic achievement.

19/20
TESTED
DECO5

DCS VERDI/
PURCELL/ ELGAR

Unashamedly astereo product or for stereo SACD the dC5 Verdi and
Elgar combined to make music of class- leading calibre. There are more
expensive digital components but this combination trumps them all.

19/20
TESTED
SE PT02

solution if you have a fairly tight
budget. CD players play audio- only
discs but many are now also capable
of playing the Super Audio CD ( SACD)
format, which offers higher resolution
than CD with greater bandwidth and
improved dynamic range. However, in

2-1ri00

many cases the SACD playback won't
be available in multi- channel format.

Old favourites
YE RS
ARCAM
ALPHA 9
A super
sounding player
of the Red Book
disc. Deserves
to be heard.

TESTED
SEPT98

-- .

MARANTZ
CD12/DA12
Only available
secondhand
but agem of
aplayer that's
worth finding.

MERIDIAN
506/508
still afine
integrated CD
player that
majors on
transparency.

TESTED
MARCH96

TESTED
JULY94

I

t 200,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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visit our web site for second hand listing

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

rts
its
Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

FOCAL

martin logan summifl

focal electra 1007be

densen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booeung tuesday-saturdE)t
audio reseach . audiocuest

10.0C AM to 530 PM L01582.485 316 mailacousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co uk

alcia . b&vv .beyer

blueroom

clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs

grado harmai kardon hutter kef koetsu krell martin logan . michell ortofon project qed
quadraspire. -oksan rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

Pmotion

1IThe

ART Emotion Silver Signature speolœrs

are the most ratural sounding speakers I
have ever heard or owned. That's why I
use them. They work exceptionally well
with both tube and transis -or amplifiers.

91

Joe Silva, Hong Kong

Happy 1st Birthday

" don't know what to say about them as
they don't excel at anything, they excel
at everything. Never before have Iheard
transparency, speed, detail and above
all, evenness from a wooden box. I'm
t.peechless. e
David Hardie, Glasgow

t's not easy to choose speakers. When a
brand-loyal HIFI enthusiast suggested I

Isuppose the name sums them up

buy the Art Emotion's above anything

"Emotion". These ART's touch your soul n
a way Ihaven't heard before. 9

else, I
just knew Iwas onto something

Nigel Ball, Leicester

special. Truly a revelation:
Peter Ruler, Kent
It's very hard to put into words what these

The best money Ihave ever spent on
anything ! 99
Gary Lees, Fife

can do. Lots of times you get guys like us
waxing lyrical about their latest purchase,
but these have shattereo my beliefs in a
way I
didn't think possible. Trying to put

to my musical enjoyment and will be a

into words what these speakers make the
music sound like, is nigh or impossible.

IThese speakers opened another dimension

55

lasting component in my system. "
Bernd Kugow, Cheshire

Paul Bird, Paisley

—

11111Lmusic as it is
tel/fax + 44 ( C)1292 319 416

contact@loudspeaker-art.com

I

www. oudspeaker-art.com
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£130

Easy to set up and with agreat maturity in size and presentation
of sound. Excellent value for money in both build quality and
performance. Good tonearm offers potential for better cartridges.

17120
TESTED
JULY05

CLEARAUDIO
EMOTION
£655

An extremely likeable and user-friendly deck with an exemplary
standard of build and finish that promises longevity and an
unmistakable whiff of class in its sound. A definite to audition.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

ROKSAN RADIUS 5

Has listen-all-day character that played music guilelessly - it showed
real dynamic contrast, believable timbral colouring, naturally-sounding
frequency response and intrinsic musicality. A must- buy bargain.

18/20
TESTED
NOV03

PRO-JECT 9.1
, i00

Aturntable that made music sound vibrant and very enjoyable. It was
quite honest in its presentation of texture, shape and colour in sound.
The 9cc arm sounded better with m-ccartridges than with m-m types.

17 /20
TESTED
JULY06

more vinyl becoming available there

AVID DIVA

may not be a better time to look at

£' /
00

The Diva is an excellent turntable; one that meets its design brief
perfectly. A very well made product that's easy to use and involving
and rewarding to listen to. Good enough for very discerning users.

18/20
TESTED
FEB04

PRO-JECT
DEBUT Ill

THE VINYL
COMEBACK
Recent market indications are that
playing music on vinyl is making a
comeback with smaller independent
labels releasing music on vinyl and
the emergence of Di culture. So, with

buying a quality turntable...
FUNK FIRM
FUNK V

BUYING TURNTABLES
There are several things to consider

Whatever your reaction
to the looks here - it'll be

£780

love/hate - you will find

when buying a turntable - price,

the sublime sound quality

cartridge, tonearm, mat and
accompanying phono stage.
Pricewise there are some
perfectly good turntables for
little over £ 100. There are

Buy tests
online

enchanting. However

J,

seemingly absurd the
ingredients... It works like a

www.hdifteWS t0.Uk

dream. It's fun. It's affordable.

two main types of cartridge

It's musical. As apackage it

- moving magnet ( m- m) and

can't be faulted. We can't

moving coil ( m- c). Generally m- c

resist. It's afunking bargain.

types perform better but require
better quality amplification than

17/20 TESTED NOVC

m- ms. Turntables may be supplied
with their own tonearms but for
those who are connoisseurs of vinyl
reproduction a change of tonearm
can sometimes have a significant
impact upon sound reproduction.

Power, authority and greater drive ensure the . 20 is areal step up on
the model 10 it replaces. Sounds very secure and positive. apeing the
qualities of good CD replay without the shortcomings

17/20
TESTED
AUGO5

This model remains one of the best 'affordable' high-end record decks
on the market. In aclass populated with admirable competition the
Michell Orbe retains its position as arecord- playing reference product.

18/20
TESTED
JANO5

SME MODEL 10
£2643

The SME 10 lets you hear the music and nothing else. It's pure SME
-the sound exhibits grip, precision, fine detail. consistency. The
turntable is polite, well-bred, and refined.

18/20
TESTED
DEC99

ORACLE DELPHI V

Over 25 years on from its original release the Oracle Delphi is still
more than capable of eliciting gasps of admiration. Sonically updated
to retain its position as one of the world's reference turntables.

18/20
TESTED
JULY04

ROMAN
XERXES.2C
£1750
MICHELL ORBE
£2459

Similarly a well selected mat can
deliver improved performance.
A phono stage is required to amplify
and equalise the cartridge's output.
Although phono stages can be found
in some integrated amps and
pre- amps our advice would be to

£3180

audition to find the appropriate
phono stage for your system.

Old favourites
ABLES

MICHELL
GYRODEC
A very fine
turntable that
has quality in
design and
sound.
TESTED
JUNE82

PINK TRIANGLE
PT TOO
Martin
Colloms liked
it so much he
bought one.
Enough said.
TESTED
APRIL87

LINN LP12
Linn's design
became the
blueprint for
suspended
subchassis
turntables.
TESTED
NOV87

NOVEMBER 2006

www.hifinews.co.uk
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC

KRELL FBI
Fully Balanced Integrated

•

e

•

•

•
gallatir

M11.11111.

Krell made us all reconsider the capabilities of the
integrated amplifier back in the nineties when they
launched the slimline KAV-300i. Now they've done
it again - only this time they've done it large.

The Missing Pink

Binary Star DIGITAL

Pure Silver link Reference

Heralded everywhere as a future classic, the FBI is
basically an FPB-300cx with a dedicated onboard
preamplifier. But that tells only half the story: this
amplifier
supremely
marries
some
musical
contradictions - it has immediacy but is easy to
listen to, it is detailed without being etched. it is
dynamic without being flashy. It is aclassic.
One of the drawbacks of an integrated amplifier, of
course, is that there is no easy upgrade path. But
if enjoying the music is your priority then this is your
opportunity to stop worrying, sit back and listen and have an amplifier to enjoy for ever, for this will
outperfom even more costly separates.

Agencies: krell, audio research, jadis, sonus faber,
martin logan, copland,
Power Cables-Distribution &
Mains Conditioning

Link Cryo 1080P HD1111
We also liase
an Excellent Range

mimetism,

koetsu,

research,

synergistic

wilson audio, darTZeel,

prima

luna,

research,

pathos,

unison

chord

cable,

transparent, yter, bcd, futureglass, finite-elemente

A DIY Products
& Kits

o
F rDetails of Our Full Range of Audio Cables o
Ittr...
m .
r
P..
..ea

¡O..

Please See Our Website or Phone
01623 844478 or 07967 859333
www.the-missing-link.net

IL„,

The Pinewood Music Company
Tel: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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AUDIOLAB 80005
£500

WARMING UP
AMPLIFIERS
The key to getting maximum

NAIM NAIT 51
£725

ICON AUDIO
STEREO 40
£900

At just £ 500 the Audiolab 80005 is apretty good buy, and it certainly
won't disappoint anyone who's acquainted with the 'old' Audiolab
models. A clever and good-value package.

17/20
TESTED
JUNE06

This amplifier has the 'get up and go' quality that many enthusiasts
won't want to live without. If you are expecting the much-vaunted
Naim virtue of rhythmic drive you won't be disappointed.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

A valve amp that has all the timing, imaging and textural qualities
along with enough power to make it capable of competing with
modern solid-state amps in the range of speakers it can drive.

18/20
TESTED
FEB04

Power to spare from this superbly built 180W integrated. The Music
First has the finest balance of virtues of almost any pre-amp we've
heard. Can stand alongside some units three times the price.

17/201
TESTED
SEPO6

Across arange of volumes it always delivered without restraint. The
Music First has the finest balance of virtues of almost any pre-amp
we've heard. Can stand alongside some units three times the price.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO4

During our spell with the GRAAF some seasoned listeners heard it and
weie gobsmacked. The GRAAF really scores, related to its price, with
the sense of power it imparts for a50 watter and the scale produced.

18/20
TESTED
AUGO6

performance out of most amplifiers
(and many other audio electronics)

LEEMA ACOUSTICS

is getting them warmed up. If you

TUCANA £2995

can't keep them on permanently we
suggest putting them on at least half
an hour before listening.

MUSIC FIRST
AUDIO PASSIVE

BUYING AMPLIFIERS

GRAAF GM506

There are three main forms of

13950

MAGNETIC £1498

amplifier - pre, power and integrated
(which combine the pre and power

Right from the start the
Classé gave the impression

CLASSE CAP-2100
?950

sections in one box). Amps are
required to take the signal

of being abig, totally
competent all-rounder,

from the source ( CD player,
turntable, or universal player)
and correct any defects with
it ( pre- amp stage), then
convert it into one that is

Buy tests
online

www.hifinews.co.uk

equal to anything you could
throw at it. Neutral balance
but with enough warmth to
avoid aclinical sound. Also,
the touch screen control
impressed. Gold Award!

CI ASS ,.

powerful enough to drive a
loudspeaker ( power amp stage).
In recent years we have seen the
rise of the digital amp which can

19/20 TESTED AUGO6

now deliver almost as good results as
analogue amplifiers.
Stereo amps can be used as part
of a home cinema set-up but it's
important to remember that you
won't get surround sound or the
centre channels from this.
There is still a great love for valve ( or
tube) amplifiers that are noted for
delivering a warm reproduction of

MUSICAL FIDEUTY
KVV500
£4000
CHAPTER
COUPLET
£5750

sound. The more modern transistor

CONRAD
JOHNSON LP7OS

based amps are better used for music

£7000

A neutral-sounding, high-powered amp that manages to offer ahigh
degree of transparency with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet
never forceful, and sound from LP was stunning.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO4

This power amp offers incredible dynamics and profound LF grip to die
for. Performance was quite staggering in important areas of no- noise,
low distortion and jaw-dropping power delivery. A must- hear.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO5

Clearly gets into the audiophile class and further with its pleasantly
balanced. easy-on-the- ear midrange timbres. Better suited to classical
than rock this classic-style thermionic amp deserves ahearing.

18/20
TF_STED
AUGO6

that's played loud. Again, do audition
before your final purchase!

Old favourit
NAIM NAP 250
Probably
Naim's most
famous power
amp ever
has been oft
updated, now
with NAP 500
technology.

AUDIO
RESEARCH
LS25
A pre- amp of
great quality
and relatively
affordable.
TESTED
DEC98

g

I

SUCDEN A2la
At its time of
release this
Class A design
was the best
kept secret in
British hi-fi'.
TESTED
JULY 98

.--1111111111111
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David W. Speirs
Practical Hi Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St, Warrington Chest.,

Practical Hi Fi

Tel:
01925 632179

PLUS
A Winter of musical content(ment)
ART Loudspeakers continue to impress many new owners, the aptly
named Impression Mk3 is on permanent demonstration in Warrington
and is the current top of the tree in terms of price and ultimate
performance! We have heard agreat many loudspeakers claiming to
be the " best in the world" but more often than not reveal themselves
to be flawed in some way or anotner. It is our opinion that the
Impression is the least flawed loudspeaker available today. We urge
you to listen and carefully form your own opinion. A home
demonstration is of course mandatory, but beware, you will fall in love
with tne sound of these very quickly! The speakers are available in
any colour and are hand crafted to order only.
Of course, a speaker of such physical size and cost is not for
everyone, but you will be happy to know that all of the ART speakers
in the range are voiced similarly, so whatever the budget, there is a
speaker for you! Prices start at less then £ 1000 and go all the way up
to £25,000.
The dark Winter nights can of course be warmed up with the gentle
glow of avalve amplifier, and you will find the largest selection of the
genre here at Practical Hi Fi. We carry models from Unison Research,
Border Patrol, Graaf, Pathos and Audio Analogue ( hybrid). Again
shoud you be thinking of upgrading your system, perhaps it really is
time to see what benefits aquality tube amplifier can inject into the
music. Please ring to arrange your demonstration.
The Chord Co. has recently introduced some new and incredibly good
souneng cables. The Indigo may be the finest interconnect you can
buy, only you can decide, and we can help! We offer afull home trial
in your own system before you buy. Now that is the way to evaluate

this remarkable products performance. Interestingly it is accompanied
with an equally remarkable speaker cable. 01-4 and power chords too!
If your looking at " finishing" the system with high quality wires, look
no further. The Chord Company really are daivenng the goods!
One mustn't forget the importance of good quality racks and stands
for equipment to rest on, and we also offer a number of superb
products from Townshend, Quadraspire (the Reference table is tru y
amazing) and BCD. Its all to do with isolation from vibration and
"sinking" resonances away from delicate circuit boards. Please call for
achat on which product may be best for your system.
STOP PRESS: A number of ecstatic hi-fi salesmen were found
grinning from ear to ear the day their Naim Audio products arrived in
the Preston branch of Practical Hi Fi.
Practical Hi Fi Preston are pleased to have been appointed as the
newest Naim outlet in the North of England. This is a brand that
demands to be listened to, demands your attention and demands to
be taken seriously. The company has designed and manufactured
some of the most respected CD players and amplifiers in hi-fi
history. From the entry level 5series up to tne infamous 250 power
amplifier and beyond, Naim Audio create complete systems from
source to speaker, including the wires that connect tnem!
If you wish to audition any piece of Naim equipment please call 01772
883958 to arrange asuitable demonstration. Find out why we are all
so excited by these amazing products!
Practical Hi Fi Obsessed with hi-fi in Manchester, Lancaster, Bolton,
Warrington, Blackpool and Preston.

Heatherdate
•audio limited
• Mark Levinson
• Esoteric
• Cello
• Ayre Acoustics
• Audio Note
• Thiel
• Tannoy Prestige
• Revel
• Stax
• Elchmann Technology
• Lyra
• S.M.E.
• Audio Tekne
• My Sonic
• VP!
• Bolzano Villetri Speakers

0% Finance

Heatherdale

available for
up to 3 years

202 Findon Road

On selected items. Subject to status.
TANNOY WESTMINSTER ROYAL HE lee

41114.-

www.hifi-stereo.com
heatherdale®hifi-stereo.com

Conditions apply.

• audio limited

Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 OEJ

Tel. 01903 872288
Fax. 01903 872234 Evenings' 07860 660001
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THE RISE OF
UNIVERSAL
Over the past half dozen years or so

NAD T533
r200

The NAD 7533 is avery affordable and flexible DVD player with afull
5.1 channel analogue output for both Dolby Digital and DVD-A media.
The 7533 makes exceedingly good sounds. Picture quality acceptable.

16/20
TESTED
AUGO5

YAMAHA
DVD-S2500

The DVD-S2500 is amulti- channel audio player first and avehicle for
movies second. I13 audio performance racked up afive-star report
from the lab and also scored well with our blind listening panel.

18/20
TESTED
NOV05

Pioneer's DV-989AVi is aclassy-sounding player that has an
invigorating spirit that ensures its music is free-flowing, engaging and
entertaining without being harsh. Purpose built to head an HT system.

18/20
TESTED
MAY06

£600

the rise of the multi- format universal
players has given consumers the
option to go for a visual and audio
solution in one box. Hi Fi News has

PIONEER
DV-989AVi

£800

reviewed many of these and has

ARCAM DV29

selected the top ten that combine

£1600

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering
that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is a
desirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition.

great video and audio performance.

BUYING UNIVERSAL PLAYERS

MARANTZ DV9600
£1500

The voicing of the DV9600 is
suited more to blockbuster

Many of the latest universal

movies but its big and

player releases are set up to
play the SACO, DVD-Audio
(DVD-A), CD, and DVD-Video
formats. You need to examine

18/20
TESTED
MARCH05

cohesive soundstaging is

Buy tests
online

more than a match for most

www.lutinews.co.uk

C

exactly what formats you have

mid- priced AV receivers. The

0

first ever 1080p- capable DVD

C
.
À

your music on to see which

O

player might be best suited for

player. Truly universal!

17/20 TESTED APR" (
1

your needs.
Using the analogue audio outputs
NAM DVD5
£2350

Combined with the AV2 processor the DVD5 makes astunning front
end to ahome video and music system. Capable of playing DVD-A
discs, as well as DTS and Dolby Digital film soundtracks.

17/20
TESTED
JULY05

coaxial digital outputs should be

DENON DVD-

used for Dolby Digital and DTS audio

Al XVA £2700

One year on and Denon retains the head start it earned with the
launch of the DVD-A1VX in 2005. For existing owners the 1080p
upgrade is mandatory, future- proofing amodern day classic for years.

19/20
TESTED
JUNE06

THETA COMPLI
£4482

The Compli offers afine picture performance and it delivers smooth,
audiophile sound on all formats. If you don't want to restrict digital
playback to CD it's one o' the best ambassadors for new formats.

18/20
TESTED
APRIL05

CLASSE CDP-300

Once the player is simmesing its sound is warm and richly flavoured,
infused with amusical colour. Picture quality : swithin agnat's whisker
of of the very best available. A distinctly classy option.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

Delivers stunning imagery from its DVI-D connection and for sound
this player sweeps all other universals before it with abreathtaking
combination of power, transparency and detail. Spectacular sound.

18/20
TESTED
JANO6

on the rear panels of universal
players will deliver the best quality
sound for CD, DVD-A and SACO vvhlst

bitstreams.
While surround- sound music and
soundtracks can be downmixed to
two channels for playing on a hi-fi
system, extra speakers and amps are
needed for multi- channel playback.

£4995

The new generation of universal
players is beginning to offer the
higher 1080p picture resolution
so you need to decide what you'd

ESOTERIC UX-1

£9995

like your system to be composed of
before parting with your cash.

DENON
DVD-1910
Great for the
front end of
avery high
quality home
cinema.

DENON
DVD-A11
A very
pleasant, but
not inspired.
sounding
machine.

TESTED
FEB05

TESTED
FEB04

C'e l
e

lesa

.

ON
DV868AVi
A great mix of
analogue and

AWARDS

Go Hyper!
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He, IntertonneE, 2002 A 2003

VEIN? CABLE

=MIME

COMPONENT SrE0 CABLE

Beit ABM° Interconnect 2002
INII.X(01.1(

%PEA«. ( ABLE

chtor's ChoBe Ian 2005

ATLAS RETAILERS
London & South East England

Central England

*Ashford (Kent)

•Banbury

01233 624441

Soundcraft Hi Fi
www.soundcrafthifi.com

.Aylesbury

Noteworthy Audio

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

P. J. Hi Fi Ltd

•Guildford

www.pihffi cauk

01483 504801

Harrow Audio

•Harrow
020 8863 0938

www.harrowaudio.corn

•London N7

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifico.uk

020 7607 2148

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.
Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more nformation.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

www.1ststopay.com

•London SW14
020 8876 7632

• London W1

0845 634 0340

•Sevenoaks

atlaSCableS.COM

Sound Seduction

01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk

.Worthing

01903 245577

Phase 3Hi -F1

www.phase3MI.corn

South West England
•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

•Poole

Suttons Hi Fi

www.suttonshlfi.co.uk

Movement Audio
www rnovernent-audro co uk

Movement Audio

01202 730865

•Salisbury

ATLAS Cables

Lasyl

Hi Fi Care at Shasonic

movement-aude co.uk

Salisbury HiFi

01722 322169

www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth

01305 785729

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hdt corn

Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weymouthhifico.uk

Overture

01295 272158

www.oyerture.co.uk

.Birmingham

Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Solihull

Music Matters

0121 742 0254

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

www.muskrnatters.co.uk

British Audio Products
www.britishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999

www.dwineaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield Hi Fi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhdi.co.uk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

wwwfanthorpesco.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (
Metro)
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048

Scotland
•Aberdeen

www rnorgateacoustrcs.co uk

Holburn Hi Fi

01224 585713

www.holburnhifi.co.uk

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

North Wales
•Wrexham

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

Acton Gate Audio

01978 364500

www.acton-gate.com

Introducing...

THE BIG BOOK
Our NEW catalogue
Solutions for better minx- & movies

is out now!
Packed with our fu Iproduct

THE BIG BOOK

Solutions for better music & movies
ea

v.*

AWARDS 2004

Speaker Cable
from £91m

One of the best valo,
.)1' money mains leads
ve've heard."

NEW!

'What Hi Fi, May 2004.

range cf cab ,es and accessories to get the best from
you- system, including lots
of NEW products, ts

KIMBER USB

cable
from £ 29

our biggest ever
catalogue!
Requesl you
buy online e

www.russandrews.com
UK Local Rate 0845

FREE copy
now.

345 1550

@di
The Classic
Po w erKo rdTM
from £55.

buy online at www.russandrews.com or call UK Local Rate 0845
or visit us at the HiFi NEWS Show on 23rd- 24th September at stands 12-14
Exclusive UK Retailer for

KIM3ER !CABLE

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court. Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1539 797300 Email: infoerussandrews.com

Exclusive
Equipment

3451550

BUYERS' GUIDE

MAKE & model

OUR VERDICT

OUR RATING

£PRICE

& date of issue
test appeared

NHT SB2
£300 (PAIR)

A QUESTION
OF SIZE
Loudspeakers are small and large or

PMC DB1+
£625 (PAIR)

STIRIJNG
LS3/5A V2
£890 (PAIR)

Provided you don't want to listen to Wagner at full volume then these
compact but well- made speakers seem to provide anice balance of
detail and weight across most of the frequency range. Good value.
An unburstable transmission-line standmounter with aroom-filling
sound that belies its compact size. Superb inidband with warm rich
vocals but no shortage of snap. A class winner at the price.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

An 153/5A surrogate that even apurist could not fail to admire the V2
also boasts greater bass extension and power handling. This is one BBC
wannabe that you have to hear. It's very, very special.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

more accurately bookshelvers ( small)
or floorstanders ( larger). Choice of

DAL' IKON 6

either may simply come down to

£899 (PAIR)

Overall the Ikon 6 produced inviting musical sound with good stereo
imagery that on most recordings can draw you in and keep you
listening. Simply agreat, musical all-rounder.

TANNOY
AUTOGRAPH MINI
£1250 (PAIR)

Exquisite replica of aTannoy classic this model offers an abundance of
treble energy and is fast and crisp. A no-brainer for people who want
LS3/5As but need loudness too. Can be fussy with source used.

your room size. Speakers that can
work well close to walls are better in
smaller rooms whilst those that have
efficient, easy- to- drive designs can fill
a larger room better.

WILSON DUETTE
£8900 (PAIR)

BUYING LOUDSPEAKERS
Aside from reading tests in Hi Fi

1
7
1
"

pudding is in the listening
narrow down the possibles

17/20
TESTED
MARCH06
17/20
TESTED
MAY06

A milestone in high- end,
small- box speaker design. The
fact that it's painless in every
way will win it legions of fans:

News the real proof of the
experience. We advise you to

16/20
TESTED
MARCH05

it's neither power-hungry nor
room fussy, it delivers the

Buy tests
online

sort of performance you'd

wwwilifirieris.comk

and ask for auditions at your

expect of amuch larger

local hi-fi dealer or go to a hi-fi

speaker. The best way to fill a

show for a listen to all kinds of

room under 25x15ft.

brands under one roof.

...)/20 TESTED JJL..

Choosing your speakers can be
quite subjective and often it's best
to ' blind' listen if you can so that
purchases are made more on sound
quality rather than aesthetics.

HYPERION
HPS-938
£3750 (PAIR)

Incredibly musical and effortless these are capable of presenting music
on asoundstage scale which has until now been off-limits to any nonelectrostatic speaker below ElOk. Strongly recommended.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

The Vantage is simply delightful. It positively sparkles with clear
and fast treble, anatural midband and impressively controlled bass.
Gorgeous looks and asmall footprint with the ability to go very loud.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

Arguably the best balance of price/performance in the catalogue, with
sound up among the very best. Taut bass more tuneful than ever, with
transparent midrange and silky diamond treble. Incredible value.

20/20
TESTED
SEPT06

Music takes on an effortless quality, micro and macro dynamics
preserved, all underpinned by asublimely agile bass. Sounds as good
as it looks. Very highly recommended. A masterstroke.

18/20
TESTED
DECO5

Other options to consider apart from
the more conventional ' box- style'
speaker designs are panel speakers
such as electrostatics and ribbons,

MARTINLOGAN
VANTAGE
£3998 (PAIR)

and horn speakers which use drive

B&W 802 D

units in cabinets that can greatly

£8000 (PAIR)

improve efficiency.
Stereo speakers can be added to to
make a multi-- channel set-up but a

VIVID K1
£10,750 (
PAIR)

good tip is to make sure you stick
with the same brand to ensure a
much more uniform surround sound.

SPENDOR BC-1
A loudspeaker
legend still
talked about in
hushed tones
even today. A
British classic.
TESTED
MARCH72

ROGERS
153/5A
Broadcast
monitor that
remains a
sought after
design today.
TESTED
JUNE75

QUAD ESL 57
Quad's first
electrostatic.
A classic that
is an excellent
domestic
speaker'.
TESTED
NOV57

NOVEMBER 2006 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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Talking Timbuktu

MARVIN GAYE • WHAT'S GOING ON

Vt.LVP.1 LlUNKL

550 01:21J1
MOON

TOM WAITS

SWORDFISHTROM8ONES

542469 2
DVS ORTO.N

DNI MITCHELL/ BLUE

REPRISE
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NEIL- YOvro6

ATLAH

YREMEMBER MY NAME... DAVID CROSBY

04 6342

T / DI XIE CHICKEN

WARNER BROS.

THE SPECIALS/SPECIALS
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KIM Mil WM •MUD 1.11161

M0111
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RBAN HYMNS

FMIIEU,L811M
mmsrtiopsemeaR

BECK

75051/A1194

LEE ZEPPELIN

PHYSIC

COLLMBIA/LEGACY

THE BEATLES

...)F THE RODEO

REVOLVER

0681782

OK COMPUTER

niE DOORS

ELEXTRA

BONY MI SIC - FOR YOUR PLEASURE

CO 80959

CDEPC
32110

TAPESTRY

R.L.m

4.12: 0777 7 13200 2 6

7607412208-2

DOCUt,

STEPHEN STILLS

N

GFID 24425
DGCD 24425 .•

101111

STEREO "

NM

111101

MINI

VIII

1111111

823 290.2

THE VELVET UNDERGROUND & NICO

1

1.

AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE

BARREO 111105.

DAVID BOWur

ZIGGY STARDUST
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i
i
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KRAFTWERK TRANS EUROPE eXPREsJ
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NKLIN •

YOUNG, GIFTED AND BLACK

THE CLASH

iguirunur

CDP 7,.+12,

CAPPoi CUP 746473 2

LONDON CALLING

CBS
460114 2

CDV 2023

NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCAS110010'S THE SEX PISTOLS GOV 21106
.

Arctic Monkeys

Whatever People Say IAm. That's What I'm Not

Joy >non • UNKNOWN PLEASURES

ICYTIIMIRMIYIARV

DELLE AND SEBASTI

520 0162

rill' PC

7559-60667.2

21000

BUYERS' GUIDE

MAKE & model

OUR VERDICT

OUR RATING

EPRICE

& date of issue
test appeared

ADDING TO
YOUR SYSTEM
Once you've got your source ( CD
player, turntable or universal player)
amps and speakers you will need to
complete or upgrade your system

CHORD CO.
ODYSSEY 2
£17 (PER MURE)

A speaker cable that gives asatisfying, full sound that makes music
enjoyable. Differences in tonal quality of various recordings were
displayed in detail. Avery worthwhile investment.

17/20
TESTED
DECO3

VAN DEN HUL
THE NAME
£40 (0.8M PAIR)

A budget-priced interconnect that brings asatisfying level of
sophistication to the sound of the system. A well thought out and
made product that offers very good good performance and VFM.

17/20
TESTED
SEPTOS

ETYMOTIC
RESEARCH ER-4P

Earbuds that deliver aclarity, detail and realism that makes them the
nearest thing so far to being directly wired to your sound source. The
ultimate upgrade for portable use provided you don't mind in-ears.

17/20
TESTED
APRILOS

Atwo-box moving-coil phono stage for the enthusiasts, one box for mm, the other as an electronic m-cstep-up. Sound is stunningly fast and
open, with vinyl noises largely ignored thanks to wideband circuitry.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

Mains conditioner that worked very satisfactorily with Naim
equipment and if you don't own such aunit whether your system is
old, new, grand or modest we unreservedly recommend an audition.

17/20
TESTED
JUNE04

A sub- E1000 m-ccartridge that offers awell-defined, powerful sound
which was not overblown in any way. Tonal balance seemed excellent
and the music had anatural flow. Sets astandard at this price level.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE01

£199

GSP ERA GOLD
WELEVATOR EXP
£460/1510

with accessories such as cables,
mains filters ( optional), cartridges,
phono stages or tonearms. Most hi-fi
fans will upgrade and tweak their
systems over time and accessories
are often a comparatively affordable
way to improve your system's sound.

ISOTEK
MINI SUB GII
r)0()
ORTOFON
KONTRAPUNKT A
t ,00
HADCOCK

BUYING ACCESSORIES

e.

GH242 CRYO

Cables come in two basic types

The latest version of the
Hadcock unipivot tonearm

£918.85

- speaker cables and interconnects.

features cryogenically-

Interconnects come in preset lengths

treated wiring inside and

and they usually come with RCA

out. Greater air, tighter

(phono) plugs. Speaker cable is

timing, a better appreciation

usually sold in metre lengths.

of textures - to say that

Much is written about the
value of cables but as a rule

we are impressed is an

www hitr news, co.uk

understatement. Space and
air in music hit new levels. If

of thumb go for the best you
can afford within your budget.
Phono stages have been discussed

you can find the extra over

on the turntable page of THE HOT

the Integra do buy the Cryo.

LIST and should be auditioned first.

ibizu

At the entry level turntables may
come with a perfectly adequate
cartridge as part of the package
but vinyl devotees may choose to
upgrade from the original. The same
holds true for tonearms so if you're
looking to upgrade a turntable set-up
speak to your hi-fi dealer.
To buy copies of any previous tests
of hi-fi accessories just go to our

website at ww.hifinews.co.uk

t.b í
tu J
un.i tub

CLEARLIGHT
RDC ASPEKT
£595

A rack that supports equipment in style on its four shelves and simply
clarified music heard from components sited on it. Take it away and
the music now sounded flat. We regretted having to part with this.

18120
TESTED

NORDOST
VALHALLA
£1750 (PER 2M)

Incredibly you can pay even more money for cable than this, but for for
many this is as good as it gets. And that goes for both speaker cable
and interconnect. Its strength is its supreme transparency.

18/20
TESTED

TRANSFIGURATION
TEMPER V

An inordinately articulate cartridge with great agility in tracking the
groove. A truly transparent performer with audiophile credentials for
dynamics, tone and clarity up to and beyond expectations.

18/20
TF_STED
DECO2

£2250

cx:rol

Juumet

Old favourites
DRIES

AUDIO
TECHNICA
STYLUS
CLEANER
Quick use
helps clean up
sound greatly.

MUSICAL
FIDELITY
X- CANS
Headphone
amp offers
good stereo
separation.

TESTED
MAY82

TESTED
AUG97

IØ

LINN
ITTOKIEIKOS
TONEARM
Heavyweight
arm that's
stood the test
of time well.

TESTED
JULY85

NOVEMBER 2006 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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SEASON

111

As part of its Home Cinema Season, Sevenoaks is offering
3 Home Cinema Options designed to meet your lifestyle.
• Options 1and 2 combine some of the highest quality brands to give outstanding performance:
and save you money.
• Option 3 allows you to achieve abespoke solution to meet the exact needs for you and your home.
Just tell us at Sevenoaks what you want to achieve from your Home Cinema
and we will provide the solution and install.

diseelle

e

red,

f

J

•••..

ME

• oci_z

ri •

Samsung

11011111,

LE40F71BX 40" 1080p LCD TV

Pioneer

Denon

PDP427XD 42" Plasma TV
DVR545HX DVD/HDD Recorder
VSX2016 AV Receiver

DVD3930 DVD Player
AVR3806 AV Receiver

KEF
MT30 5.1 Speaker Package

KHT2005.2 5.1 Speaker Package

£3945

Standard cable and installation
package included

sAve
es
so

Standard cable and installation
package included
Normal System Price £ 6571

Normal System Price £ 4496

SEVEN0a<S

1

PP"
NOW SHOWING AT

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

3umi

Bespoke Solutions
Creating your dream
home entertainment system
Sevenoaks can design and install aunique Home Cinema System to meet
your exact needs and your budget.
Just call 0800 587 9909 and discuss with aSevenoaks expert.

YOUR REQUIREMENTS
PLASMA OR LCD SCREEN

PROJECTOR AND SCREEN

SCREEN SIZE

DVD OR BLU-RAY PLAYER

A/V AMP / RECEIVER OPTIONS

SPEAKER SYSTEM OPTIONS

MULTI- ROOM OPTIONS

LIGHTING CONTROL

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

LOUNGE • DINING ROOM • KITCHEN • BEDROOM • STUDY • BATHROOM • GARDEN

2

SEvEN0a<S

MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE
MAKE THE INFORMED CHOICE TO ENHANCE
YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

el%

Primare

If you've enjoyed listening to
music before, try listening to it
through aCyrus system. With
every product tuned by ear,
Cyrus represents aquality of
sound, which is rare at any
price. Invest in aCyrus system
and you'll be rewarded with a
wealth of sound you wouldn't
have thought possible.

Pnmare has built aworldwide reputation
for producing irnovative aJdio and video

WAND

SOW» jtereo

AWARDS 2003

AWARDS 2003

products that challenge convention With a
unique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian
design, class-leading build quality, and
proprietary state-of-the-art technological
advance, they build into elegant, reliable,
easy-to-use systems that promise years of
high quality performance.
WHAr
1,•.•• I. •FT1

WHAT IU' Fl?

AWARDS 2003

AWARDS ]003

Spendor

KEF

Spendor ' S' Series loudspeakers feature;

SILVER RS6

IQ5

The hand-made ' e' generation bassmidrange drive units reward with auniquely
clear and musical sound

•Floorstanding
Design

•Uni Q Technology
•Finish Options

Advanced 2nd generation 3D Liner Flow
Port Technology for consistent and seamless
sound even when placed close to awall

•Choice of Finish
Options
•Biwirable

•Floorstanding
What Hi Fi?
Award- Winner

Natural wood cabinets incorporate
Dynamic Damping engineered to eliminate
booming of bass sound

What Hi Fi?
Recommended
"The Silver
RS6 is a
success: it
looks dressed
to kill,
delivers
plenty of
detail and
punches like a
heavyweight"

Other models in
the range include
•iQl, iQ3 and iQ7

consistently
deliver a refined, yet
dramatic sound that's
of the quality beyond

"The iQ5s are
little stars,

what we would
expect at this price."

providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers..
The iQ5s are

1=1
WHAT Mer
AWARDS 2003
They

SEVEN0a<S

i•

A ARDS 2004

"ng..ur•
C0737

xx

um

x

fully deserving
Products of
the Year."

QED

WHAT ittr

Arcam DIV/
Arcarn believes that
superb sound quality is
vital to the real enjoyment
of music. The DiVA range
reproduces music at a
level that is remarkably
true to life.

t

Cyrus

l
aill i
gT
•••

Monitor Audio

:LC

How much difference
can cables make to
your system? With
QED's range of audio
and video cables the
answer is probably
much more than
you think.

it z.

3

See and Hear
the difference

SEVEN0a<S

INTRODUCING

SOUND

Blu-ray

&

VISION

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one
of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK
We have 49 stores and are specialists in:•

Hi Fi

•

Home Cinema

•

Custom Design and Installation

Exceptional Product Range

Samsung

We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products

BD- P1000 BLU-RAY DISCTM PLAYER

•
•

Call in to one of our stores
Call us on 0800 587 9909

•

Log on to vvww.ssay.com

from leading brands. To find out more:-

Due for launch in October, Samsung is introducing
the BD-P1000, the UK's first Blu-Ray Disc' player. It
will play Blu-ray discs at native 720p, 10801 or

Custom Design and Install
Our custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best
results effortlessly.

audio CDs.
What is Blu-ray?

0/Leray17Isc

Blu-ray, also known as Blu-ray Disc (BD) is the name of anextgeneration optical disc format. Developed to enable
recording, rewriting and playback of high-definition video
(HD), the format offers more than five times the storage
capacity of traditional DVDs and can hold up to 25GB on a
single-layer disc and 50GB on adual-layer disc

•

We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema or Multi- Room system

•

We visit your home to review the best options

•

Agree a system specification and cost

•

We manage the Installation

•

You have years of enjoyment

2006 Sevenoaks Guides

Thanks to the greatly enhanced HD video and audio quality
as well as the advanced interactivity and networking features, Blu-ray represents a
huge leap forward in the DVD viewing experience and will offers ar unprecedented
HD experience.

Pick-up our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema or Custom Install Guides at
your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store. Alternatively, either can be
ordered via our Website and posted to you ( UK mainland addresses only)
FREE OF CHARGE.

Your nearest Sevenoaks store
www.ssay.com

ABERDEEN
CROVVtl SIRE II

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

36', 3/3

62 NORTH STREET

36-38 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01784 460777

ONDON ROAD

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

OPEN

SUNDAY

STAINES

OPEN SUNDAY

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

89 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE

PRICING
POLICY
We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
OPEN SUNDAY

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20 22 CORPORATION STREET ( OFF HIGH ST)

LATIMER HOUSE. 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE. FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

92B VVHITELADIES ROAD CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

79 GOLDINGS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

BROMLEY

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

39A EAST STREEI

/8 ( 0)VICK STREET

96WEIKS -REET

3 -1Kire,s WALK SHOPPING CENTRE_

4/8 ST ALBANS ROAD

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE

1/ PIIRIFIGH SERI

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET CITY CENTRE

109 113 LONDON ROAD

43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

T

OPEN SUNDAY

104 106 ALBANY ROAD

738 NORD1 STREET

19 NEVVGATE STREET

63S QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

1THE GROVE CENTRE

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

403 KINGS ROAD

144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A ST AILES STREET

149 151 STRATFORD ROAD

20-3D CLEVEIAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

11111101,11 STRE El

1SAVII

01242 241171
CRAWLEY

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

33 LONDON ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

KINGSTON

OXFORD

SOUTHGATE

3) THE HOWE VARD

43 FIFE ROAD

41 SI CIF MENG, SIRE El

// ( HASE SIDE

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

ROW SAVILE STREET

4

FOR OPENING HOURS, PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT
OUR VJEBSITE

service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS*
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options' are
available on the majority of
products we stock.
'NYE«. belt to request Ucemsd oat«
enters. lAlâman '
mince CM Subpd tilatus.

PLEASE NOTE
Some productsibrands are not
available at all stores. Please call
lo confirm or visit our website
before travelling. Special Offers
and Sale Offers - Not in
conjunction with any other offer
ADVERT VAUD UNTIL AT LEAST
16/11 f2006,

SEVEN0a<S

FIFfu news ACCESSORIES CLUB

timid. • • %
Great offers

As the long dark nights of winter approach
it's traditional that we remind our dear

' Mom

readers of our extensive list of books
relating to our common interest. One o
two special price offers, some new titles
and many old favourites. Good reading,
and don't forget that Xmas list!

Item

Price

Quad: The Closest Approach/Soundbites combination

£50.00

Tube Amplifier

£20.00

Williamson Amplifier ( 1953)

£16.00

Mullard Valve Service Reference Manual ( 1951)

£22.00

Radio Valve and Transistor Data 9th Edition ( 1954)

£22.00

Master Handbook of Acoustics

£40.00

Mastering Audio

£30.00

High Performance Loudspeakers 6th ed: Martin Colloms

£55.00

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 7th ed: Vance Dickason

£35.00

Loudspeakers: Newell/Holland

£38.00

Tube Amplifiers: Kaysek ( German edition)

£20.00

An Introduction to Digital Audio: John Watkinson

£26.00

Handbook of Acoustics: Everest

£40.00

Building Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£20.00

Radiotron Designer's Handbook: FLangford Smith (CD only)

£30.00

Loudspeaker Recipes: Dickason

£18.00

Quad: The Closest Approach: Kessler

£45.00

News Sound Bites with the Quad book at

Ribbon Loudspeakers: Verhagen

£17.00

no extra charge. Another great stocking

Paul Klipsch: The Life

£25.00

filler is the excellent Tube Amplifiers.

Acoustical Engineering: Olsen

£55.00

We only have German editions available,

High Performance Audio Amplifiers: Duncan

£40.00

but the oustanding pics and specs are

GEC Amplifier Design: GEC UK

£20.00

the same in any language and at £ 25.00

Electrostatic LIS Design 8. Construction: Wagner

£18.00

(originally £ 75.00) they are abargain!

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook: Dickason

£35.00

So,
"rld

Quad: The Closest Approach is an
excellent Xmas present, to give or to
receive. To add to the ' industry insider'
angle, we will include acopy of the Hi -Fi

bi te

Meanwhile, Ben Duncan has the first
of a reprint edition of early audio books

Complete Guide To High End Audio: Harley, 3rd Edn

£35.00

The Saga of the Marconi Valve

£25.00

with three titles to date. The Williamson

Home Theater for Everyone: Harley

£18.00

Amplifier is aclassic, first published in

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 ( each)

£12.00

1953. The Mullard Valve Service Reference

Audio Glossary: Holt

£10.00

Manual (
1951) and Radio Valve and

Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£28.00

Transistor Data 9th edition (
1954) are

Power Amplifier Projects: Audio Amateur

£20.00

Beginners Guide Tube Audio Design: Rosenblit

£20.00

Audio Power Amp Design Handbook: Self

£26.00

Principles of Electronic Tubes: Reich

£35.00

Mullard Tube Circuits: Mullard UK

£17.00

Electrostatic LIS Design Cookbook: Saunders

£28.00

Loudspeaker Projects: Audio Amateur

£18.00

Audio & Hi-fi Handbook: Sinclair

£30.00

Electronic Classics, Collecting & Repair: Emmerson

£21.00

Modern Recording Techniques: Huber & Runstein

£25.00

Studio Monitoring Design: Newell

£55.00

The Williamson Amplifier: Williamson ( CD only)

£18.00

must- haves for those interested in early

THE CLOSEST APPROACH

equipment and valve/transistor history.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Post Code
Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN

Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

The LP is Back! Audio Amateur

£26.00

Life 8. Works of A D Blumlein: Alexander

£12.00

Horn Loudspeaker Design: Dinsdale

£28.00

Firsts in Hi-fidelity: The Leak Story

£20.00

Glass Audio Projects: Audio Amateur
Card Number

11

£8.00

Audio Electronics: Hood

£8.00

The Microphone Cookbook: Tasella

£10.00

5.1 Sound: Up & Running: Holman

£20.00

Self on Audio: Self

£25.00

Back to Basics Audio: Nathan

£32.00

Loudspeaker & Headphone Handbook: Borwick

£65.00

Valve & Transistor Audio Amplifiers: Hood

£21.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to:

Art of Digital Audio: Watkinson

£55.00

HFN Accessories Club 8. co Service, PO Box 200. Bedford MK40 1YFI. UK
OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152

Acoustics & Psychoacoustics: Howard

£30.00

The Microphone Book: Eargle

£30.00

OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at

Newnes Guide to Audio & Hi Fi: Beer

£15.00

Build Your Own Home Theatre: Wolenik

£20.00

Practical Acoustics: Kamichik

£15.00

Public Address Systems: Capel

£12.00

Audio Audio: Hill

£12.50

Expires (date)
Signature

www.hiliaccessoriesclub.com
UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever their
size, anywhere in the UK.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where applicable they will be free of VAT
(Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact us for quotation.
Delivery subject to availability. E8.0E.

Qty

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
SOLID STATE

LAVANDIN IS REFERENCE EX DIS
AUDIO SYTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER
KRELL 300iL
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PRE/POWER
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
MUS. FIDELITY MA-65 MONO'S/PRE-8
C. JOHNSON PFR.REMOTE PRE
PASS LABS ALEPHPPRE AMP
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
DPA 50S PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP (£4700)
JEFF ROWLAND 501 MONOBLOCS
MARANTZ MA- 700 MONOBLOCS X4
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
PIONEER A-400
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100
MARANTZ PM 55SE
YAMAHA AX-620 AMP
QUAD 33/303/FM3 QUAD SERVICED

£2250
MINT/BOXED TBA
MINT/BOXED £1995
EXCLT BOXED £1950
EX DEM/BOXED £2795
MINT/BOXED £6495
EXCLT £2750
MINT/BOXED £4995
VGC £895
MINT/BOXED £ 1495
EXCLT £1195
BRAND NEW £995
MINT/BOXED £395
EXCLT £2795
EX DEM £3495
MINT/BOXED £1195
MINT/BOXED £1250
MINT/BOXED £195
EXCLT/BOXED £195
EXCLT/BOXED £99
EXCLT £249
EXCLT £375

VALVE AMPS

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 INTEGRATED
TRILOGY VTI REMOTE INTEGRATED
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK)
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
UN. RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£1650)
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S

VGC £495
MINT/BOXED £1250
MINT/BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £1695
EXCLT £595
MINT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £1250

CD/SACD/DVD
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS- III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-II CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT
PERRTECH Pl-A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2
PINK TRIANGLE DA-CAPO 24 BIT HDCD
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT/DAC

Peter

Green's
Les Paul

Yours for $2000,000

The tones. tales,/

and tantrums behind /
the world's most
/
mysterious guitar

NOS/BOXED £395
VGC £295
MINT/BOXED £ 1595
MINT £3250
BRAND NEW RING!
EXCLT £750
NOS/BOXED £350
NOS/BOXED £275
NOS/BOXED £225
MINT/BOXED £375
VGC £275
MINT/BOXED £1595

ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£ 1450)
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000 TRANS./DAC
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
DENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER
DENON DVD 2800 (GOLD)
DENON DVD-A 3300 (GOLD)
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS/PRE (f6800 )

MINT/BOXED £495
EXCLT/BOXED £1795
BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £1250
EX.DEM £195
MINT £395
EXCLT/BOXED £395
MINT/BOXED £2850

VINYL
TRANSCRIPTORS 8. SKELETAL ARM
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTVPSU (ROSEWOOD)
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
WALKER PROCENIUM $35000
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
FIADCOCK GH42 TONE ARM
PROJECT DEBUT

LOVELY £895
MINT/BOXED £495
EXCLT £1250
EXCLT/BOXED £7495
EX DEM/BOXED £12500
EX.DEM £395
AS NEW/BOXED TBC
GC £99

LOUDSPEAKERS
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
BRAND NEW £5750
MARTEN MILES ll
BOXED £3795
MARTEN MILES III
BRAND NEW TBA
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS
MINT/BOXED TBA
JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA
MINT £4795
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EX DEM £7995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
BRAND NEW £5995
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
BRAND NEW £3995
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3
MINT £2850
MIRAGE M1si
EXCLT £2750
KLIPSCH KHORNS B.EYE MAPLE
EXCLT £2995
SNELL TYPE All
EXCLT/BOXED RING
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM £1250
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT £1250
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FVWOOD
BRAND NEW £1195
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
GC. £895
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
MINT/BOXED £1295
CURA CA- 21 B.EYE MAPLE (£1800)
MINT £750
£375
CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
MIT £650
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD (£1275)
EXCLT £475
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
EXCLT £275
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD
GC £795
TANNOY BERKLEYS RECONE/REPOLISH
EXCLT £1195
LOTH -XAMAZE 8. STANDS (CHERRY)
MINT/BOXED £395
T+A TMR-100 TRANSMISSION LINES
£750

TUNERS ¡TAPE/CO RECORDERS
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE)
VGC £195
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE
MINT £250
SONY 777ES DAB/FM/AM
£375
QUAD FM-4
£195

STANDS LAST FEW!!
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE

XS-105
XS-105
XS-100
ST-105
ST- 100

EX DEM
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

£149
£199
£195
£275
£250

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
DPA BLACK SLINK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WBTS
£795
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.3 NEW MR MBA FACTORYTERMIED £475
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES) £225
OED naso 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
TBA
NORDOST FLATLINE GOLD BI-WIRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE)..PER METRE £20
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 X2 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£20 METRE) . PER METRE £9
INTERCONNECT
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 1METRE (£997 RETAIL) BRAND
NEW
£395
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 2METRE (£1500+ RETAIL)
BRAND NEW
£650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
BRAND NEW £295
'MACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1
METRE
BRAND NEW £75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW £65
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR
£1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED £275
XL0 3METRE PAIR (PHONO) EX.DEM
£225
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 6.5 METRE PAIR
£299
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 1METRE PAIR
£55
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE PAIR EX.DIS BOXED £199
CABLE TALK-3DIGITAL COAX 1METRE NEW/BOXED £50
NORDOST VARIOUS INC.MOONGLOW
RING

cartridges
lyra
ortofon
sumiko

'stance is
tile

>cables
chord company
eichman
nordos

headphones
grado
sta \

hardware
atc
rCa 111

castle
creek

IAN EDWARDS

epos
focal

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

jm labs
harbeth
lexicon

(Id 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200

michell
m +I<

ta le nted focal
talented

naim audio

electra 1000 Be

neat acoustics

www.iansdespokefurniture.co.uk

range now

nottingham

providing

origin live

temptation

primare

at :

runco
srne
spendor

signals

trichord

hi- fl for grown-ups

something solid

Ipswich

0 14 7 3

fax
01473
655172
signals
bucklesham

6 5 5 17

email.eng@signals.uk
Ipswich
suf folk
IP10

1

corn
0 12)1'

www.signals.uk.com

Keiease die Magic
After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
,
:ound for your home Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical honzons
Sale ot part exchanged and ex-dem Items

Sale

New

Clearaudlo Goldfinger cartridge
£4000
Iron Syren pre- amp with Linet phono - 3months old - boxed - barely used £4500
Mactone MA300B 20 watts 300B power amp
£ 3000
Mactone XX330 line pre-amp
£ 3000
£ 1000

£5640
f7000
f6500
f8000
£2400

£6000
£ 1750

f9600
f2500

Conrad Johnson PV14L pre- amp
Esoteric X01 CD player - perfect - boxed
Jan Elerts MC1B Mk11 cartridge - less than 50 hours use

DiNo

Voyd Reference turntable. Unique example for sale on behalf of tr. designer.
Beautiful satin Rosewood plinth. Sale includes Audionote wired Helius
f1X-00 £25000
Cyakine tonearm and ANUK 10- Limited field coil cartridge will PSL1
McIntosh Yr-2000 Anniversary power- amp 6550 parallel push-pull monster £ 4000 £ 13500
Plnk Triangle Da Capo CD player
£ 1500
Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6merlins old
Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem, part-ex, seconds, from very

Moving Coil
Moving

young to very old
Gotham Type 39 monos ( Western Electric version of Canary CA199:.

MACONET

SwircliAblE

SwirckAblt LoAding
SUpER RECfUlAIORS
STACIE

REAd TIlE REVIEWS ON OUR WEbSiTE:

Ne
Never-Connected

call

£ 6000

£13000
£3500

Tom Evans Groove Plus
£2000
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage completely standard - collectible classic f1000
Pathos 2box pre-amp with remote control - spotless
£1500
Canary 903 4box pre-amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed
£3500
Audion Golden Night 300B monos - very good condition
£1250
Border Patrol 30013 SE - Western Electnc valves - 8watts - charmer
£3250
Primare D30.2 CD player
£650
Sugden Bijou mnilmc phono stage - 100 ohms
£400

GAiN

DistRitt Output

£ 900 £ 1600
please

%.WAV.TRiCtiORdRESEARCII.COM

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRichoRd

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@itrichordresearch.com

RESEARCh

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

£3500
£6500
£4500
£5000

Sonus Faber Electa Amator - Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition

£650
£1750 £3500

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker • Maple

£2500 £4500
£3500 £ 7000

Tube Technology Prophet pre-amp - 30 hours use
Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use

£1250 £2500
£1250 £2500

Rogue Audio Metis pre, Atlas power Ex dam - less than 20 hours use

£1250 $2250

Canary 608LV integrated amp. 25 watts with Living Voice upgrade
Tom Evans Groove - 4 years old
Unison Research Smart 3008 class A power amp - 1year old
Avid Acutus - one lady driver - fine looking example - excellent condition
Ravel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stards
Linn Genki CD player
Townshend Audio Seismik Sink - 3DHD ( 100 kilos) 48 x48
Townshend Audio Seismik Sink - 3DSS (
12 kilos) 48 x48
Nordost Ouattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed
Nordost Ouattro Fil interconnect - 2m set - boxed

£950
£250
£2250
£3000
£850
£400
£450
£450
£400
£700

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.delinitiveaudio.co.uk

£ 3000
£440
£4500
£6000
£2000
£ 1000

£ 1000
£ 1800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

Power and
Control
Chord SPM14000
Reference Mon
Power Amplifer

T

he Chord SPM 14000 Ultimate Mono
power amplifier has been designed

as simply the best amplifier Chord
Electronics have ever built.

The Chord SPM 14000 is an
outstanding example of applied
engineering. It is the finest solid
state amplifier Ihave auditioned
and one of the vety finest amplifiers
to be found.
Stereophile

Find out why Stereophile magazine found
it the finest only at Rochester HIFi now.

Rochester HiFi
30 High Street, Rochester
Kent ME1 1LD
T 01634 880037
E infogrochesterhi-fi.co.uk
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

o CHORD°
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
101622 721444
E sales@chordelectrontcs.co.L
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

For an appointment please call 01634 880037 or email info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

shadow audio:)

High End Cable

Call 1592744779 fo ,the best part- ex prices!
regularly!
List changes daily so visit . vww_shadovvauclio.co

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

www.highendcable.co.uk

Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Abbey Road Cable
Audience
Chord Company

New Web Site launched
Visit the new Shadow Audio we

site today, whe •

your fingertips.
Wadia 961b in silver, immaculate condition, 1cwner, just over ai
year old116950

£4495

Micromega Nia, black, ex Hin Choice review rmuckil (£2150)

£1595

Roksan Caspian MKII CD, boxed, immac cond, manual, Remote ( 11000)

£349

CyrusiCD8x, black, 2yrs old, superb : ondition ( 11000.

£649

Primare D30.2 CD Player, black, 1yr old, boxed, excellent cond (£ 1500)

£7.49

Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport, only afew months old (£4000)

£2995

Musical Fidelity kW SACO player, boxec, factory sealed Pox (£4000)

£1995

AVI Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition ( 11499)

£1195

Sheol ng CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond (£4000)

£3295

Resolution Audio Opus 21, 2box cd player, boxed,blacesilver (£ 2950)

£2395

Maramtz SA- 1151 SACO Player, silva', immac cond, boxed (£ 2000)

£1295

Unison Research Unico Valve output CD, atest spec 24/192 model (£ 1250)

£795

Qinpu Al .0x, ex What HiFi review incdel, boxed in immec cond 113001

£230

Oinpu A-8000 MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new (£ 1295)

£895

Musical Fidelity A308 pre-amp, immaculate, boxed, nanual (£ 1999)

£995

Musical Fidelity AS ( rit, 250wpc, 6n-onths old, boxed( as new (£ 14991

£995

Musical Fidelity AS Power Amp, 6months old, boxed, inmac (£ 1499)

£995

AudioNet Amp 1Power Amp, silver/blue display, boxec, mint (£ 3150)

£2195

Bryston B-100 SST Int amp, unmarked condition, boxec ( 127501

£1995

Roksan Caspian MK2 integrated, boxec with manual ard remote.
Roksan Caspian power amp MK2, boxed. Be quick - asteal at the price!

£495
£1395

Gamut D200 Power Amp, silver, immac condition, boxed 113200)

£1695
£995

Bel Canto Evo 2i Integrated, boxeo, flint cond (£ 28001

£1695

Musical Fidelity KW500 Int, lyr old, boxed, mint ( 14000i

£2795

Eastern Electric M520 Int, What Hi- FIS star review, 4rinrths old ( 11539)

£105

McIntosh MA2275 Integrated, mint condition, less tirar ayear old

£3995

Eastern Electric Minimax Pre, ex-dem, mint conditior, boxed ( 17691
Maramtz PM1551 integrated, 1owner, boxed, superb.condition (£ 1099)

loudspeakers

f595

Chord CPA2800 pre-amp+phono stage, £ 2800 new, in back, immac

Croft Epoch Pre Amp, ex-dem, boxed, i
nmac cond (£ 15001

CHORD

Ecosse
Nordost

you will find all the latest product information at

£649
£795

Oehlbach
Stereovox

NÔÉDOST

ECOSSE

Tannoy
Townshend
van den Hul
Wyrewizzard

IreTek

isoTek Power Conditioners

TOWNSHENO AUDIO
rutur•OIVINOI• Or ku E..0

Cable Tower

!I

Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
Stax headphones
Echo Busters

Cable Tower

Ayre CD — leoTek CD
Creek Phonn stages
i_yra MC carndges
Ortofon MC cartridges
Sumiko MC cartridges

CEHLBACH!
.
NSound Connection

Second Hand
XLR cables
DIN cables

ABBEY ROAD CABLE

Media cables
SCART cables
S Video cables
Jumpers calles
HDMI cable:
DVI cables
Digital cables
Sub Woofer cable,

PROOSERIES

(able Burn In

Reference cables include free Burn In.
'AP N TRA

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

AudicNet Pre 1G2, silver/blue display, mint (£ 2100)

£1.95

Audicnet Sam V2 Integrated, silver, boxed, exc cond 124001

£1 -95

ATC SCA2 pre amp, boxed, fully servioed by ATC only imths ago (£ 3900)

£1295

Bow Walrus Power Amp, boxed, exc cond. 150wpc ( 13995)

£1995

Bow Warlock Pre, boxed, exc cond fully balanced, r/c (£ 3495)

£1695

Hype ion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hours (£ 3750)

£2995

Quad 989, Vintage finish, only 6mo -tts .31d, boxed, mint cond (£5000)

13795

Elektra

Acoustic Energy 1MkIII,B stock, slight mark to front hen (orner ( 119951

£1495

1006

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY I
-I0 DAYS SEE WEEISITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

Auese0
CARlIZIDGE SEC110N

SWIMS

Goldring

HEADPHONE SELECDON
GRADO Award winning Headphones

£33

£28

GE<

£24

SR-60

£75

£76

£62

GEX

£54

SR-80

£90

Prestige Series

B&W ir.M4 speakers, in Rosenut, 5years old, boxed

£449

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX

£67

SR- 125

£140

Mission Elegante E82, 1yr old, boxed in superb cond tion.(£1300)

£749

1022 GX

£ 126

£104

GEX

£86

SR-225

£175

£ 144

£117

GEX

£108

SR-325i

£260

£ 135

£113

GEX

N/A

RS1

£194

GEX

NIA

£635

£238

RS- 2

£450

DR50

£30

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

HD415

£29

PMC FBI +, cherry, boxed, immac cond. few mnths old! (£1695)
PMC FBI, upgraded to + spec in 2006, oak finish, boxed (£ 1695)
Moni -or Audio GR20, 2yrs old, black. boxed, exc cond

el 500)

£1295
£895
£795

1042
Erma LX/H
Elite

Audio Technica

Moniror Audio GR60 (4mnths old ,immac, cherry ( 1;395).

£1595

PMC I132 in cherry, immac cond, boxes 2yrs old, awesc me ( 16995)

£4395

Innersound Isis Hybrid Electrostatics, erice cond, incredible £ 2300)

£1245

PMC 0131, in oak, boxed as new, 6m nths old, simply stunning! (£ 2700)

£1995

Denon

PMC 081, cherry, 2.5 years old, immac cond ( 12700)

£1495

DL 103

Miraçe 0M7 Omnipolar in black gloss, boxed, good cond (£ 2000)

£695

JAS Audio Orsa, ex HiFi Plus review nodel, poplar tumor (£ 13991
JAS Audio Supertweeters, Review ; air, sound awesome!! (£ 649)

AT 95 E

£25

£16

AT 110 E

£30

£18
£295

EX

£ 105

£95

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79

£69

EX

N/A

£149

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

N/A

£595

DL 304

£210

£190

EX

N/A

Audio Physic Tempo 4, cherry, exd model immaculate condition. (£2199)

£1699

Grado

Audio Physic Virgo Ill, cherry, 6mnths 3id, boxed, as new (13999)

£2495

Trichord Diablo phono stage, exc cond, only 9mths cId boxed ( f750)

£495

AT 0C9 MUI

Prestige Black £40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

Wilson Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, exc cond (£ 2100)

£1495.

Tom Evans Groove Plus phono stage., boxed, mint conc (£ 3600)

£2395

Argo

Y11.5çout inc JMW-9 toneann, immac cord, boxed, very little usage (11300)
.
,

£895
£1'95

V15 VxMR

Sennheiser Headphones
HD435

£38

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

EX

N/A

Golding Super Exstabc Brush

£13

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Shure
M 97 XE

New Goldring Headphones

£495 £395

Lyra
Dorian

Eastern Electric Minimax Phonostage, ex d, mint, boxed (£ 1099)

£330

Reference Series

£98

£58

N/A

£213

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

isoteic2KClube2, boxed, in silver, sensational mains conditioning unit. (£ 1595)

£595

Sumiko

AudioNet EPS power supply, silver/blue display, boxed. mint (£ 1400)

£995

Blue %rut Spacial £235

£200

EX

Ounex J2P 35mm minilack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27

Isotek GII Minisub, silver front, current spec, immac cond ( 1545)

£395

Blackbird

£500

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Cyrus PSX-R, black, 2yrs old, immari cond, boxed, superb (£400)

£249

Townelend Supertweeters, titanium- finish, boxed as new, exd (£ 800)
Isotet Titan mains conditioner, few months old, boxed 1E1500)

List is updated daily on our web site.

£649
11095

£585

GEx - Goldring new for old exchang• price for any make,'type of cartridg•
EX - Exchange price sam• make moving colt cartridge

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

Ce
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More Favourites

Did you know?
Visit our web site for a
complete list of brands
stocked and special offers!

telephone (new)

nlifiers

We have moved and are now situated in the
beautiful and peaceful countryside.VVhy not call to
arrange apersonal demonstration and relax in
one of our two new listening studios!

Emitter I :

The Emitter Iis the
entry model, offering all the qualities
of the Emitter- family. Separate power
supply are keeping electromagnetic
fields and vibrations away from the
control unit.

Acoustic Signature :

Hand-crafted
masterpieces of music making. which are
developed, produced and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell you about the ' Mambo'
model...

Fact:
The ASR Reference 4Box Integrated Amplifier is the best sounding, best selling
Amplifier we have ever demonstrated in our listening studio - period " 1"

Blue Note : Stibbert uses the latest Bluenote
digital technology and output proprietary filter
called Zero-Cloc Tm. ElectroPower TM voltage
power supply is the first self adjusting power supply
installed in aconsumer CD Player. It is without
doubt the most stunning £ 3.500 CD Player we have
ever heard!
Emi l le : The 4different new Emilie models
each with diverse tubes will expand the range of your
speaker choices and bring your music to life like never
before! Call us for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.
44%

.010111°.°

Gershman :

The attractive stylist inherent
in any Gershman model is immediately evident.The
exotic shape of the top three designs is no accident.
Based on the strongest architectural design known to
man, the pyramidal enclosures, these speakers from
Canada are more than alittle special.

Luxman : A range of products are available and we
just have to mention the L-509F Integrated model.
BIB 1113
o•onori, r 0-•

We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the right is just a small
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes
daily.

Did you
know we?
•can collect your hi-fi
•deliver your hi-fi
•install your hi-fi
•offer trade-ins
•offer part-exchange
•commission sales

Falling in love with the sound of the L-509F Integrated
Amplifier is easy but leaving our place without one could
prove rather more challenging!

Clearance Specials
(be quick)
Audio Artistry Dyvorak Speakers (£ 1.500)

£6k

Audio Note DAC 3.1X Signature (£2,000)

£5k

Audio Research VT200 MK Ill (£ 2,500)

£10k

Audio Research SPI 1Preamp (£ 1,400)

£NA

Audio Research Classic 120 Mono (£ 2,500)
BATVK-55 Poweramp (£ 1,500)

£8k
£18k

Hyperion HPS-938 Speakers ( exd) (£2,500)

£3,800

dis JP5-2 %amp (£2.600)

£12k

EF 107 Speakers (£400)

£NA

erell FPB300 Poweramp (£2,500)
nil Sondek LPI2 ( black/basic plus) (£ 350)
ark Levinson 333 Poweramp (£2,000)
usical Fidelity CD/Pre (£800)
MC BB5 Professional Monitors (£3.500)

•free advice
•home loans
•home demonstrations
•home trial
•after sales care

£6k
£12k
£8k

£14k

evel F50 Speakers (£2,995)

£6,500

C Pre/Power Amps (£ 1,200)

MCD20 I : The MCD201 will play
your CDs, CD-R, CD-RVV,SACD and MP3.
Utilizing apurpose-designed transport that
spins CDs at 4times normal read speed
and SACD discs at 2times normal read
speed gives the laser multiple chances to
extract and refocus through imperfect
discs resulting in fewer errors. A stunning
CD/SACD Player.

Did you know?
We are the only dealer in the UK to have the complete Reference
McIntosh System on permanent demonstration in our listening studio.

£6k
£2.500
£2.800

mo Model Ten Monos + Pre (£ I
300)

.e •

£N/A

eferenceVeena cfx,akers (£ 1.600)

Iannoy Canterbury ( latest models) (£3,750)

I03 zerobox : Our sound system,
aptly called "Zerobox", lives up to its name and
does not draw attention to itself but rather
steps back to allow the more important task
of propagation medium to come forward: - The
reproduction of music maintaining the dynamics
and spatial imaging with which the microphone
recorded it, without any technical interference. In
other words, as amusic lover experiences alive
concerzActive Bass version available soon.

£8k

Conrad Johnson Premier 8Monos (£ 3,995)

ref KPS2OIL CD Player (£2,995)

1

Kingsound

Martin Logan has some competition
from abeautiful new electrostatic.
Its already making waves over here
and we think is going to be agreat
success. Give us acall to arrange a
demonstration - trust us, you will not
be disappointed!

£2,900

Canary 303 Signature Monos (300B) (£2995)

rell KSA-100S Poweramp (£ 1,200)

Baçie.
Basis make some of the most
beautiful turntables we have every laid
our eyes on. Did we also mention it
makes some of the best sounds we
have ever laid our eyes on as well?
Call for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.

£5,995
£9,500
£3,750

Jason transport
Medea dac
It it the best CD Transport and DAC
Combo we have ever heard - bar none!!
Hear what CD is really capable of in
our new listening studios today!

ààà

incs

Extraordinary Sound Systems
HORNING Loudspeakers
"... just what I've been searching for." That's the relief so many of our
customers express when they come to audition Horning loudspeakers.
High sensitivity, volve friendly, deep powerful bass and ethereal highs.
You'll experience agraceful and natural
recreation of music's dynamic contrasts and
subtleties through asense of emotional
communication that's now rather rare.
Horning loudspeakers deliver recordings with
no hint of tiresome technological influence,
no 'etched' detail, no edgy, 'ringing' highs,
lust natural, free flowing music. Could this be
what you've been searching for as well?
Our photograph shows the Horning Agathon,
which is priced at £6,500.
Other models in the Horning range are
available from just £2,700 to £18,200.

LECTOR

CDP-7T CD Player

Superb two-box, valve output CD player that's already
earned for itself an Absolute Sound magazine
'Golden Ear' award as well as being immutably
compared with players costing up to ten time, its price!
The Lector CDP-7T is presented as on , ntegrated
CD player with aseparate power supply that look set to
re-write the terms of value for money!

KR AUDIO

VA340 Integrated Amplifier
The KR Audio Antares VA340 is one of
the most effortlessly musical integrated
amplifiers that we've ever heard.
Although 'naturalness' is considered to
be acharacteristic of the 30013 valve
type, this model uses the much more
powerful KR 300BXL variant to
recreate all types of music with
enhanced authority and atiieless
realism that helps restore that vital
emotional connection between the
original performance and music lovers.
And, what better credentials? Every
KR Audio amplifier is designed and
crafted by the volve manufacturers
themselves (KR) so we are especially
proud to be associated with this most
musically aware company. £4995

Arrange to hear it soon, without any exoneration,
there's aglobal waiting list! £2150

ANALYSIS PLUS Cables and Interconnects

VERTEXag

Genuine 'high-end' cables and interconnect\ at sensible prices! Designed and manufactured
by ascience based research and development company, Analysis Plus products feature o
unique 'Hollow Oval' piefile specifically created far highest quality audio signals.
We're so impressed by the totally uncompromised performance of the Analysis Plus
Solo Crystal Oval range that we've installed them hroughout our own 'reference' system.

It's astonishing to discover the amount of acoustic interference that veils music reproduction.
Plug aVertexaq Joya Silver Plus into aspare mains socket near your hi-fi system and you'll
quickly sense arefreshing increase in transparency, air and general spatial information.
We adopted the system straight away while several customers (and reviewers!) have commented
on similar improvements in their systems' performances.
Vertexaq Jaya Silver Plus £595

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ATLANTIS ACOUSTIQUE E ,terel Loudspeakers Valve Friendly (£3,500)
Mint, boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH D130 Power Amplifier
Superb, boxed
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Wing Loudspeakers in black
Mint, boxed
BENZ MICRO Ruby Wood Cartridge - Very, very few hours use
Mint, boxed
BLACK RHODIUM Polar Ninju Speaker Cable 2.5mtrs (£ 1100)
[u-dew
BOW Wazoo XL Integrated Amplifier (£3,000)
Mint, boxed
CARDAS Golden Reference 1Ttr RCA
CARDAS Quad- link Loudspeaker Cables, bi-wire, spades 12ft+
Suld
CLEARAUDIO Insider Cartridge - Very few hours
Mint, boxer
CLEARAUDIO Insider Referente Cartridge - Very few hours
Mint, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tune' (£895)
[xdonc, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve Pre-amp (World class, £2,495)
Ex-clem, boxed

System Conditioning

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex- Demonstration Components
£2495
£895
£2795
£1295
£695
£1795
£595
£795
£2595
£3495
£595
£1595

CONSONANCE Ref 2.2 Valve output (DPlayer
Eu-dure, boxed
EAR ' The Head' MC Transformer
Excellent
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Tromodal) - new Origin live Ultra DE motor,
Mint + New
MICHELL Orbe with SME V
Superb
MUSIC FIRST MR Passive Pre-amp (One of our two demonstrators!)
Mint, boxed
ORIGIN LIVE Illustrious Mk2 tonnerre (£ 1570)
Unused, mint, boxed
ORTOFON MCA- 76 Moving Coil Phono Transformer (2gain levels)
Superb
REFERENCE 3a Dulcet Truly musical stand mount (£ 1,595)
Exdure, mint, boxed
SME Series IV Tonearm
Ex-dem, mint, boxed
SUMO Gold Volve Pre-amp 83008 monoblocks - Shiny Brass finish
Superb
TALON Raven Loudspeakers. Black glass finish (£7000)
Mint, boxed
LU Druid Mk IV Loudspeakers. Black (£2,395)
Ex-dem, mint, boxed

£995
£349
£1195
£2695
£1195
£1195
£95
£1095
£895
£2695
£2995
£1795

www.audiolincs.com

PHONE:

GRANTHAM (
Al) LINCS

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY EXPORT SALES

or
01476 591090

diverse vinyl
LP rviAtL ORDER SPECIALISTS
"People will look back on the CD
era as the dark ages of sound."
Neil Young

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITIEMS
Was

Now

1500
2999
2600
9500
9500
6993
1998
14995
2999
WO
4600
/95
2100
549
6290
2990
4000

1799
1499
1499
4999
4999
3999
2995
3299
1699
1799
2999
499
/999
249
1299
695
2999

Crown Jewel led Ede.. MC Caetrodge 100hrt
Clearreudoa Ernmoon Turnrable Parltage X- d.,,,,
°player., DVI7d2 MOIS 0114
Heed Asrcho Orbre 1 - TT PSU New 6 Boxed
Kuzma SR/rho/Stop S Turntable Neer& 8o•ed
Lehmann Autha Sauer cube 5/61
Mc Corona. Morro Drrre Phono Stage 5,1
Rego P2 111eas Turntable SIFI
Roe., Xerres Alphas. Xenon XIS. 511-1

2450
650
599

1499
499
299
179
1399
1295
399
179
539

Asodro Analopue /tenon. Renoote ', templet,. X-denro
resod, research [ SI elebred Preamplofoet S.
Conead Johnson 141001 eeeee Preamploloer 4- den.
Conrad Johnson 70141 Remote controlled yalye r-derno
Conrad Johnson Premrer 18LS 4-0..
C
gem Audro CAT SI I Srgnourr ê Black SIN
Es
8200 Pre•mplofoer SOH
lt•ell RAC ellt prrromplrfrer SIM
Orpheus Ter. Preomplofeer x•derno
Robson 11 Prearnp ... tea P501 5,1
Robson I./.5 PrearnploPer fregurres 1.51.11 S.
Sugden masterclass Peeamplrfoer x•demo
Spectral DMC lOs Reference Pr•omplofrer •- de"o
Spectral 064C3Os Referenr• Ple...1100.1 5/56

620
1798
/299
2199
4000
6000
1100
6098
0200
2199
2699
2100
7600
6195

Aordro Analogue Donor," Moore Power Anoplrfrers X- d,,,.
Aud, Aeeeee ch £ 160
Re eurlt SIN
Audeo Reeeee ch 4M220 Valve mono Amplofoers • den,
Aud, research IITIOOMX111 Vol, Power Ampl.er S.
Bel can. £ VO2 Gen11 •• dern•
Canoed lohnson MV60 SE Vol,. Aroplofrer 5IH
Conrad Nohnson Prerneer 15006 a den.
Cyrus,/ I PSX
Amplofrer PSU SIN

1050
NIA
9000
6400
2899
2500
8000
NIA
1000
5200
1900

599
1290
1499
4999
1899
1895
5999
229
999
3999
999

2499
5000
1499
1499
7900
2995
/799
1495
695
195
4450
8500
6600

2999
1399
109.
749
2999
179.
879
599
299
179
2230
4999
4999

ATE SCM12 Cheery SIN
Riau, Ilya, rare Mono., Cherry •- derno
Rod, Phys, Sparà 2 mop, X•denoo
¡M lab M N, Map.. Classre "emu
1M lob Chorus 114, S/ple • demo
1M lab Elettra 977 be Annoyer., lost poor' New
fl4 lab Sib XL •5 Grey SIN
Marton Logan Aeore I Oak 115111
Net. Ultrmotorm Mr 7 SIH
Pen Audoo Rebel 2 e•denao
Pea And. CO,.,,,, Act,. Subwoofer •- derno
ProAr Response 2 5 Alabegans SIN
ProAc Tablet, Reference 8 So e
LW 5114
Revel 050 Perforrna In Sycamore SIN
Sonus Taber Concertono Horne Ponno lacquer S.
Son.. Taber leather Stands, Pored here, s-deono
Spender 5 i Cherry S1/1

1900
549
/699
4700
479
2000
1000
3189
6999
995
199S
2700
925
6900
699
810
999

649
399
1199
3150
349
2400
499
2400
3500
699
999
1299
749
3299
399
199
319

Ararat. 50crn Sand 01,0 " ands SIN
Aug. No, 2.50 b. wee. AN Spa Sp
cable 511-1
Rod.° Note / en AN.. 00510813 balanred Drgual Slle
BCD Engrneereng 1000 Table 4 per 5/61
Cogan Moll eeeee metro END 0 15no RCA 5111
Crudes Cross I Son RCA- RCA 5,1
Cardas Golden Cross 1 Irn balanced 5114
Carders Golden Cross 1 Sno Balanced S.
Card., Golden Cross 2 5nr bo stored speaker cable Slle
Madrogal MD( I Ion .115 ,11113 IlOolona Dep., ( all, new bored
Nord,. Stura low moons cat. •- demo
Nord,,, Vishnu 20,0 morns cable Sr>,
Nordo, Poshnu 2nr morns cable SIN
ado, 40,8 Valhalla 2no moons cable SIN
Nordost Valhalla lrn RCA- RCA eeeeee ono., 511.1
Soltech 9112 G) 240 Rm Sauer Sp eeeee cable x•derna
Sol,. 15188 Cl,,,,, 2, Jon Sayer 6 Gold Speaker cable 416/113
Soltech Sego. eeeee GS 0 50no 405 ,0110 balanced Dry., table SIN
Solt,. SPX20 In, 1EC-Shuka Morns cable r•denro
Sound OrRanosatoon Record Rack vroth CD e
S.
Sarre., M1330 Ins RCA SINO
59.05, 00 M1-350 200 eeeee connect RCA- RCA •- denia
Spectral M1350 len RCA- RCA 51H
Specural 2 Chte. 111 2/n ma.,, cable r.derno
Spertrai AC1 Z Cord ? In moons cable SIF1
Transparent Mum IN, Ult. I,, RCA- RCA SIM
transit
Musor Loo, Ultra 2or RCA- RCA S.
Transparent Mos,, Wove Plus
24 7 62m r•denro
Voodoo Aortelr platform Small se. SIN
001-1 CS- 122 1-101591D 24101 parr Speaker cable er-demo
Western Elecurc 3000 Valves
Pair NEW

179
999
16$
1650
NIA
950
940
940
1900
920
020
849
949
IPSO
2795
540
3930
11120
199
NIA
580
1000
1500
099
1500
990
1929
1999
200
872
650

69
299
99
899
99
299
499
499
799
249
175
299
299
995
995
215
2995
179
95
40
349
1.9
499
199
499
499
519
599
99
85
549

Digital
nod., 54 4r— ..-• 1140 Detest, 1) B., Rolanced S.
Andoo Syerrdd,d, DAX Derade 21 Rot Song, ended SIN
Densen 0,0/400 XS re demo
ACS Verdo to Sialo transporllUpsonoplet
4-deneo
ACS Elie, Plus forewore $ 295394
DAC , deeno
ACS POI SACDICDIDSO Ploys, •- derno
Xrell SACO Suondord reelemo
11,11 X1520411 C1311,
SIN
Mown, fodeloty No Vrita CR ID Player 511-1
Orpheus labs Oroe DAC erorls anagram e•derno
Orpheus labs Zero CD player y demo
Prdruart 410 CDIDIXO Player * Aeons>
Suiden m aaaaa rloss CD 4 demo
,a
,, n
,y
50 CEIP 094 ,
0
..SA
,„CL
P
.I
n
a:oedr 1
1.
/
.1,
theta Pre Basor II DAC worts 0.,.,,, / 100010004
Weldor, 302 010,6 •- demo

SIN

Analogue

125

NIA
2500
690
210
NIA

AMPLIFICATION

Preamplifiers

Amplifiers

g
eeeee :::: 33:: ,j;;:::rg.demo
O

beat300. , demo

get fr::er l
:pea'no ee e;Jfire,„,",
" ,
"
,1" ,. S.I7...— Amp„fret

Siét

Elerttocompaniet 4W120 Donb Stereo Power Amplrfree
Elecrrocompanret AW220 5
Power Amplefrer 5,4
Groaf GM20 OTL Mono Val, Arnplobers SIN
Orpheus Three power anoplofoer x•derno
Pallas Model One Verso. 11 •- demo
eeeee n SI .S
power amplofrer solver SIN
DS/ 5 PSU Sayer S.
Robson 054 ISU ¿ lark SIN
Sp
I DMA100, Arroplofrer x- demo
Specrral DMA230s Amplofee, 5,1
Sugden m
monos a demos

SIN

Loudspeaker

CABLES & TABLES

Cables and A

lee

Tuners A Tape decks, power supplies

lav
619
199
1750
1999
2299
799
2499
1999
995
1299
1599
4999
) 199

The UK's largest stockist of all brand new
LP releases, including reissues and
audiophile products.

e

Call for a catalogue or browse online
telephone - 01633 259661

www.d ivers evinecom
SIMPLY IIIGIIER FIDELITY

*CROFf MICRO SIZED PRE/POWER
10 1000 hour BAI TER" PREAMF'
ORTUA1 WI 1,1 TRANS VALVE
* ,- 901

.

Tm

SILVER CAPACITORS

*EICHMANN

ABLE PODS

05125-60 WATTS

MICRO POWER

TM

*ZERO OVERALL FEEDBACK

0 eeeee Beat 800 AM/FM Tuner • dense
B50
599
Magnum Dynalob FIR remmel Tuner for Erude S 0
,
395
/99
Natant, 000400 000 Ploy., S/14
299
99
Substmo•n
P00 ' 01 rersoon SIN
1000
199
91.1211 5111
. 95
849
Titan Sell, r 5IN
1495
995
P5 Audoo Ultonsate Out., SIF1
328
169
0,49.1 021 AM'FI4 Toner...demo
515
599
Midland Audio X.
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. Krell . Mark Levinson .
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turntableworld!
Aesthetix Rhea - the best phono stage yo Jwill ever hear?
SME 2012a - the one you always wanted
Graham Phantcm - really not that scary
Moth, VP!, Clearaudio RCMs - what a difference!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including..
Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon Project, Rokscn, Rothwell, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

turntableworld!!s
Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission .
MJ Acoueiçs
Monitor Audio..

at hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 71E. Tel 01325 24' 888 or email news ëlirturntableworld.co.uk

.

r 0„0.0.

Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available.., with up to 3yrs 0% finance

Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co uk

Specialists ¡
t?

_Fici

The Audio Salon prides itself on products which offer
superior value and performance compared to the High
Street brands'the usual suspects:' Incorporating recent
launches at Colorado ( CEDIA), Milan (TOP) and London's
two Shows the cream of the crop come together under one
roof, ten minutes from Glasgow International Airport.

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland

ATC

REVEL

A whole new range: from £499 to
£1999. Upscale they have introduced
tower versions following the acclaim

The much awaited Ultima Gem. Studio
($15,000 per pair) and Salons ($ 22.000)
were launched. Expect abig performance

of their 30th Anniversary Limited
Edition. If you want to hear it as it
sounded in the studio, check these
out!

increase on previous models and amore
Italian and conventional timber finish.
The combination of Harman research

0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk

facilities and the genius of Kevin Voecks
guarantees future classics: could be the
one for you!

SYSTEM AUDIO
Opera offer cabinets with timber and leather
remarkable even by Italian standards: and
affordable.The val,re kept raising itself as the

Based in Denmark and founded by musiclover OleVVitthoft. Noted for super value,
the company has worked for years to design

compelling reason we had to commr_ very
seriously to this manufacturer. —These speakers
sell for how lile?Are you sure?" Opera is in

aflagerp. At first glance the Explorer is a
convenzional slim Danish floorstander that will
grace any living room. Closer inspection reveals
acomposite of 42 wood pieces.The drivers

stock and on demo as we write - from £695 up
to £9.995. How to describe their sound? Detail
and dynamics combined with Italian passion and
organic authendcrty. In other words:a high fusion
of technology and music. Brilliant.

employ the lightest membranes every employed:
the challenge of 80mg for the tweeter is thrown
out to all competitors.The result is audible.The
price is the best news: £2,490 per pair.

PROAC

TI-HEL

This aristocratic manufacturer is abDut
to launch the Response D28. Slimmer

The vs.alt for the much anticipated
CS3.7 ( shown at Los Angeles Show
in June 2006) is almost over.The
Show reports and previews give just

and floor-ported clan the D25 which it
will replace. it will sell at £3250 - £3900
(premium finishes', per pair, UK including
VAT The D25 is already asensation (buy
our nicely run-in demo pair for only
£2,350 ( RRP £3,675 in Birds Eye Maple,
an exquisite finish appropriate to this

aglimpse of this ground- breaking
speaker. Pre-order yours from the
Audio Salon today so you don't
have to join what will be avery long
queue!

exquisite loudspeaker — they look as
special as they sound).
At the end of the alphabet and the conformity scale, Zingali is like no other loudspeaker in the world:
aunique blend of coloration-free nom, compression driven and the patented Omniray dispersion. If

ZINGALI

you want to rise above loudspeaker sound, this range could be for you. Reflecting the neutrality of the
design, the new signature flagship has no name.Yours is engraved on it Employing 15- inch bass driver
and I
4-inch horn unit, these go on sale for £ 15,995 per pair A lot of the sanie sound is available in a
vast range of models from only £995 per pair (Prelude Ones).vou won't find them in the High Street.
because that marketing policy would escalate their price and dilute their nobramer value.

To find out more - call the Audio Salon on 0845 4000 400 today!

thesoundsurgery

INTRODUCES

The new Rega Saturn CD player,
brings all music to life.
Hear the future today at..

»www.soundgallery.co.uk
Reimyo

The Sound Gallery
65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks.

Delivering anatural
authenticity to digital
replay.

01494

1()82
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Mir

EmiIle
Unadulterated
amplification that
realises the music as the
artist intended.

Eben
Creating a new
standard when it comes
to delivering the life and
drama captured within a
recording.

audio
eUtr ,11.111111111NIN

Vertex AQ

A New Dawn for Nairn and Tom Tom Audio...
'
Their sonic impact is
not subtle. My advice;
investigate sooner rather
than later."
Roy Gregory, HiFi+

...the only de er in the world specialising
purely in th

world class products

Extensive

ction of current Naim Audio product

range on

onstration and the largest stock of

pre- loved

im Audio equipment on the planet

Portfolio:
Acoustic Signature, Audio Desk Systeme, Eben, Exactpower,
Emilie, Kingsound, Luxman, Monopulse, Pearcable, Stereovox,
Supra sword, Stillpoints,Timber Matrix foundation, Vertex AQ,
Whest Audio.

• Part exchanges very welcome
• Friendly help and advice
• Open 7 days till late
• Compare current with previous Naim ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities

www.soundsurgery.co.uk
New & regularly updated used/ex-demo webpage

tel: 01392 662920

Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

nam
New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.com for details

... tel 0845 6019390 lbesday to Saturday 10 til 5, or email newsie2ndhandhlfl.co.uk
Oualitv hifi enuinment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade in.—. Commission

CLASSICAL *

ROCK *

JAZZ *

BLUES *

FOLK *

60'S

UK's Premier Stockist of:
Brand New LP Releases & Audiophile Products
Hercules Power Supply for the Linn Sondek LP12
Major Vinyl Releases:
In Oct/Nov

Tommy (Classic 200grm) £ 45.45
Tommy (Classic 140grm)
29.45
Glastonbury Fay -eFestival - Akarma ( 180grm) £ 4395
Alison Kraus 8i. Lin on Station - Live 3x180grn (Mobile Fidelty) £s9.95
Tim Buckley - Lorca (4Men with Beards 180grm) £ 14.95
Tim Buckley - Happy Sad (4Men with Beards 180grm) £ 1495
Wilson Pickett - The Exciting Wilson Pickett (4 Men with Beards 80grm)£ 14.95

**STOP PRESS **

Terry Reid - River (4Men with Beards 180grm) £ 14.95
Don't delay, order yours today!!

Keep up to date by our monthly newsletter online at www.stamfordaudio.com
Or contact us for inclusion on our mailing list - 01223 894999

PROCi ROCK *

PSYCHEDELIC *

UK & US ROCK *

REGGAE

PUNK

LAT
INTERNATIONAL
Since 1989
IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC
100 MKII Analog,
DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital
and VI-6 Video Interconnects, AC2 MKII Power cord,
SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII
Speaker cables. Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and
TA100
Solid Core Silyerfused wire technology with Teflon insulation

112 IL .
16 I&

North Star
192 top loading Transport ( Pro 2 CD Mech) and
Extremo DAC.

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers
Best Loudspeaker - Wallpaper

Maga-

zine 2004.
Reviewed

n

the UK by HIFI
News, Hifi Plus
and HifiChoice.
Many other
great overseas
reviews. Ask
for brochure
and price
list. VC1 from
£3450, VC2
from £4750

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite technology cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded over the conductor
strands. Power Cords - GNLM 5/2.5
(CSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04. From
£48 for a 1m cord terminated with
an IEC and MK tough plug. Other
terminations include Fig of 8, 16
amp IEC, and mains plugs Schuko,
USA, Danish, India, Swiss etc

AUDUSA 00M

products
include ceramic speaker cable
isolators from the USA, MK Tough
plugs, IEC's, & Wattgate 320L IEC
with silver plated contacts. Locking
banana and RCA connectors with
silver plated pins.

and VC7 from
£6400

LAT International

Maintenance products
-Contact Cleaner, Record Cleaning solution, CD/
DVD disk cleaning solution Enhancement products - Vibra Killers, C Diamond, Once & Done and
Green Line
Ask for product brochures and price list and or try
one of our dealers:- KJ West One, Rochester HiFi,
Stoneaudio, Unilet Sound & Vision, Simply-Stax,
Custom Cable Service, Sound Academy Visit our
web site and check the list of ex- demo bargains on
offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales©audusa.com

Does Your Amplifier Understand Your Mmic?
We think ahi fi amplifier should be more ot amusical instrument
than apiece of technology. Our pure valve amplifiers bring warmth
and colour to your recordings that just isn't there with transistors.
Icon Audio hand built amplifiers are practical, reliable & affordable.

home trial?

Stereo 60

uafig

HUB integrated ix 65w rills
Brand new Ulf design
All TRIODE Push-pull driver stage
Triode output mode ix 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers iweigniniigi

From £1,399 Inc Russian valves
IUporatles amiable!

Steivec. 300
Fabulous 300B Sound
2x 35w rms will drive most speakers
UK Designed Hand built
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop
From £1,699 Inc Russian Values
.74...rdier

!Upgrades available'

Stereo 30(.

1,21-51- Line pre-amp
beaufilully controlled sountLimaging very &tailed ... distamon an all
time lawn! 0.8009%... excellent reliability ic M

Did you hear that? If not, then
check us out. Read how we've
touched so many for so long,
hear why tens of thousands
worldwide have become so
emotionally connected to their
music, and most importantly...

Listen, Clearly, Always

Valve rectiHcation.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High & low level outputs
Will match any power amp

From £699.95 complete
Stez-ec) 4 OJT (Classic
5years old & still unbeatable
Upgraded design
Choke regulated PSU IST401Classicl
3inputs, plus tape loop
Triode switching 120 watts)
45rms watts x2 ((T88 version)

,

JPSe4

The '
Worlds Finest Cables WIRED WITH ALUMILOY

àtill From only £ 599.95
Also: Stereo 40iSE £699.95, Stereo 40ielassic £899.95
PS 1 All Iralhire Phone> Stage
listen 10 MOINISICiiitlostifsmilssl
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. Ho leedback
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option
Choke regulated PSU. High output
Volume control Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

From only £449.95

complete

the £599.951

New Passive Preamp.
4Inputs,tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable

=

tog

Gold plated lerininals Only £119.95
Common Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control
Gold plated terminals Audiophile components by Scien, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate construction Soft start Unique HT delay. Comprehelsive manual Inc DIY valve change info

for those who don't believe in compromise

Buy with credence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland

For more into visit our website at www.lconaudlo.co.uk
Or ash for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

advice

0845 4000 400
infogaudiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

wwwipslabs.com

•
LC.OPt

back up service. Try for 30 days. renal if not delighted*

il
.41
..»11.G—Lig"-- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Pent:110jyre,

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.
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C Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps
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QUAD
SPECIALIST
Spares and

Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
vfflw.quadateliende

Does This Seem Familiar?

Loud

Too

Its a common problem.

The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output version;
the former for use int. MM phono
inputs and tie latter irlo MC iroLls or
step-up trarsbnner £ 395

The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses aBoron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with arefined yet weighty
performance.

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made Irian pure silver wire.
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic with amid band that nas
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality £ 1.595.

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.

0 0

Audio Note IC13 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the saine diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
tt successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound £ 350.

Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I

www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

,,r
1
Ptr. . . .
The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil -cartridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL- 103R: £200

Music Maker 3Thre Music Maker is a
moving iron calndge that rightly her:
become alegend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as it they're
trying much to hard £620

THE

LE 1

The Denon DL110 is ahigh
,output moving coil cart ide.
It offers jreat rerformance for
the very reasonable tome of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges stall with the
'A' at £450, and evolve through the H'
at £600, the ' El at £ 750 and ultimately
to the t .at £900.

COMPONENTS INC

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

ESL 57

some of the exciting products we offer .

Denon DL-304 This is awonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatdhed for its midbanc
quality which ir. especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
arrount.

etritn
:

c

Below is lust a small selection of

The top model of the range model the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets arc uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead. which are powered from ar,
external power supply. Ifs performance ras to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of :he at
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs £7.500 including
power supply.

0

Loud

Way

too Loud

impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with

pre/power Of integrated

problems

of

excess

gain

amps

to cure the

and

bring

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The coSt is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

NOVEMBER 2006

with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit Our Web Page wiviehestereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannor Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands
Elac CL330 jet speakers with Stands

£ 395
£995
£2895

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker
Kef Concord Speakers
Mordaunt Short MS815 speakers
Origin Live OL speakers

££
£2
11 55
50
00
Ruark Talisman MkIll speaker
£ 495
Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint £9995
Living Voice OBX-R2 speakers
£2800
TDL RTL3 speakers
£95

RE-AMPS
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre-amp
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Quad 44 Pre Amp ( late model)
Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp

£395
£595
£ 995
£150
£295

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Alpha 811 intergraded amps
Arcam Alpha 8P pm- amp
Audio Analogue Puccini intergrated amp
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
Audio Research D130 power amp
Ayre AX- 7 Integrated Amp
Classe CA201 power amp
Cyrus 2 integrated amp
Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks
Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp
Mark Levinson 11 & 12 pre power
Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo
Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
Quad 303 Power amp
Quad II Power amp with 22 pre-amp & Tuner

£195
£195
£295
£5,495

£15,000
£995
£1495
£1995
£175
£3500
£2995
£1695
£3,750
£4995
£1,095
£95
£595

D PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Counterpoint DA -10E DAC
Electropanient ENC Ref 1CD Player
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Micromega Drive 3 DAC§ 1
Pioneer PD/S502 CD player
Pioneer PD/S703 CD player
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU
Sonic Frontier Transport 3
Sony CD pm41 CD player

£395
£995
£3,750
£495
£95
£95
£595
£1995
£60

¡SCELLA NEOUS
Audio Note 1meter ANV interconnect
Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated
AV Ituner

£200
£3500

£675
£125
Only £ 375
Quad FM4 tuner ( Late model)
£195
Sony ST- S0570 Tuner
£60
Technics ST-GT 550 tuner
£65
Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw
£65
Transparent Music Wave + 1011 pair
£425
Winds 01 stylist gauge
New 495.00
Yamaha CT7000 tuner
£450
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25)
£17.50
Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

HNE 3 tier granite stand ( 750.00)

Kinshaw Perception Phonostage with power supply £350
Koetsu Urushi
£995

We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use ahigh quality step up
transformer
It is for this reason that we stock arange of deigns frcm en,
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above lee).
the Audio Note range priced between £ 390 ( above right) ro
£4.500 and the Music First Audio cogo.r or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer avariety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

Koetsu Urushi Cartridge, Red
£ 495
SME Series 5 tone arm
£995
Trichard Dino Phonostage
£195
Tri Delphini Phono stage with PSU
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
'On selected Items. Subject to statue. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street. Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 21H.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Sabirday
Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co uk

128 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk

Pre-owned equipment available

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES in TONEARMS

The usable range on the

down at the bottom end and
control at low listening levels is either difficult or

202, Findon Road. Worthing, BN14 OEJ

Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V . £9995

volume control is all
fine

Heatherdate
eaudio limited

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

OM

Email:

ve.41

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

High End Cable

sound cinergy

call Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

Greek, Epos, Exposure, Mbar, Linn, Marontx,

Chord Company

Nokki, Project, REL, Rokson, lhernescene, Tridrord

^on:, ente,n

Monitor ALA°, Mcstiount Short, NAD, Okki

37 High Street, Aldridge

Stereovox

01922 457926

Nordost UK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

Oranges & Lemons

IsoTek
Abbey Road Cables

•FREE SHIPPING

van den Hul

on purchases over $ 100.

• 60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of

Ecosse

HiFi,

Tannoy Mini Autograph
Supertweeters

Home Cinema

Stax earspeakers

Specialists

Call, write, fax or mad for detaik and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (
215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
ht1Py/www.fatwyre.com
atwyre@fatwyre.com_

i

020 7924 2040

THE

comPfins•
igi CABLE

nwss.oandlhill.co.uk
61 11 ebbs Road, Battersea, S %% 11 6RX , .
email: oranges.lemons(a irgin.net

Previously owned.

all US taxes.

1COMPONENTS
' 1ACCESSORIES

& Multi-room

Ortofon - Sumiko - Lyra
Echo Busters - Burn in service

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

It is not necessary to have
equipment in

Absolute Analogue® great
Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analogueeemail.msn.com
Website: ww.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT

DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

order to listen to musk...
DENON DL 103R
DENON DL I03
DENON 01160
DENON DLI TO
DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RSI
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
MICHELL TURNTABLES
STAX HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES

NATIONWIDE

SALE
175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

DELIVERY

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAT., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9.61-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Hifisound by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the north east
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

NEW DEMONSTRATORS INCLUDE u
AYRE ACOUSTICS 7EVOLUTION SERIES,
CHORD ELECTRONICS CHORAL RANGE,
WADIA 302, USHER DANCER 8571 Mk2

THE GUIDE

MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGRASTON

363 iHagley Road
Birmingham BI7 8DL
01121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Mid ands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midla.ids DY8 I
AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Bokimere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

ODEN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6 30PM

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

F

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

CEDIA

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien I -Ii-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durlym Road. London. SW20 OTW
T 020 0946 1528/0131 E shopaobrienhtfi.com

Free parking • Fire minutes from A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - S.30

Sonus Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chard Company
Creek • Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • Gutwire • L)ra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Naine • Opera
Ordryo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Raton • Someteer
Scrius Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a lint of en-dam ar display product

Chord - Cables
We are curre-dly
demonstrating the•or
stunning new product,.
1'k...set-on. a. ton
arrange aderne.nstratiol.

Sugden - A21SE Amp & CD

Front End Problems
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a
leg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hakock, EAR and elms.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: rivw.cartridgemalcom
Email: thecartridgemanît btinternet.com

020 8688 6565
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Premier Audio
mi

plow demonstrating

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinio CD Lad &
250 Power, %érity Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isoteii Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
'
ROOM 2
Audio Acto, Audio Synthisis, Kara Per & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers.

KLAN Cook
Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.
British, Japanese
8, American
catered fur_
Phase

Linear 8.

SAE

Arcici Equipnamt Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

speci.alists.

;
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds

Custom equipment designed

I DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - RDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

oocf,ection c
1Slifand
We are 10minsJ 39 - M1 10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefieki 01924 255045 — Colin Grundy

P/kw&emc Irome demonstration

ibuilt in

house.

Sala of pre-ovvried
equipment.

131264

323573

LINN • LOEWE

WILMSLOW

•MICROMEGA • NAIM ALM. NEAT • REGA • ROTEL

AUDIO

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSE'S

EPOS

•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC ' YAMAHA & MORE

nidelitY
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street, Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames,
Sure) KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 390
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
e•-•
components and
,aaaaa.

accessories

o Phone today for your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
check out our wetsite.
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 680
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wIlmelowaudio.com

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

etc
arcam
castle
creek

'Lockwood Audw
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAIWTYL Cones
Hotline at

HIGH END SALE
KRELL FPB-400cx
CALL
WILSON WATCH rears £ 2500
KRELL KAV-250A
£1200
EAR 8L6 integrated £ 1100
ARC SP16 w/phono £ 1800
AA 192/24 MAESTRO CD £ 1000
COPLAND CVA306 5ch.pre £ 1100
CVA535 5ch power
£ 1850

epos

harbeth
,exicon
re.k
micnell
nail's audio
neat acoustics
notttinham
° mare

C)

signals

Srke

sperun
i
toor

ii
pswic (01473) 655171

www.lockwoodaudie.co.uk
Call For appointment to visit us at Hanwell on
+44(0) 20 0579 7755
or Fax +46(0) 20 0579 7156
mall: salesalockwoodaudio.co.uk

fax ( 01473)
W

W

W .

Various cables

hi-fi for grownikligh

Pinewood Music: 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

I:enq@ ,signa Is k.com
5517z
igna
uk.co

DYNVECTOR LEADS THE WAY WITH SUPERSTEREO

live music at home?

A 2- speaker system cannot reproduce the life- like sound heard in aconcert hall because it cannot recover the dispersive elements of the original sound. And the many multi- channel systems

amplifier sound is the key

on offer do not offer asolution either. Dynavector's SuperStereo processors use frequency
dependent time delays to the stereo signal for replay through 2extra small satellite speakers

transistor, valve, class A, AB.
SE, push-pull?

without affecting the normal stereo signal to the front speakers. The inter- action of the sound
from the front and sub speakers produces significant groups delays in the listening room resulting in asound much closer to the original with greater ambience. naturalness and immediacy.
Further details at: http://web.onetel.com/-dy navector
Dynavector SuperStereo Tel/far: 44 + ( 011202) 767873.

www.dnm.co.uk

VISA

E-mail: dynavector'à onetel.cwm

DRIVERS:

CALL

111

An irdulgence in pleasure...

> ATC
> AUDAX

Loewe
Pioneer
Panasonic
Sony
Toshiba
Systemline
Arcam
Audiolab
Bose
Denon
Linn
Nairn
Quad
Yamaha
and many more

> ETON
> FOSTE X
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY
> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS

fine

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Free site survey for your Custom Automation
4444

04

a

kg"

73e 'Pe*
.fe.

tif

a..›

SOLEN

\‘'

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel 450.656.2759
Fax 450 443 4949
Email solen@solen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

At Kimberley Audio and Visual we offer excellent quality Hi-fi systems and Home Cinema equipment.
We also specialise in Multi room audio systems with custom installations for all our products. Come in
store to experience the quality of our audio and vi.ual systems in one of our top demonstration rooms
with our highly experienced and qucified staff at hand. We have easy access parking for our store
and also provide afree local delivery service.

lotTeE1R.D Eid4

Klmir.eR.Ley

Audio &
PLI4MSTOAD.
SHOWROOM
76 II
ioh Street

IDGULP

Plunwlead, London SE IS

SHOWROOM
54 Hie Street
Sidcup, krnt DAI4

tel: 020 8316 5572

Tel: 020 8309 5400

Visual

115Xlert6ATFt
SHOW ROOM
193 Broadway
texleyheinh, Kern DA6
1el:

EST 1985

020 8304 3272

eveoynom

SHOW RI IOM
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRO

Tel: 020 8654 1231
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BUYER'S GUIDE

THE PLACE TO
BUY .
5c SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIEF
To help to ensure accuracy your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please send your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8399

07831 589405 email:
maildjamorgan@man.
com ( Guildford) [ L8]
NAIM Hi- Cap, 1996
£450, Naim NAP
180 £ 575, excellent
condition, boxed,
Tel: 02380 0905264
/07952 67738
(Southampton) [ L8]
MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3cr pre and power
£800, Tel: 07956
526082 ( London) [ L8]
SONIC FRONTIERS
valve amp FSF-40 £ 650

FOR SALE

operations £ 1600 ono,

co.uk [ KL14]

of Chakra 500 twins

Tel: 07766 567683 or

GRUNDIG

£5500, excellent

[LA17]

email: stephen@

Fine Arts tube CD

condition, boxed,

MARK LEVINSON

Tel: 01527 543442

ACCESSORIES

mcleodglobal.com

pre-amplifier, model

will sell separately

380S pre- amp,

PS AUDIO

[LM30]

GLY580, 24k, all- gold

Tel: Barrie on 01323

excellent condition

multi-wave

finish, limited edition,

487781 ( East Sussex)

and superb detailed

regeneration power

E83CC valves on

[KM17]

sound, costs £ 6500,

plants, 2 xPS1200s

ceramic bases, cost

ARCAM AV8 processor

sell £ 2900, Tel: Arun

and 1xPS300,

over £ 10k, packed in

+ P7 7- channel

07711 064480 [ LA17]

PS1200s unused and

GRYPHON Callisto

original wooden box

amplifier £ 2750

ATC SCA 2 preamplifier, new

in original boxes,

integrated amplifier

with satin cloths, mint,

(£5500), item as new,

retail approximately

2005, vgc, 200W,

unused, simply the

boxed, Tel: 07879

February 2006, as new

£2400, sell for £ 1200

terrific clarity, black

best pre- amplifier ever

816151 [ KL14]

condition, balance of

each, PS300 in pristine

£2250 (£4500) Tel:

made, £ 2600 ono Tel:

ARCAM DiVA AVR 350

6 year warranty £ 1950

condition, very slight

07968 189647 [ KM17]

01323 831778 [ K8]

home cinema, best buy

(new £ 3929) Tel: Ian

use and in original

BONNEC Timpano pre-

AUDIO RESEARCH

receiver, as new, list

07941 424322 / 01789

box, sell for £ 400

amp inc phono stage,

Reference Two Mk II

£1500 save £405 will

261585 or email: ian.

Tel: Hugh on 01224

latest silver board spec

pre- amplifier £ 4950

accept £ 1095, Sentec

brunt@zen.co.uk [ LM8]

484470 or email:

£3500, Linn Klout

(£10,000), Krell

phono pre- amplifier

SUPRATEK Cabernet

hughthom@btinternet.

power amps ( x2), can

FPB 700CX £ 7950

MM/MC superb £ 75,

world class valve line

com [ KL14]

sell separately £ 850

(£15,000) ( Buyer

Tel: 020 8951 3178 [ L8]

stage from famous

SENNHEISER

each, all mint condition

collects), Tel: 01797

JADIS DEFY7 power

designer £ 1900

HD650 headphones

Tel: 07736 269707

253073 [ KM17]

amp (£ 8000) £ 2295,

ono, Belcanto eVo

with Kimber HC1

(daytime) or 01704

EAR 509 Mk 2

Rowland Model 5

4 Gen II Class D

cables, Musical Fidelity

536852 ( anytime)

monoblocks, recently

£1695, Levinson 336

muscle amplifier, no

X- Can V3 + Can PSU

[KL14]

serviced £ 1700, Sugden

(£10k) few marks

speaker too difficult,

V3, all £ 550 (£ 1025),

TACT RCS 2.0 pre-

A21a including phono

£2995 serviced, Tel:

upgraded with Black

all items as new, boxed

amp with two- channel

stage, months old

07966 267404 ( Essex)

Gate capacitors,

Tel: 07879 816151

digital room correction,

£750, Music First pre-

[LA17]

beautifully detailed

[KL14]

fully vinyl compatible

amp £ 950, Tel: 01604

AUDIO RESEARCH

sound £ 1500 ono,

MULTICELL

via excellent on- board

644250 [ KM17]

LS16 Mk 2 pre- amp,

Tel: 07766 567683

super ribbon tweeters

ADC, boxed with

KRELL KRC3 pre-

remote, as new

or email: stephen@

£745 pair, Tel: 020

microphone, RS232

amp, 12 months

(£3700) £ 1650, Densen

mcleodglobal.com

8951 3178 [ L8]

PC cable software

manufacturer's

Beat B100 Mk 2, B300

[LM30]

TARGET Ref 4 speaker

and manual, hear your

guarantee, reference

Mk 3 integrated power

stands, black, heavy,

system for the first

quality, fully balanced

amp, black, mint

excellent condition,

time without room

£1795 ono, Tel: 01225

£395 £ 550, Nordost

boxed £ 195, Tel: 02380

interference, all for

869236 [ KM17]

Blue Heaven £ 200

KIMBER

0905264/07952 67738

bargain £ 1750

CYRUS Pre/Quad 909

Tel: 07973 189538

Silver mains cable,

(Southampton) [ L8]

Tel: Dave 020 8641

£795, EAR 8L6 50W

(London) [ LA17]

stunning £ 450 (£ 940)

PHONOMENA

3911 ( eves) [ J1_24]

tube £ 1950, poss plex,

QUICKSILVER

Tel: 07968 189647

two- box battery

NAIM NA 101, serviced

Tel: 01206 510392 /

valve monoblocks,

[KM17]

power phono amp,

upgraded Naim

07966 400745 Jim

smooth powerful

CHORD CO Odyssey,

very neutral and open

39221 £ 850, Krell KSL

[KM17]

amps upgraded by

2m set double bi-wire

sound, cost £ 1200, sell

£750, Exposure £ 450,

GRAAF WFB2 pre-

Croft £ 850, Tel: 0115

speaker cables, mint
condition £ 170 Tel:

£650 Tel: Arun 07711

Nakamichi LX5, slight

amplifier £ 550, for

9383814

064480 [ LA17]

external damage, offers

more details call Roger

619300 [[ L8]

DEQX 2.6P highly

original boxes, Meridian

Williams on 01453

MERIDIAN 502

07752

01224 826372 [ LA17]

regarded active

500 £450, 566

810842 [ KM17]

Analogue controller,

crossover with room

£400, remote control

LINN Klimax power

mint, box, instructions,

correction and pre-

available £ 75, email:

amplifiers, pair of

remote £ 495, Tel:

COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

amp, all balanced

pathefirst@yahoo.

500 solo £ 6500, pair

01483 569814 /

ARCAM Alpha 8
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CD, Arcam Alpha 5

Arc, Isotek 4k cube,

451279/01803 293805

Williams on 01453

01243 584728 ( Bognor,

amplifier, Denon TU -

Isotek Substation, Mana

(Devon) [ KM3450]

810842 [ KM17]

West Sussex) [ KM17]

580 RD tuner, Castle

racks 2 x7-tier, 2x

LINN Classik one- box

MARK LEVINSON

Durham mahogany +

Sound Base, 2xSound

system, dark green,

390s processor, superb

floor stands QED Profile

Stage, 1xtier amp

mint condition £ 620,

quality CD player, that

silver 12.3m QED Qnect

rack, Kimber Bi Focal XL

Tel: 01252 870861 [ L8]

2 cables, all excellent

speaker cable, KS 1130

AUDIO SYNTHESIS

condition, complete

balanced interconnect,

DAX Basic Discreet, 12

box, alloy remote etc

£595, Tel: 01302

KS 1021 interconnect,

months old £ 1250 ono,

Tel: 01323 479181

can also be apre- amp,
mint condition with

245037 ( Doncaster)

Merlin and Isotek mains

mint condition with

(East Sussex) [ KM2250]

[117]

cables, Panasonic

dCS Elgar Plus £4250

box, Tel: 01793 490968

B&O Beocenter state

FOR SALE as complete

TH 42 PW6 plasma,

(Buyer collects), Tel:

/079414 19196 ( Jim)

of the art CD player,

system — CD/music

Nordost RGB. All

01797 253073 [ KM17]

[11_17]

stunning sound &

DVD, demos welcome,

Hi Fi 40% reduction

CHORD DAC 64

SHANLING CDT300

visuals, half price

Meridian 507, Krell KAV

from new £ 14,000

£1600, boxed with

Omega drive 200

£1500, Tel: 01296

2250 power and 280

(£24,000 new), as new

manual, for more

hrs use only, perfect,

682577 [ KL19]

Tel: Matt on 07876

details call Roger

crated £ 2750, Tel:

dCS Verdi Encore

tiire,

Wilson Benesch

Hie news

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new
Hi Fi News CLASSIFIEDS

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right. We will
insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only need to fill it in

pages have anew, simpleto- use category system that
means you get multiple
entries for selling your hi-fi
equipment and buyers can
target exactly what they
want. All you have to do

once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

is fill in the form printed
left but for each product
category leg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc)
ensure that you write the
category code number
in the top left hand
corner of the box ( see our
example below) and when
acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew
number in the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
Tel (to appear in advert):

(CDs, records. DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

Please print the above
advertisement for

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

Li

Card number

Expiry date

Number of issues

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

issues
For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box if
you want your advert
to go into the WANTED
category

•NB: Classified rates are
£8 ( inc. VAT) per 30- word
insertion for one issue; £ 14
for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional
words are 50p each
NB: Telephone or product
reference numbers count as
one word ( eg. Meridian 201
=two words).

Name:
Address:

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to

Postcode:
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. PC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted O.

appear in two issues, th .s would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of£1 ( 50p for each extra word).

BUYER'S GUIDE

£4250 ( buyer collects)

service £4600 ono,

AVALON Eidolon

B&W Nautilus 800,

TUNER

Tel: 01797 253073

Tel: 07766 567683 or

unmarked, cherry

cherry, mint condition

CREEK tuner 150,
silver, mint, boxed

[KM17]

email: stephen@

£10,950 (£ 23,000)

£8000 ono (£ 11,000),

WADIA 301 CD,

mcleodglobal.com

(buyer collects), Tel:

no marks, can deliver

£350. Tel: 02380

immaculate condition

[LM30]

01797 253073 [ KM17]

Tel: 01924 450434

0905264 / 07952

in silver £ 2500, Tel: 020

QUAD ESL- 989

(evenings) [ L8]

67738 ( Southampton)

8418 9437 [ KM17]

speakers in black cloth,

CASTLE Howard

[L8]

'Audiophile Dream'

floorstanding

NAIM NATO1

mint, boxed and

loudspeakers, yew

superlative tuner,

NAKAMICHI 700
£195, Tel: 01206

TU 7. 1
7P

510392 / 07966

WILSON System 7,

manuals. N-T-W please,

finish, excellent

early model, excellent

400745 Jim [ KM17]

11 months old, gloss

job change forces

condition, recent

condition, reluctant

MERIDIAN 598

black, very little use,

sale £ 3250 ovno, Tel:

refurbishment £ 300

sale, original packaging,

CD/DVD/DVD-A player

immaculate condition,

01562 827710 / 07904

(Barnet, Herts)

£600 including

£1450 (£ 3200, item as

complete with crates,

442721 [ KM17]

RUARK Epilogue II

carriage and insurance

new, boxed, Tel: 07877

tools, etc, superb

RUARK Talisman 3,

speakers, as new £ 220

Tel: ( Dublin) 003531

9816151 [ KL14]

imaging and full

walnut, boxed, very

Tel: 01252 870861 [ L8]

4591432 [ LA17]

MUSICAL FIDELITY

range dynamics, can

good condition £ 950,

B&W Signature 805 in

Tri Vista SACD, mint

demonstrate £ 11,995

Tel: 020 8418 9437

grey tigers eye luxury

condition £ 2300

ono, genuine enquiries

[KM17]

finish, complete with

TuRNTABLES

(£4000) absolutely

only, Tel: 01925

GALE GS402A,

dedicated stands,

GARRARD 301, grease

pristine, no marks,

656990 [11(17]

chrome and black

two years old, totally

bearing, full bastin

complete with original

DUNLAVY SCV1

loudspeakers, recently

immaculate, as new

plinth, buyer collects

accessories, Tel: 01924

Signature speakers,

restored drivers and

condition, complete

£800 Tel: 01604

450434 ( evenings) [ L8]

cost 24k, £4000, as

crossover, superb

with packaging,

644250 [ KM17]

MARANTZ CD17

new, buyer collects!!!!

£575 ono, Tel: 01225

instructions and

TECHNICS

KI Signature, black

450Ibs each, Tel: 01243

869236 [ KM17]

cleaning cloths £ 1950,

SL110/3009/M95HE

£475, excellent

584728 ( Bognor, West

PAIR OF SONUS

Tel: Paul on 07747

£459 Tel: 01206

condition, boxed, Tel:

Sussex) [ KM]

FABER walnut Grand

564241 [ LM14]

510392 / 07966

02380 0905264/07952

ATC Active 20 speakers

Piano speakers £ 1500,

HORNING Agathon

400745 Jim [ KM17]

67738 ( Southampton)

in aluminium and black,

two rear wall speakers

Bronze, new drivers

[L8]

mint condition with

£250, subwoofer £ 450,

£1495, Sonus Faber

MUSICAL FIDELITY

boxes, includes free

centre speaker £ 200,

Extremas recent drivers

A5CD £ 1200 Tel: 07956

metallic silver Atacama

as new with original

£3595, Tel: 07966

WANTED

526082 ( London) [ L8]

R724 supports with

packaging & instruction

267404 ( Essex) [ LA17]

VINYL LPS WANTED,

ACCUPHASE CD

lead filling £ 2200 Tel:

manuals, offers

SHAHINIAN Compass

folk, jazz, rock, blues,

player, DP-70v £ 1750,

01323 479181 ( East

accepted, Tel: 01277

speakers, light oak,

reggae, soul, classical.

Tel: 01527 543442

Sussex) [ KL2250]

650738 [ KM14]

in mint condition,

Must be in excellent

[LA17]

BANG OLUFSEN

FOCAL-JMLAB 25th

superb natural sound

condition, please

MARANTZ CD17 KI

high- end Beolab 5

Anniversary Electra

£1450 (£ 2600), Tel:

see website for more

Signature CD player,

speakers, stunning,

6E937 speakers, only

0115 9383814 / 07752

information www.

mint condition £ 550

musical, dynamic,

300 manufactured,

619300 [ LA]

tantrel.com lists to

Tel: 01224 826372

transparent & pristine,

finished in Classic,

DYNAUDIO Contour

tantrel@bigfoot.com

[LA17]

15 months old, half

boxed & unused,

1.3 speakers, beech

Tel: 0845 0941997

GRYPHON Mikado

price £ 5000, B&O

retail approximately

£450, excellent

[KM17]

top- loading CD player,

Satellite speakers

£4500, sell for £ 2000

condition, boxed,

award-winning design,

Beolab 3, brilliant

Tel: Hugh on 01224

Tel: 02380 0905264

STAX headphones, ear

exceptional sound, built

quality, half price

484470 or email:

/07952 67738

speakers, energisers,

for life, less than 2years

£1000, Tel: 01296

hughthom@btinternet.

(Southampton) [ L8]

driver units, adaptors

old, recent factory

682577 [ KL19]

com [ KL14]

B&W Nautilus 804,

etc. any model, any

ATC C6 Subs 15-

red cherry £ 1300,

age, any condition,

inch matching subs

Tel: 07956 526082

wanted by collector,

finished in piano black,

(London) [ L8]

Tel: 020 8686 2441

unused and in original

TANNOY Buckingham

[KL14]

ATC transport crates,

loudspeakers £ 2000,

retail approximately

Clements loudspeakers

£10,000, sell for £ 3000

model 300SI and Target

pre- amplifier, black

Tel: Hugh on 01224

stand £ 100, Tel: 01527

with rods, excellent,

484470 or email:

543442 [ LA17]

as new condition, any

hughthom@btinternet.

SOUNDLAB A3 full-

offer, contact me on

com [ KL14]

range electrostatic

07730 400490 [ KL14]

SHANLING CDT300

speakers, excellent

CD player £ 2600,

condition, only two

Meridian 500/566 CD

owners, cost £ 13,000,

Musical Fidelity Tri -

player £ 850, all boxed

sell £ 4000, buyer

Vista DAC21, fully

with manual, for more

collects, Tel: Arun on

functioning and in

details call Roger

07711 064480 [ LA17]

news
CT US
If you're sending in HiFi News
classifieds by post, please make
gl

•-

Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News, IPC
Media, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

134
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CHORD CPA 2200

WANTED

excellent condition,

Williams on 01453

will pay good price, Tel:

810842 [ KM17]

07772 291425 [ LM14]

www.choice-hecom
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Accessed.
AHRC Grim Real. ,
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo COO Pod Dockingt-Sats
Kimber 3501
LP Record Boxes
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

Ch o ic e
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to

Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£0
£90
£70
£0
£125
£75
£57
£150
£395

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Arcam 008
Krell VOS
Krell HIS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MCI 2B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Meridian Audio G68ADV
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Yamaha DSP-E800

£2395
£2295
£3750
£1800
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£3995
£4500
£2995
£1995
£220

AV Reeelrent
Arcam 509300
Arcam FMJ DV29
Denon AOC AID
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

£995
£1249
£495
£450
£225

Cables
Black Rhodium Requiem
Cardas Audio Golden Reference
Cenous Technologies 1.5 Meters ALA
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
Ecosse Reference Cuartel MS?
'timber Monacie
timber Orchid
Kimber Select 1130
MIT Digital Reference Pro/inc AES/EBU
StItech Cables balanced
Tara Labs 08 ISM Onboard 11 Om)
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digilink
Transparent Audio MUSIC Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave loft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den nul revelation
OLD Signature

£695
£850
£495
£150
£160
£295
£325
£450
£395
£200
£1750
£1995
£125
£150
£350
£12990
£900
£350
£250

CO Players and DACs
Accuphase DP- 75V
£4000
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mklIl
£2795
£2295
Acoustic ArtS Player 1
Acoustic Arls Drive 1
£2250
Arcarn 5
£200
Arcam CD2TT
£325
Arcam CD62
f299
Arcam Cd73T
£345
Arcam Cd82T
£525
Arcam CD92
£699
Audio Flight CD1
£3795
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1.0 DDE
£420 Audio
Research CD 2
£1695
£2250
Audio Research CD3
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
£3550
Audio Synthesis PAX Discrete
£3000
Audio Synthesis Transcend
£2250
audonet vea/CO Player
£1495
BOW Technologies ZZ-B 124/1921
£3300
Burmester 001CDP
£6500
CEC DX 51 PVC
£1095
Cyrus CD70
£650
Cyrus cd7u/osxr
£750
Cyrus POOR
£390
OCS Delius 24/192
£2500
EAD OSP 9000 Pro III
£1495
[MM Labs DCC2 and COSO
£8250
Exposure 3010
£750
£1495
Gamut CD ! midi
Seseos Technologies Digital Lens
£495
Goldmund Meta Laser- 11
£1650
Gryphon ADAGIO
£3250
Gryphon MIKADO
£6995
kenwood DPF-J5010
£90
Krell KPS 20 IL
£4250
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
£8995
Krell KPS 200 CAST If
£4995
Linn funk
£350
Mark Levinson 390S
£3300
Mark Levinson ML 390s
£3495
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player
£180
Meridian Audio 203 DAC
£190
Meridian Audio 563 SAC
£375
Cl895
Meridian Audio 008
MSB Link DAC 324/96
£350
Muse Mod9 DAD/CD
Cl 450
Musical Fidelity M3 NU VISTA 3D CD
£1695
Nairn Audio CO 35
£550
Nairn Audio CD3
£350
Nair, Audio CD3.5•Flat Cap
£775
£500
Onkyo MSB-1HDD•CD MOB 1HDD recorder
FI T09
Pioneer PA £120
Rotel RC13-02 cd player
£230
Sonic frontiers Anthem
£300
Sony CDP-557ESD
£350
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
£675
Theta Data II Transport
£1095
Theta Data II Transport
£400
theta Pro Gen Va
£1250
Theta Pro Prime 2
£395
Theta Progeny
£395
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wado 2000 Drillmaster
£1785
Wadia 830
CI 395
Wado WT3200 Transport
£800
£995
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895

ertho'ss"bms
Tenon C1131 cd recover

Linn active system
Meridian Audio System
Nairn Audio SOL System
Nam Audio CD3/102/180/SBL
Rega Complete System
Ratel RCD-02 rd player • RA- 01 amplifier

£2000
£150
£4500
£995
f6975
£2350
£2000
£350

Cesium lestaltetlen Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
MD Players
Arcam DV79
Arcam 131/79
kcam 0079
Mani DV88
Arcam 131/89
Arcam FMJ DV29
Lexicon RTIO
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
Meridian Audio G98AH
Pioneer DVD6S6A

£850
£600
£850
£795
f999
£1300
£1395
£1550
£2595
f150

HI Si Other
Bose Quiet Comfort II Norse Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Harmon Kantor, Citation 23 FM Tuner
£225
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£ 250
Nakamichi 682zx
£ 390
Nakamichi DR 8
£200
Hotel RT925 tuner
£ 75
lebrareled Merlin
Albany PP1
Arcam A85
Audio Analogue Primo Soltarla

£160
£450
£250

Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated £995
Bel Canto CM 21 integrated £ 1900
Conrad Johnson C.AV50
£ 1295
Conrad Johnson MF2500A
£ 1695
Gryphon CALLISTO 2100
£ 2795
Gryphon CALLISTO 2200
£3295
Krell KAY 300i
£ 1095
Krell KAV 400xi
£2250
Maranta 17 Ki Sig MKII Platinum
£ 795
McIntosh MC 275 mkIV tube amp
£ 2000
McIntosh MC 275 SS
£ 2200
Musical Fidelity A1000
£895
Pathos Logos
£ 1600
Roksan rocksan kandy bal
£ 450
Ratel le 01 amplifier
£ 120
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£ 495
Won Phalanx/Poseidon £ 10000
Arcam One
£ 300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti -0
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN J
£ 450
Audio Physic Medea II
£0
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £2500
Audio Physic Spark tlatest) £ 1099
Audio Physic Tempo 31
£ 1350
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£ 2500
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£ 795
Audiovector M3sonature active
£2100
88W 602
£ 125
El8W 604 s3
£ 465
B8W Nautrlus 802
£ 4995
Bo. ACOUSTIMASSO 3
£ 150
Celestion A series 5Channel surround £ 900
Dah Euphoma MS4
£ 3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
£ 2500
Dynaude Contour 13 mk11
£ 600
Dyraudo CONTOUR 51.4
£ 1495
Dynaudio Contour 55.4
£ 2950
Dynaudo FOCUS 110
£ 595
Dynaudio FOCUS 140
£895
Dynaudo FOCUS 200
£ 495
Dynaudo FOCUS 220
£ 1395
Dynaudio S1.4
£ 1095
Dynaudio S3.4
£ 2495
Dynaudo S64
£ 4250
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£ 2850
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
£ 550
Gene/cc 205 Active Monitors
£ 395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1. 2
£ 26120
Gryphon CANTATA SPEAKERS
£ 7995
Hales concept 5
£ 2200
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
£60
Jamo 0830
£650
JAS Ursa
£995
J131.
111
11
£ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia
£ 5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£ 3400
JMLab Electra 906
£ 595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE • Stands £ 3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
£2750
JMLab Nova Utopia
£ 10500
JR Jordan JR 150 • Stands
f450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF Coda 80
£60
KEF Reference three 2
£850
ieerna SPLX12 sub woofer
£650
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3 6/9
03600
Martin Logan AEON 1
£ 1995
Martin Logan Ascent i
£2495
Martin Logan DEPTH
£ 1299
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1500
Mirage FED. 9
£ 600
Mission 783 SE Alder
£ 175
MORDAUW SHORT Performance 6
£ 2695
Norm Audio SBL Walnut
MO
Pen Audio Rebel- 2/ Choro bass towers £ 1550
Perigee FA 1Loudspeaker £ 2995
Pogo P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
PMC Loudspeakers 885
£6995
Proac Stud o 150
£800
Prue Tablettes mkt
£ 250
Quad ELS 57
£995
REL 0 200E
£ 350
SEL 0-2130E subwoofer
£ 200
SEL Strata
£ 295
Revel b152 subwoofer
£ 1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£ 300
Sanos Faber Extrema 8 Stands
£ 3995
Sonos Faber Minuetto • Ad' Stone Wood Stands
un a .
£ 8990
System ALAI° SA2K
£ 1595
Talon Kite Centre
£ 750
Triangle MAGELLAN CONCERTO £ 7995
Tnangle VOLANTE
£ 3395
Tnangle ZEPHYR II
£ 495
Triangle ZEPHYR XS
£ 495
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£ 475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£ 4500
Wilson Aucio MAXX 2
£28990
Wilson Aucio Sophia
£6500
Wilson Aorta Sophia
£ 5749
Wilson Audio Oysters 5 1
£ 5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2 £3750
Wilson Audio Win
£3295
Muth Channel Amps
Ai i
Jni Pi
Paiiisinind A51
Pioneer OSA EU/
Theta Theta Dreadnaught 11

£ 2595
£2895
£ 575
£ 3900

Multi Channel Speaker Sebum
Audio Physic Centre 1
£ 450
creative 7700
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 • LCR
£ 3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£ 195
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson £ 2650
POW«
Accuph
ilt
i
r
£ 4000
',ewes Ads Amp 2
£ 3495
Acoustic Arts Power 1
£ 2150
Alma ST 13 01
£ 995
Aloo ST 15.01
£ 1095
Arcam 800
£ 500
Arcam A90
£ 749
Arcam P135
£ 395
Audo Flight Flight 100
£ 4495
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated £ 3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks £ 5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
£ 12995
Audio Research V70
£ 1595
Audio Research 01200 MKII
£6000
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
£ 700
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
£ 3450
Audio Value Baldar 70
£ 1795
Audolab 3000 PC
£ 785
Audolab 8000a mk111
£300
B.A.T. 150/HE
£6950
BAT 600SE
£4950
B.A Ill( 600se
£ 5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£ 1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks £ 1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£ 2300
Boulder 500 AE
£ 1950
Boulder SAO AE Monos
£ 4650
CAT JL2 Signature
£ 11500
Carver A500x
£ 275
Carver TFM-42
£ 360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£ 1200

Cary SLA 70
£895
Cello Duet 350
£3995
Conrad Johnson 064125
f895
£275
Cyris
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP 60
£1250
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp vp-20 aSL 2000 Al £1850
Dua mono block- 200w 23.5
£2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
£475
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Gamut D 100 mk11
£1395
Gamut D200 mkin
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
£7365
Gryphon ANTILION SIGNATURE
£8995
Gryphon DIABLO
£5595
Hakro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£15500
Hereon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
£395
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
£5500
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
£5500
Krell FP8 300
£3750
Krel FPB 6000
£5995
Krel FPB 700 cx1600 Iligradedl
£7995
Krei FPB 750 mcx
£22250
£13550
Krell FP8 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB600 C- Upgrade
£3995
Krell FPO-700CX
£9995
Krell KSA 250
£1950
Krel KSA 80 Ballanced
£1295
£1750
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
£4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
Mark Levinson No 23
£1750
McCormak DNA 125
£1150
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
£5750
meracus Intrare 6
£850
Musical Fidelity 0300 CA
£1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£2495
Nain Audio 180
£595
NuForce Reference 902
£1350
Passlabs 0350
£3395
Passlabs 0600
£6495
Passlabs X600
£6995
Ouad 33, 303, FM3
£280
Rotel R13-06
£230
Ratel RA de
£240
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
£695
Tag Avantgarde 10004
£1295
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
£2500
VERITAS 0400
£999
XTC power one
£1300
`IBA Passion Monoblocks
£6995
Pre Amplifiers
Acoustic Ms Pre 1
Adyton Modus
Akio PST 11 011
Alma PST 11.011
Aragon aurum
Audio Flight Flight Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research L522
Audio Research LS9
Audio Research SP16
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
Audo Valve Eklipse
B.A.T VK31
Borneo firnpano
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 For
TSL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics CPA 4000E
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 161_52
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 17LS
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pm Amp
DNM series 2/3
Electrocompanot EC 46
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Gryphon SONATA ALLERGO
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell ACT CAST 11
Mark Levinson 380s
McCormak MAJO
McCormak RLD 1
Meridian Audio GO2
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Nairn Audio 102
Maim Audio Flat Cap
Maim Audio Nac 62
Ratel RC 06
Tact RCS 20
Teat RCS 2.0DD
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply
YEA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Mier' 7205
Madngal MP 9CRT
Stine
Attacama Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8 Cones
Cyrus Hark Rack
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
Partington Dreadnought
Stands Unique chunky
Ornlables/AnnstCartrldges L Photeestapes
AHRC Grim Reaper
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
Breuer Type 8
Chord Electronics Phono Stage
Clear Audio Accurate
EAR The Head
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
Graham Slee Era Gold V
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
lecher' Odyssey
Origin Live Encounter
Ortofon 510 MM
Ortolan 540
Ortolan Jubilee
0-tofon Kontrapunkt B
Oxford Crystal Reference • Graham 2

2PlexneaU

Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/Jubilee
SME Model 100
SME Model 20/29
SME Model 30/29
SME Series IV Arm
SME Series VArm
SME V-Countenveight
Systemdek II
XE900
V>I TNT 4« Rokport Arm
TV/Prasma/ LCO
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 % M#/ORS
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD

£1495
£1295
£1450
£995
£1150
£3495
£2795
£395
£1895
£895
£1195
£795
£1500
£1500
£2000
£6495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£4750
£3995
£2495
£595
£325
£550
£5500
£7995
£3595
£4995
£2999
£1295
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£595
£225
£250
£240
£1575
£1995
£1995
£1000
£995
£3995
£2250
£19990
£175
£550
£400
£300
£175
£250
£90
£275
£80
£4995
£2000
£999
£2395
£390
£200
£395
£200
£3250
£2495
£1795
£750
£35
f85
£1000
£550
£2900
£90
£700
£3500
£2899
£4995
£10999
£750
£1450
£20
£350
£6500
£1495
£3000
£1495
£1995

Central Audio
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:
E-mail:

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 MK11
1800.... 795
AUDIO RESEARCH REF3 PRE
9000... 6495
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
2000. . .. 895
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
6500. .. 3495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MK11
5500 ... 2995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
2500... 1695
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
2500... 1495
AUDIOPHYSIC VIRGO 3ROSENUT
4000.... 995
ACCUPHASE DP67
4500 ... 2995
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
7500 ... 3995
ACCUPHASE DP90
6500. . 2995
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000... 1695
ACCUPHASE DP75V +AD INPUT CARD
8000 ... 3995
ACCUPHASE E212
2200... 1295
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
4800. .. 2995
ART AUDIO VPS DM
2200... 1395
ART AUDIO VYNYL 1MedMM
1600. . 895
AVI LAB SERIES CD
1500 .... 895
B@W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED CURLY MAPLE
7000 ... 2495
BAT VK31 WITH REMOTE
2500 ... 895
BAT VK6200 3 CHANNEL
5925 ... 2295
BOULDER 810 PRE IN STOCK
7250
BOULDER 850 MONOS IN STOCK
8500
BRYSTON BP20
1200 .... 395
CHORD DAC 64
1600.... 895
DARTZEEL MODEL ONE
11800... 8495
DENON AVC-A1SR
3000.... 695
DCS VERDI LASCALA
10000 ... 4995
DCS VERONA
4000 ... 2995
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
9500... 4995
EAR V70
3500... 1695
EAR 834L
395
710
FOCAL JM LABS 714
480.... 245
FOCAL JM LABS 1027 BE
4000 ... 2395
FOCAL JML4BS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
8500... 5995
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
180
95
KRELL FPB 250 MC X2
12000 .. 3995
KRELL FPB 650M X2
24000 .. 7595
KRELL FPB 600C
15000... 4495
KRELL FPB400CX
12000... 5995
KRELL KPS25SC 24/96
25000... 8995
KRELL FPB 700CX
15000... 7995
KRELL KPS 20IL
15000... 2995
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
4000 ... 2595
KRELL 2250
4000 ... 2595
KRELL 280P
3000... 1995
LEXICON MC8
5000... 2295
LINN LPI2 ITTOK CIRKUS VALHALLA
N/A
695
LINN LP12 BASIK PLUS
N/A ... 395
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
6000... 2995
LINN KINOS
4500 ... 2995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT 1
4500 ... 2195
MERIDIAN DSP600 2e96
11000 ... 4995
MICHELL ALECTO MONOS MK1
2000 .... 695
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
3000 .... 395
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR PRE
1000.... 345
MUSICAL FIDELTY A3CR POWER
1000.... 345
NAGRA DAC
7800 ... 4495
NAGRA PLL
5500 ... 3795
NAGRA VPA MONOS
100... 5995
NAIM 282 SN190XXX
3075... 1995
NAIM 252 SN190XXX
4450 ... 2995
NAIM XPS2 S/N216XXX
2550 .. 1795
NAIM NAP 300 S/N 213XXX
5300 ... 3495
NAIM SCAP 2S/N216XXX
3000 ... 2095
NAIM 500 3AVAILABLE S/N 181XXX 168XXX 180XXX
12850 . . . 6995
NAIM CDS3 S/N 196XXX
5325 ... 3495
NAIM AV2 S/N 184XXX
2475... 1695
NAIM 250 2AVAILABLE S/N 185XXx 184XXX
2300.... 995
NAIM 175 S/N 175XXX
1350.... 795
NAIM CD5I SN200XXX
B50..
550
NAIM NCENT SN215XXX •
525..
325
NAIM NSUB SN215XXX
1650 .... 995
NAIM ARIVA SN207XXX
1350 .... 795
NHT W1 SUB WITH AMP AND XOVER
1030.... 295
NHT Al MONOBLOCKS
325.... 150
PEN AUDIO REBEL2/CHARA
2600... 1495
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS
5300 ... 3495
RVOX H6 TUNER
N/A
295
REGA P9
2500... 1695
ROTELL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
1000.... 495
SONUS FABER EXTREMA
7000... 2995
SILTECH SIG G6 RUBY HILL 1MTR SHUKO
695.
395
SILTECH SIG G6 RUBY HILL 1MTR IEC
695.... 395
SILTECH SPX 30 1MTR SHUKO 2AVAILABLE
330.... 195
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
595.... 295
SPECTRAL DMC 15
4700 .. 2995
SPECTRAL DMA100S
4825... 2995
TRANSPARENT REF XL-SS
3500... 1495
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL
1000.... 595
TRANSPARENT REF XL-SS
7000... 2995
TEAC DV50-S
4500... 2495
VERTY AUDIO PARSIFAL
14000 ... 6495
WILSON SYSTEM 6
20000... 7995
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
4000 . . 1995
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JEN 4M6

Wanted quaility hifi

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
P-ofessionally de-signed kits from VISATON
High specification drive units

0

Fuly assembled and tested crossovers
0

:abine•s availaole in real wood veneers
See website for full specs. plans and d'awings

@

State of the art drive units
Huge range of acre,ones

MF4T 1? Rbtxre tweeter
130 TL
Transmission fine kits
at
High End Kits

o

Home Cinema and surround sound

Visaton make some of t
best dnve units in the wor
and are used in some of
best systems around. Th
also offer great value

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax' 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

Demonstration by
appointment

VISAT

N

41,4.4e, egeata

Audio Atmosphere Penkriclge, Staffordshire
Tel: 01 785 711232 www.auclioatmosphere.com

HOW TO CONTACT US...

Hie news
Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Steve Fairclough
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser

Our editorial, advertisement and

Editorial Assistant - Marie Ek
Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
Technical Director • Paul Miller
Senior Contributing Editor •
Ken Kessler
Technical Adviser • Martin Colloms
Consultant Technical Editor •
Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

publishing offices are at
Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House.
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey,
CR9 1HZ, England.
Tel • 020 8726 8311
Fax • 020 8726 8317
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Advertisement
Team
Group Sales Manager
Paul Reynolds • 020 8726 8322

Ontine•••

Cèrecyce
Management
Team
Editor- in-Chief • Mark Hedges
Associate Publisher •

James Bush • 020 8726 8324
Sales Executive

subscriptiors and news go to
www.hifinews.co.uk

Ben Foster • 020 8726 8399
The Market ( Reader Ads)
Carole Molloy • 020 8726 8321
Production Manager
Clare Lardan • 020 8726 8315

Tape Recorders. ko.io News Record Acne.. Audio Reccid
Review. the Ciamonhone Record. VYhich D and Music
Business
News is amember
of the Audit Bureau of Drell rons

EISA

Richard Marcroft
General Manager • Niall Clarkson

IABCI and of HISA

Managing Director • Paul Williams
Chief Executive • Sylvia Auton

News ir pale din Me first thde of the monri
preceding thr. cove date by IPC Wan Network.
Part of tie IPC Media GIU1[ It costs L3 l5 per issue
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Photographic
Team
Roger Phillips, Mike Prior,
Anthony Butler, Clare Collins,
Ellie Dowds
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ZSSENTIAL 50UND

A record to test your system's air,
openess and timing this month as
Jason Kennedy celebrates afunky
cut from the Frank Zappa cannon

))) The
FrankMothers
Zappa and
of Invention
ONE SIZE FITS ALL
DiscReef Records K59207

O

ne Size Fits All is the connoisseur's
choice from the cannon of work
that Frank Zappa produced over a
30-year iperiod. It comes from the
era that followed the original Mothers and
their freak out style and precedes Zappa's
more straight ahead rock period.
For One Size Zappa gathered some of
the finest musicians he had worked with in
the previous four years and had them play
jazz fusion with atwist that is all his own.
The quality of the music here owes alot
to the abilities of George Duke ( keyboards,
vocals), Chester Thomson ( drums'), Johnny
Guitar Watson ('flambé vocals'), Tom Fowler
(bass), Ruth Underwood (percussion) and
the outrageous vocal talents of Napoleon
Murphy Brock, who also plays flute and
tenor sax. Of course there is no forgetting
the man himself on guitar and vocals.
This is probably Zappa's funkiest album
thanks to the presence of Duke who is the
strongest presence after the composer;

Friday 17 Noyernb
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his analogue synth
produces the most
gorgeous phat
chewy sounds
and his piano is as
almost percussive
as Thompson's
drums. But it's the
vocal performances
on tracks like ' Inca
Roads' that take the
biscuit. Zappa was good at picking great
singers — there are three at least on this
album — but Duke made this song his own.
GREAT RIFI
What makes this agreat hi-fi album is its
density and richness of arrangement. There
are often several voices behind the lead in the
least likely harmonies and there are always
plenty of instruments in the mix. This density
can result in acongested overall sound with
compressed or shut-in systems; basically

ON TEST:
•Eclipse TD510
•Tube Technology Fulcrum
CD Transport & DAC
•Leben CS- 600 amp
•Icon Audio Stereo 60

NOVEMBER 200h

the more open and revealing the system
used, the greater the variety of textures and
rhythms that can be followed without strain.
At the same time the system needs to be
sensitive to timing if it is to deliver both the
overall vibe and the way that the various
instruments and voices contribute to it.
While ' Inca Roads' is generally considered
the highlight of this album Iconsider it to be
one of nine superb pieces that go toward
making One Size the most solidly consistent
and entertaining album in Zappa's oeuvre. ()

PLUS:
How To. bi-amp your speakers masterclass •
Inside Story .Are the CDs vie buy suffering from
needless clipping distortion?

MX- Rmono amplifier

The Ayre MX- Rrepresents a radical new approach to power
amplifier design, exceeding all previously known performance
limits. Housed in an ultra-rigid chassis machined from asolid
block of aircraft-grade aluminum, the MX- R's unique form factor
provides for easy placement as well as astunning appearance.

symmetry

Innovative new circuit technologies combine to create a

t: 01727 865488

previously unrealized sonic experience that will deepen

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

your appreciation of your favourite music.

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"THE SOUND WAS SO MAGICAL
MERLIN HIMSELF WOULD SURELY BUY ONE"

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 3VACUUM TUBE PRE AMPLIFIER

THE SOUND OF THE PH7 IS WHAT COUNTS AND

IT'S A STUNNER"

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE PH7 VACUUM TUBE PRE PRE AMPLIFIER

IT JUST SOUNDS LIKE YOU ALWAYS HOPED
CD COULD SOUND, IF CD WAS DONE RIGHT"

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE CD 7VACUUM TUBE CO PLAYER

Audio Research has always used the knowledge gained through designing their Reference series components to benefit every model in their
range. Phono stages, pre- amplifiers, power amps - Audio Research believes, like Formula 1car designers, that the benefits gained at the
cutting edge should be shared.
A new entry-level pre- amp delivers ataste of Reference sonics to awider audience: the LS17. Fully- featured and supremely functional, it is a
dream match for the VS55 stereo power amplifier - an astonishingly affordable introduction to Bill Johnson's wizardry. And we remain dazzled
by the LS26, which we suspect will find itself driving more than afew Reference 110s.
Reference 110 is the first ever single- chassis, stereo power amplifier in the Reference range: the 2x1 10W Reference 110 - aperfect match for
the LS26 or the Ref 3, the finest pre- amp ever issued by Audio Research. But there's more.
So fine is the CD3 Mk II that Audio Research was inspired to develop it further. The resultant CD7 is so good - its internats include a
Ref 3- derived output stage - that this player has earned the honour of becoming the first- ever Reference series digital source component. For
analogue supporters, the all- tube Ref PH7 phono stage is probably the best phono section available today. Completed with either the flagship
Ref 610T or 210 monoblocks, the Reference models reign supreme.
The bloodline strengthens.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
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